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 Russia & Ukraine: key information 

General RUSSIA  

• Russia's GDP decreased by 1.9% between January and October 2022.  

• Crude oil rose 2.4% between January and October 2022.  

• Inflation is 11.88% between December 2021 and December 2022 - for companies it is 19.6% (construction: 
16.7%)(French Treasury).  

 

UKRAINE 

• The annual inflation rate was 26.5% in November 2022. 

• Annual GDP declined 30.8 % in the third half of 2022. 

• According to the latest data, more than 50% of Ukraine's energy infrastructure has been destroyed by Russian air 
strikes and targeted drone campaigns. Ukrainian critical infrastructure (power plants, water supply systems, etc.), 
businesses, hospitals, kindergartens and households need urgent support, especially as winter temperatures have 
fallen below zero in most Ukrainian cities (French Treasury). 

 
ENERGIES 
After rising 68% from January to June, the energy component of the S&P Goldman Sachs Commodity Index (GSCI) ended the 
year 10% higher than the first trading day of 2022. Global events-including Russia's full-scale invasion of Ukraine, which has 
been ongoing since last February-contributed to greater volatility in the energy sub-index and higher prices for some energy 
commodities at the end of 2022. 

The S&P GSCI is a weighted average of 24 individual commodity contracts organized into five sub-indices. The weight assigned 
to each commodity reflects its importance to the global economy as measured by its production volume and liquidity (EIA).  

 

https://www.tresor.economie.gouv.fr/Articles/f2997dca-68b4-4cbe-9940-566ebfc35877/files/1e990fba-5c5c-42ea-8e72-b04733863219
https://www.tresor.economie.gouv.fr/Articles/9ae36384-f115-4ef9-9855-25af67b5ca7c/files/d1d77209-bd52-4f7b-890b-8b72f24364be
https://www.eia.gov/todayinenergy/detail.php?id=55059
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Reconstruction UKRAINE  
 
Financing 
In September 2022, the Ukrainian government, the European Commission and the World Bank, in cooperation with partners, 
estimated the cost of reconstruction and recovery in Ukraine at $349 billion. This figure is expected to rise in the coming 
months as the war continues. 
The assessment covers the impacts of the war experienced between February 24 and June 1, 2022 and found that the physical 
damage of the war reached over $97 billion. It was particularly high in the housing, transportation, trade and industry sectors.  
The report states that recovery and reconstruction needs in the social, productive and infrastructure sectors amount to $349 
billion, or more than 1.5 times Ukraine's GDP in 2021. Over the next 36 months, RDNA estimates that $105 billion is needed 
to address urgent needs such as restoring education and health systems and infrastructure, preparing for the coming winter 
by restoring heating and power to homes, supporting agriculture, and repairing vital transportation routes. The safe 
management of debris and explosives, including landmines, also represents a substantial cost (World Bank). 
 

https://documents1.worldbank.org/curated/en/099445209072239810/pdf/P17884304837910630b9c6040ac12428d5c.pdf
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Reconstruction yes, but what? 
Reconstruction of Ukraine must go beyond the heavy task of rebuilding and restoring damaged physical infrastructure; efforts 
must address all elements of economic development. Organizations such as the Ukrainian government, humanitarian groups 
and global financial institutions have provided immediate assistance. The European Bank for Reconstruction and 
Development (EBRD) has established a recovery fund that currently contains more than US$650 million, all in the form of 
grants. The purpose of the fund is to stabilize and protect private sector growth, and to provide humanitarian assistance, 
including food security. In addition, in May, the Biden administration pledged $7.5 billion to the Ukrainian Ministry of Finance 
to help pay the salaries of health care workers and educators, of which $1.3 billion has been sent. 
  
For aid to go beyond this immediate (and necessary) assistance, it is important to get a detailed picture of the scope and 
magnitude of the costs incurred by the war: 
 

- Physical infrastructure: As of August 22, 2022, the Ukrainian Ministry of Economy and the Kyiv School of Economics 
(KSE) estimated that the war had caused $113.5 billion in damage to physical infrastructure. It is essential to rebuild 
this infrastructure so that the housing, education and employment opportunities needed for reconstruction can 
develop. It is also an opportunity to re-examine urban planning not just for efficiency or economic growth, but for 
community development. 

 
- Education and Workforce: More than 2,000 educational institutions were damaged in Ukraine. Before the war, 

Ukraine's human capital was a critical competitive advantage. Rebuilding these institutions and creating 
opportunities for workers could be key to attracting returning refugees and regaining this economic advantage. 

 
- Financial sector: The loss of a key trading partner in Russia has hurt Ukraine's financial sector. With issuer credit 

ratings of CCC+ by S&P Global Ratings and CC by Fitch Ratings, Ukraine may have difficulty raising funds on its own. 
It needs capital investment to strengthen its economy and enable post-war economic growth. 

 
- Government services and revenues: the war not only disrupts trade, reducing excise revenues, but also hinders the 

collection of other taxes. The World Bank expects Ukraine's budget deficit to increase by US$5 billion each month 
until the war ends.  

  
- Agriculture: Ukraine's agricultural sector accounted for 11 % of the country's GDP, nearly 20% of its labor force, and 

nearly 40% of its total exports prior to the Russian invasion. But by June 2022, Ukraine's grain exports were down 
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44% from June 2021. Damage to farmland, unharvested crops, storage facilities, and more must be addressed if 
Ukraine's agricultural sector is to return to its previous state (Deloitte). 

 
February 2023 
The EU has sent Ukraine the first €3 billion of the €18 billion loan package, but some EU member states are already seeing 
that this amount will not be enough, Czech Finance Minister Zbyněk Stanjura admitted on January 17. 
 
The €18 billion aid package for Ukraine was approved in December 2022 after difficult negotiations. According to the 
approved regulation, the EU can provide Ukraine with a regular financial loan with monthly payments. However, the agreed 
amount will probably not be enough, said Stanjura (Civic Democratic Party, ODS - affiliated with the CRE group). "When we 
see today and every day the attacks of the Russian army, the increasing damage they are doing to the infrastructure of 
Ukraine, but also to residential areas, I guess the financial needs will be even greater than we thought in November or 
December," Stanjura said after the meeting between EU finance ministers (Euractiv).  

Meeting on Wednesday, January 23, the foreign ministers of the 27 member states agreed to provide Kiev with a further half 
billion euros in arms. The ministers also agreed to add another €45 million in aid. This is aimed at training Ukrainian soldiers 
on EU territory. These assistance measures come from the European Peace Facility, an instrument created in March 2021 to 
finance EU external actions with a military dimension (All Europe). 

March 2023 
The cost of rebuilding Ukraine could reach $700 billion. The damage is colossal and work has already begun in some parts of 
the country now spared by the fighting. In August 2022, on Twitter, the Ukrainian Ministry of Defense estimated that 140,000 
residential buildings had been destroyed or damaged. Since then, thousands more have been gutted. In addition, cultural 
heritage, bridges, roads, hospitals and power plants have been destroyed by Russian bombing. According to UN figures 
reported by Voice Of America radio, in December, half of the country's energy infrastructure was destroyed. 
 
If there is no lack of skills [in reconstruction], the needs are mainly material. "The first need is energy, water and heating, so 
the infrastructure must be repaired," explains Martin Duplantier, architect and urban planner, president of the Architecture 
and Project Owners Association, who works on many Ukrainian projects. But if you have to rebuild quickly, you also have to 
do it well. 
 
This raises the question of quantifying the cost of rebuilding the country. A report published in September by the Ukrainian 
government, the World Bank and the European Commission and relayed by Reuters puts the figure at $350 billion. But 

https://www2.deloitte.com/za/en/insights/industry/public-sector/ukraine-reconstruction-plan.html
https://www.euractiv.fr/section/l-europe-dans-le-monde/news/lukraine-aura-besoin-de-plus-dargent-que-prevu-selon-un-ministre-tcheque/?utm_source=piano&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=28344&pnespid=vb9tEDgbMaEWwKee9m24FcvXvAqkWIR9N7akmehhtwdmY3HZbVhjMAV4QyL8uEs6GjQ4KYQUpA
https://www.touteleurope.eu/l-ue-dans-le-monde/l-union-europeenne-octroie-500-millions-d-euros-d-aide-militaire-a-l-ukraine/
https://mobile.twitter.com/DefenceU/status/1554396189239418881
https://www.francetvinfo.fr/monde/europe/manifestations-en-ukraine/guerre-en-ukraine-l-onu-lance-une-plateforme-de-suivi-des-dommages-causes-au-patrimoine-culturel-ukrainien_5443054.html
https://www.francetvinfo.fr/monde/europe/manifestations-en-ukraine/guerre-en-ukraine-l-onu-lance-une-plateforme-de-suivi-des-dommages-causes-au-patrimoine-culturel-ukrainien_5443054.html
https://www.voanews.com/a/un-half-of-ukraine-energy-infrastructure-destroyed-by-russian-attacks/6874897.html
https://www.reuters.com/world/europe/russian-invasion-ukraine-caused-over-97-bln-damages-report-2022-09-09/
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estimating an amount "is a difficult task, especially since Ukraine does not control 18% of its territory and we do not know 
the date of the end of the conflict," says Yuriy Gorodnichenko, a member of CEPR and professor of economics at the University 
of California and co-author of a report on the reconstruction of Ukraine. 
"What is clear is that the figure is probably going to be around €700 billion, but it could be higher." 

The task undertaken by the Ukrainians promises to be colossal, "the largest economic project (...) in Europe today", as the 
Ukrainian President put it last September. Above all, the authorities will have to think about their priorities. "You can't repair 
a city of 100,000 inhabitants in the same way if only 30,000 are coming back," explains Alexander Shevchenko, the founder 
of Restart Ukraine, a group of Ukrainian researchers, architects and urban planners, whose mission is to think about a green 
reconstruction of the country (France TV, Fabien Jannic-Cherbonnel, 16/02/2023, Guerre en Ukraine - comment le pays 
prépare sa reconstruction malgré les bombes). 

 

April 2023 - World Bank plans $585 million for Ukraine's transmission system  
The World Bank is preparing to provide a new grant to the Ukrainian transportation system through its Ukraine Emergency, 
Recovery, Reconstruction and Reform Trust Fund (URTF).  
This new financing is the second World Bank-supported flexible emergency operation approved within two months, 
mobilizing partner resources through an innovative framework approach. The first operation was approved in December 
2022 and focused on infrastructure repair and health services. 
The Repairing Essential Logistics Infrastructure and Network Connectivity (RELINC) project will contribute to the rehabilitation 
of bridges and railroads essential to connect communities and improve transport links to the west to mitigate the effects of 
shipping disruptions in the Black Sea.  
To ensure a quick and efficient repair, the project will support the purchase of modular bridges, equipment and materials to 
urgently repair damaged road-bridge connections and vital rail lines. It will also help finance the purchase of platform cars 
and additional rolling stock to increase the railroad's capacity to transport goods in containers. 
According to World Bank estimates, more than 2,100 villages, 51 towns and 35 cities in areas that have returned to Ukrainian 
government control are experiencing disruptions in transportation networks due to the war. Direct damage to Ukraine's 
transportation network is significant, totaling more than $29.9 billion, and economic losses due to transportation disruption 
total an additional $26.1 billion as of June 1, 2022 (Infrastructure Global).  
 
New joint cost assessment 
A new joint assessment released by Ukraine and its international partners reveals the costs of reconstruction after a year of 
invasion by Russia.  

https://cepr.org/publications/books-and-reports/rebuilding-ukraine-principles-and-policies
https://www.president.gov.ua/en/news/ukrayina-stane-vzircem-vidbudovi-prezident-zvernuvsya-do-gen-79513
https://restartukraine.io/
https://www.francetvinfo.fr/redaction/jannic-cherbonnel-fabien/
https://infra.global/world-bank-plans-585m-for-ukraine-transport-network/
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The Ukrainian government, the World Bank Group, the European Commission and the United Nations now estimate the cost 
of Ukraine's reconstruction and recovery at 383 billion euros ($411 billion). 
 
This new estimate covers the one-year period between Russia's invasion of Ukraine on February 24, 2022, and the first 
anniversary of the war on February 24, 2023. The cost of reconstruction and recovery is expected to span ten years and 
combine public and private funding requirements. 
This figure was published in the World Bank's Second Rapid Damage and Needs Assessment (RDNA2) and represents a 
comprehensive assessment of the impacts of war in 20 different sectors. It quantifies the direct physical damage to 
infrastructure and buildings and describes the impact on people's lives and livelihoods. 
The RDNA2 also includes amounts needed for recovery and reconstruction in different sectors. For example, it estimates that 
Ukraine will need $14 billion for critical and priority reconstruction and recovery investments in 2023. 
The RDNA2 estimated the needs for the next decade considering inflation, market conditions, price spikes in mass 
construction sectors, rising insurance premiums, and a shift to less energy intensive and more resilient, inclusive, and modern 
design. The greatest needs are in transportation (22%), housing (17%), energy (11%), social protection and livelihoods (10%), 
blast risk management (9%), and agriculture (7%).  
The report's authors emphasize that the estimates of the two rapid damage and needs assessments published to date should 
be considered as minimum reconstruction costs, as needs will continue to grow if the war continues. 
However, the report also suggests that damage since the RDNA1 was published has not increased as much as might have 
been expected. This is due to several factors, including the fact that the most intense fighting has occurred in areas that were 
already heavily damaged. In addition, some of the country's needs have been met by the Ukrainian government with support 
from its partners, as seen in the health sector, where more than 500 affected health facilities have been partially or fully 
repaired. 
The energy and transportation sectors have also already benefited from the provision of equipment, materials, and funding 
for rapid repairs. In addition, the ability to keep government and essential services running has helped limit the escalating 
costs of recovery and reconstruction (Infrastructure Global).  
 

GENERAL BALANCE SHEET March 2023 
On February 24, 2022, Vladimir Putin unleashed his troops on Ukraine, for a lightning operation. One year of war later, Kiev 
continues to resist, but the toll - tens of thousands of deaths, massive destruction, an economy on its knees - is terrifying. 

• 180,000 dead or wounded among Russian soldiers, 100,000 on the Ukrainian side: the toll, according to Norway, of 
military losses is staggering. Other Western sources mention 150,000 losses on each side. To be compared, for the 
Russian side, to the 15,000 Red Army soldiers killed in ten years of war in Afghanistan (1979-1989). 

https://infra.global/e383bn-to-rebuild-ukraine-says-world-bank-eu-and-un/
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• In Mariupol, a southern port city, more than 20,000 Ukrainian civilians died in the battle that ended in May, according 
to Kiev. In total, 30,000 to 40,000 Ukrainians have lost their lives in the conflict, according to Western sources. At the 
end of January, the UN estimated the number of dead and wounded at 18,000, while acknowledging that "the real 
figures are considerably higher". Among the dead, more than 400 children, according to Kiev. 

• Nearly 65,000 cases of alleged war crimes have been reported, according to EU Justice Commissioner Didier Reynders. 

• The "active" front line stretches 1,500 km from north to south in eastern Ukraine, according to the head of the 
Ukrainian army Valery Zaloujny.  

• The cost is dramatic for the country, whose GDP contracted by 35% in 2022, according to the World Bank. The Kyiv 
school of economics estimated in January 2023 the amount of damage at 138 billion dollars, and more than 34 billion 
in losses for agriculture. Unesco counts more than 3,000 schools and 239 cultural sites affected. 

• Since September 2022, Moscow has systematically targeted energy infrastructure. By December, nearly half of them 
had been damaged in the country, plunging Ukrainians into darkness and cold. 

• According to the UN, the fighting has already caused nearly 8 million people to leave Ukraine, and over 5 million are 
internally displaced. 

• In November, the Kiel Institute estimated that Kiev's partners had pledged about €37.9 billion in military aid 
(Euractiv).  

 
April 2023 
In December 2021, prior to the invasion of Ukraine, Russia was exporting 7.8 million barrels per day of all types of oil, including 
5 million barrels of crude oil and the remainder of refined products - volumes similar to those before the COVID-19 pandemic. 
Of this total, about one-third (about 2.4 million barrels per day) was sold to Europe, the largest buyer of Russian oil. 
In June 2022, as part of the sixth sanctions package, the EU introduced a progressive ban on the purchase, import or transfer 
of crude oil (from December 5, 2022) and other refined petroleum products (from February 5, 2022), with some exceptions. 
This has resulted in a reduction in EU imports of about 1 million barrels/day (with the remaining imports amounting to about 
1.2 million barrels of seaborne crude and 0.8 million barrels of pipeline crude, mainly due to exceptions to the embargo 
granted to some EU member states), or about 10 % of total EU oil demand. However, if the embargo reduces purchases from 
a major Russian oil customer, Russia may find other buyers (e.g., China and India) and continue to sell (and profit from) as 
much oil as before. 
 
To date, the sanctions against Russia are multilateral, but not global, leaving ample room to circumvent them through third 
country imports, direct or indirect re-exports, or false transits.  

https://www.euractiv.fr/section/l-europe-dans-le-monde/news/leffroyable-bilan-dune-annee-de-guerre-en-ukraine/
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Significantly, Russian exports to Brazil, China, India, and Turkey have increased by at least 50 % since the start of the 2022 
war compared to the previous year, while Turkish exports to Russia have increased by 46 % in the six months since the 
imposition of sanctions.  
At the same time, the United Arab Emirates has so far remained a haven for Russian businessmen or officials sanctioned by 
the West. On the other hand, Kazakhstan, the largest country in Central Asia and hitherto considered a Russian ally in the 
region, recently adopted two potentially significant decisions: tightening visa requirements for Russian citizens and closing 
its trade mission to Russia.  
 
In the economic outlook update published in January 2022, a few weeks before the start of the Russian invasion of Ukraine, 
the International Monetary Fund (IMF) forecast GDP growth for Russia of +2.8% in 2022 and +2.1% in 2023. Slightly more 
pessimistically, the World Bank's January 2022 report had estimated Russia's GDP growth at +2.4% in 2022 and +1.8% in 2023. 
However, as of February-March 2022, in addition to these long-term preparations, the Russian authorities adopted several 
fiscal measures to mitigate the impact of the first sanctions shock. These measures (increasing social benefits, providing soft 
loans and tax breaks, and raising the minimum wage) amounted to 3% of GDP and were financed by oil and gas revenues, 
the Russian sovereign wealth fund and the reduction of the federal budget surplus. With a financial crisis averted (see 
exchange rate below) and military production (included in GDP) increasing, the projected deficit for 2022 was gradually 
reduced to -4.5% by the World Bank, -3.9% by the Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD) and -
3.4% by the IMF (which revised this figure upwards to -2.2% in January 2023)(European Parliament).  
 

 

 

 

 Germany 

 General Construction 

Economic conditions March 2023 
German GDP is projected at 0.1% for the year 2023, while its 
annual inflation is expected to slow down to 7.2% (IMF).  
In January 2023, the inflation rate was +8.7%, compared to the 
same month of the previous year (German Statistical Office).  
 
April 2023 

February 2023 
At the end of November 2022, construction output fell by 
2.2% compared to the previous month (German Statistical 
Office). 
 
At the end of November 2022, in the building and civil 
engineering sector, for companies with 20 or more 

https://www.europarl.europa.eu/RegData/etudes/BRIE/2023/739366/EPRS_BRI(2023)739366_EN.pdf
https://www.imf.org/en/Countries/DEU
https://www.destatis.de/EN/Press/2023/02/PE23_041_611.html
https://www.destatis.de/EN/Press/2023/01/PE23_008_421.html
https://www.destatis.de/EN/Press/2023/01/PE23_008_421.html
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Price developments, February 2022 - February 2023 (German 
Statistical Office).  
 

 

employees, incoming orders decreased by 0.6% compared to 
the same month in the previous year (German Statistical 
Office).  
 
April 2023 
Building completion sales decreased by 4.8% in 2022 
compared to 2021. All branches of building completion work 
were affected by this decline in turnover in 2022. Due to the 
strong increase in construction prices, nominal sales 
increased by 10.8%. Based on provisional results, the Federal 
Statistical Office also reports that the number of people 
employed in 2022 increased by 0.8% compared to the 
previous year (German Statistical Office).  
 
Construction Order Intake, December 2022:  

• +1.8% compared to the previous month (in real 
terms, adjusted for seasonal and calendar effects). 

• -23.4% compared to the same month last year (in 
real terms, adjusted for seasonal and calendar 
effects). 

• -10.4% compared to the same month of the previous 
year (in nominal terms). 

 
In the building construction and civil engineering sectors, in 
establishments with 20 or more employees, new orders fell 
by 10.4% in nominal terms compared with the 
corresponding month of the previous year (German 
Statistical Office).  
 

Raw materials & Energy Procurement Price / Cost 

March 2023 
The Russian attack on Ukraine and the sanctions imposed on 
Russia have had a marked impact on German foreign trade in 

March 2023 
Delivery bottlenecks, material shortages and rising energy 
prices - the Covid-19 pandemic and the war in Ukraine have 

https://www.destatis.de/EN/Themes/Economy/Prices/Consumer-Price-Index/consumer-prices-message.html
https://www.destatis.de/EN/Themes/Economy/Prices/Consumer-Price-Index/consumer-prices-message.html
https://www.destatis.de/EN/Press/2022/12/PE22_558_441.html
https://www.destatis.de/EN/Press/2022/12/PE22_558_441.html
https://www.destatis.de/EN/Press/2023/03/PE23_100_44131.html
https://www.destatis.de/EN/Press/2023/02/PE23_072_441.html
https://www.destatis.de/EN/Press/2023/02/PE23_072_441.html
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2022. According to the Federal Statistical Office, German 
merchandise exports to Russia fell by 45.2 % compared to 2021 
to 14.6 billion euros. In the ranking of the most important 
German export destinations, Russia dropped from 15th to 
23rd place compared to the previous year. Russia was an 
important energy supplier for Germany until the second half 
of the year. The war in Ukraine led to a sharp rise in the price 
of energy imports. As a result, the value of German imports 
from Russia increased by 6.5 % to 35.3 billion euros in 2022. 
The quantity of goods imported from Russia, however, 
decreased by 41.5 %. As a result, Russia dropped from 12th to 
14th place in the ranking of the top suppliers of goods. The 
missing energy imports from Russia were partly replaced by 
supplies from other Eastern European countries, especially 
Kazakhstan (German Statistical Office). 
 

led to significant impacts on construction in 2022. According 
to the Federal Statistical Office, on an annual average basis, 
prices for almost all construction materials increased 
significantly in 2022 compared with the previous year, which 
had already seen large price increases.  The main upward 
effect on construction prices came from rising energy prices. 
Increases were seen in particular in the prices of building 
materials such as steel, steel products or glass, whose 
production is energy intensive. As an annual average, steel 
bars were 40.4% more expensive in 2022. The price of bright 
steel increased by 39.1%, reinforced concrete mesh by 
38.1% and steel pipes by 32.2%, compared to the annual 
average of 2021. In structural work, for example, steel is 
often used in combination with concrete to reinforce floor 
slabs, ceilings or walls. Overall, metal prices are up 26.5 % in 
2022 from the previous year. The price of flat glass, which is 
typically used for windows, glass doors, or glass walls, 
increased 49.3 % in 2022 compared to the annual average 
for 2021. For comparison: the producer price index for 
industrial products (total) increased 32.9% on an annual 
average basis in 2022 compared to 2021. Excluding energy 
prices, producer prices increased by 14.0% annual average 
in 2022 compared to 2021 (German Statistical Office). 
 
April 2023 
Sharp increase in energy prices compared to February 
2022, but month-to-month decrease: 
Energy prices increased 27.6% from February 2022. The 
large increase in energy prices is primarily due to the large 
increase in natural gas prices. 
Compared with the previous month, energy prices fell 1.4% 
in January 2023, primarily due to lower natural gas prices. 

https://www.destatis.de/EN/Press/2023/02/PE23_054_51.html
https://www.destatis.de/EN/Press/2023/02/PE23_N006_61.html
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Natural gas prices increased by 38.9% compared to February 
2022. For trade, prices increased by 91.5%, for resellers by 
40.2%. Industrial consumers had to pay 8.9% more for 
natural gas than a year earlier. Prices for power plants rose 
by 26.8%.  
For all customers, natural gas prices were down 4.2% 
compared to the previous January. 
Electricity prices for all customer groups increased by 27.1% 
compared to February 2022. Prices for small commercial 
customers who often enter rate-linked contracts increased 
by 39.5%, those for private households by 38.2%. Electricity 
redistributors had to pay 37.0% more than in February 2022, 
customers with special contracts 8.5%.  
Compared to the previous month, electricity prices for all 
customer groups increased by 2.5% in January. 
Petroleum product prices increased 5.1 % from February 
2022 and decreased 1.7 % from January 2023. Light fuel oil 
prices increased 8.3 % from February 2022 (-7.3% from 
January 2023), motor fuels increased 3.5 % (-2.0% from 
January 2023). 
The overall index excluding energy increased by 10.2% 
compared to February 2022 (+0.5% compared to January 
2023)(German Statistical Office).  
 

 
The evolution of purchase prices for construction materials 
continues in a differentiated manner in January 2023. In 
residential construction, construction prices increased by 
16% during 2022. 
For most building materials, the zenith of price development 
appears to have been reached in mid-2022. According to the 
Producer Price Index data, prices calmed down somewhat in 
the second half of 2022, though not nearly to the initial 2019 

https://www.destatis.de/EN/Press/2023/03/PE23_110_61241.html
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level. This lull is now continuing for most. The only exception 
is mineral building materials. 
In view of the downward trend in orders and the further 
decline in purchase prices, it is to be expected that the price 
dynamics of construction services will decline thereafter. 
After +16.8% for construction services in the main 
construction sector in 2022, the ZDB expects construction 
services prices to rise by between +5% and +6% in 2023. 
For structural steel, there are further downward price 
adjustments; in December, by more than 2% compared to 
the previous year, by about 7%. Here, there is still a good 50 
index points above the 2019 starting values. 
The sharp rise in energy prices clearly continues to drive the 
trend in the mineral building materials index. For example, 
cement increases by about 12% and bricks by about 7% 
compared to December 2022 (compared to the previous 
year's values, this is about 40% and 25% respectively). 
Gravels, sands and crushed natural stones move in parallel, 
with an increase of 7 % compared to December 2022 (and 
16 % compared to January 2022). For gravels and sands at 
least, the persistent high level of price increases is 
remarkable, as the link to energy price developments is 
hardly supportive. 
Petroleum-based plastics continue to be fairly consistent, 
holding between 30 and 50 index points above the 2019 
level (Das Deutsche Baugewerbe).  
 

Measures adopted by the 
utilities 

September 2022 
Recognizing the need to make award procedures competitive again, a federal department ordered in March 2022 (through 
executive orders) that material price escalation clauses be agreed upon for sensitive building materials when awarding 
construction contracts. These measures were put in place with immediate effect and are only binding on federal construction 
sites. The orders address, among other things, the management of existing contracts in response to supply shortages and 
price increases. This will impact how customers and contractors address delivery shortages in light of the war in Ukraine or 

https://www.zdb.de/positionen/materialknappheit
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other circumstances beyond the contractor's control, as well as conflict-induced price increases in the event of a disruption 
in the contract basis. In the future, the decrees will also impact the adjustment of contractual practices of concluded contracts 
by agreeing on material price increase clauses (FIEC, September 2022).  
 
The federal government has decided to mitigate the effects of the sharp rise in energy prices with three measures, worth a 
total of 95 billion euros. These measures include a 9-euro ticket, a fuel discount, an increase in personal income tax, a one-
time payment of 200 euros for recipients of social benefits, a 100-euro child bonus, the abolition of the tax on renewable 
energy sources (from July 1er 2022), two heating cost subsidies for people receiving housing benefits and a 300-euro flat-rate 
on energy prices (paid in September 2022). 
The restructured housing allowance and the new basic income for citizens that will replace the "Hartz 4" payments will 
increase from January 1, 2023. At the same time, the federal government is doing everything in its power to maintain the 
energy supply (The Federal Government, September 2022). 
 
October 2022 
A huge aid package of up to 200 billion euros is planned to protect consumers and businesses from the sharp rise in energy 
prices for the years 2022, 2023 and 2024.  
 
February 2023 
The Government presented its draft law on price brakes for electricity, gas and heat on November 25, 2022. The Bundestag 
passed this law on December 15, 2022, to come into force on December 24, 2022.  
 

• Brake on gas and heat prices for private households and small and medium-sized enterprises:  
The brake on gas prices will apply to citizens and small and medium-sized enterprises from March 2023, and it will 
also cover January and February retroactively. An allocated amount of 80% of their natural gas consumption will be 
capped at 12 cents per kilowatt hour, which is a reduction compared to the market price. The price cap for heat is 9.5 
cents per kilowatt hour. Consumers must pay the normal market price for the rest of their consumption. 

 

• Gas price brakes for the industrial sector:  
Starting in January 2023, industrial customers will receive 70% of their 2021 natural gas consumption from their 
suppliers at a guaranteed price of 7 cents per kilowatt hour. The price for heat is capped at 7.5 cents per kilowatt 
hour for 70% of the quantity used in 2021. For their remaining consumption, industrial companies will also have to 
pay the normal market price. 

 

https://www.bundesregierung.de/breg-en/news/measures-against-inflation-2126710
https://www.deutschland.de/fr/news/un-parapluie-defensif-contre-la-crise-energetique
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• Curbing electricity prices for households and businesses:  
- The brake on rising electricity prices provides for a cap of 40 cents per kilowatt hour on the price of electricity for 

households and small businesses whose annual consumption does not exceed 30,000 kilowatt hours.  
- For medium and large companies with an annual consumption of more than 30,000 kilowatt hours, the price is 

capped at 13 cents per kilowatt hour - plus grid costs, taxes, levies and charges (Bundesregierung News, 2023). 
 
April 2023 
The German Ministry for Economic Cooperation and Development launched on Monday (March 27) a new digital platform 

to strengthen Germany's commitment to the reconstruction process in Ukraine. With the launch of this platform, German 

Minister for Economic Cooperation and Development Svenja Schulze intends to advance preparations for reconstruction in 

Ukraine. The new networking platform aims to connect non-state actors, exchange information and stimulate economic 

opportunities for the companies involved. 

 

Rebuilding Ukraine 
The platform serves as a first point of contact for all non-state actors based in Germany who wish to participate in the 
reconstruction process. It aims to provide companies with economic opportunities by answering the frequently asked 
question, "How can I get involved?" 
In addition to networking and dialogue opportunities between actors involved in the reconstruction process, the platform 
includes the website "Plattform Wiederaufbau Ukraine". This is a resource for participants to receive information about offers, 
upcoming events and funding opportunities from the German government. In addition, the platform brings together 
individual initiatives and projects and creates synergies, for example, between the involvement of municipalities and the 
private sector.  
 
Content and scope 
The content of the platform will cover topics related to technical, logistical, climatic and social issues, ranging from how to 
rebuild houses in a cost-effective manner to how to deal with war trauma. The platform also includes partnership programs 
of the Ministry for Economic Cooperation and Development: 135 partnerships between German and Ukrainian municipalities, 
8 partnerships between German water companies as well as 13 partnerships in the field of medical care to provide Ukrainian 
hospitals with medical equipment and training. 
The platform is available to Ukrainian and international partners, but it is not intended to replace existing international 
cooperation organizations. Financial support and donations are also excluded from the platform's services (Euractiv).  
 

https://www.bundesregierung.de/breg-en/news/energy-price-brakes-2156430
https://www.ukraine-wiederaufbauen.de/
https://www.euractiv.fr/section/l-europe-dans-le-monde/news/lallemagne-lance-une-plateforme-de-mise-en-relation-pour-soutenir-la-reconstruction-de-lukraine/
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Positioning of the 
Federation 

December 2022 
Joint Appeal 
In a joint appeal on December 2, 17 leading associations and chambers from the construction, planning and real estate 
industries made their demands to the federal government and the Bundestag as well as to the leaders of the Länder: "New 
housing construction in Germany is on the verge of collapse due to soaring prices, rising interest rates and a tattered financing 
framework. If policymakers don't take countermeasures now, we will find ourselves in a housing emergency with our eyes 
wide open. What we need now are targeted subsidies for new construction, faster planning and approval procedures, and 
tax incentives for investment." (BauIndustrie, December 2022). 
 
Joint position paper  
The associations and the building trades have called for measures to stabilize the construction industry. 
The Russian war against the Ukraine threatens to plunge Germany and Europe into an economic crisis. In contrast to past 
crises, the construction sector, with approximately 2 million employees and a construction volume of 400 billion euros, is 
currently affected by significant declines. 17% of residential construction companies were already affected by cancellations 
in September 2022. While new orders in residential construction fell by 24% in real terms in August compared to the level of 
the previous year. 
The Federal Association of Building Materials - Stone and Earth (bbs), the German Construction Industry Association (HDB), 
the German Construction Industry Association (ZDB) and the German Confederation of Skilled Crafts (ZDH) have discussed 
how to counteract the slump in the construction sector and avoid a downward spiral at the expense of affordable housing 
and climate protection in a joint position paper (BauIndustrie) 
 
March 2023 
In an interview given to the newspaper RedaktionsNeztwerk Deustchland, Mr. Hübner, President of the German Construction 
Association (BauIndustrie), presents the needs and expectations of the sector. He calls on the state to provide 15 billion euros 
per year to promote the construction of new apartments. And for transport infrastructure, i.e. rail, waterways and roads, an 
additional 25 billion euros. A package of 40 billion, in other words. "Now we need a clear signal from the ministries of finance, 
construction, transport and economic affairs. Otherwise we will also miss the climate targets" (BauIndustrie).  
 

 

 

 Austria 

Economic conditions General Construction 

https://www.bauindustrie.de/pm/dramatische-lage-im-wohnungsbau
https://www.bauindustrie.de/fileadmin/bauindustrie.de/Media/Pressemitteilungen/gemPM_221125_Konjunkturmotor_Baukrise_vermeiden_final.pdf
https://www.rnd.de/wirtschaft/klimaziele-gerissen-ampel-will-mit-sofortprogrammen-nachbessern-5H2FFLUCP5A4JCPLWBSRX32UGY.html
https://www.rnd.de/wirtschaft/interview-was-erwartet-der-hauptverband-der-deutschen-bauindustrie-fuer-2023-PLKKIJCYMVDLLHT6WRN426NHJA.html
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March 2023 
IMF estimates place GDP at 1% for 2023 while annual 
inflation would be 5.1% (IMF).  
 
April 2023 
In the fourth quarter of 2022, Austrian GDP increased by 2.6% 
compared to the fourth quarter of 2021 (Statistics Austria).   
In February 2023, the annual inflation was 10.9%. In 2022, the 
inflation of the group "housing, water and energy" was 28.2% 
(Statistics Austria).  

February 2023 
Estimates for industry and construction by Statistics Austria 
show an increase in the turnover index (+19.4%) in November 
2022.  
 
"Despite the slowdown compared to the beginning of 2022, 
the manufacturing sector remains on the growth path. 
According to an initial estimate, the turnover of Austrian 
construction companies in November 2022 was 9.5% higher 
than in the same month of the previous year," explains Tobias 
Thomas, managing director of Statistics Austria. 
 
April 2023 
In January 2023, the first business cycle estimates for industry 
and construction published by the Austrian Statistical 
Institute show a 4.6% increase in sales compared to the same 
month of the previous year. The employment index rose by 
1.5% and the hours worked index by 4.8%. 
"Despite a noticeable slowdown in momentum, growth 
continues in the production sector at the start of 2023: 
according to an initial estimate, turnover in industrial and 
construction companies was 4.6 % higher in January than in 
January of the previous year, and hours worked increased by 
4.8 %," said Tobias Thomas, Director General of Statistics 
Austria.  
The positive development of sales figures was reflected in the 
early estimate for January 2023 for both industry (+4.4% 
year-on-year) and construction (+6.7%). Compared to a year 
earlier, the volume of work increased by +5.6 % in industry 
and +1.8 % in construction. The employment index grew 
moderately in industry (+2.3%) and decreased by -1.6% in 
construction compared to the previous year (Statistics 
Austria).  

https://www.imf.org/en/Countries/AUT
https://www.statistik.at/statistiken/volkswirtschaft-und-oeffentliche-finanzen/volkswirtschaftliche-gesamtrechnungen/bruttoinlandsprodukt-und-hauptaggregate
https://www.statistik.at/statistiken/volkswirtschaft-und-oeffentliche-finanzen/preise-und-preisindizes/verbraucherpreisindex-vpi/hvpi
https://www.statistik.at/fileadmin/announcement/2022/12/20221230KonjunkturfruehschaetzungNov2022EN.pdf
https://www.statistik.at/fileadmin/announcement/2023/02/20230228KonjunkturfruehschaetzungJaenner2023.pdf
https://www.statistik.at/fileadmin/announcement/2023/02/20230228KonjunkturfruehschaetzungJaenner2023.pdf
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Raw materials 
& 

Energy 

Procurement Price / Cost 

March 2023 
Russian gas imports into Austria are reaching market shares 
not seen since the beginning of the war, as Gazprom is once 
again delivering the full contracted quantities, while 
deliveries from Germany and Italy are decreasing. 
Indeed, the return of Russian gas to Austria has already been 
visible since late December 2022. That month, while overall 
gas imports were lower than in previous years, Russian gas 
accounted for 71% of the total, according to data from 
ENTSOG and the Austrian regulator, E-Control (Euractiv).  
 

March 2023 
The construction price index for building and civil engineering 
(base year 2020) averaged 115.6 index points annually in 
2022, an increase of 9.8 % from the previous year. In the 4th 
quarter of 2022, the index registered 118.8 points, up both 
from the same quarter of the previous year (+10.0%) and 
from the previous quarter (+1.0%). 
 
The overall building sector held at an annual average index 
level of 125.1 in 2022, up 15.6 % from 2021, as did the two 
building sectors of housing and subdivision construction 
(124.2 points, +15.0 %) and other buildings (126.3 points, 
+16.3 %). In the 4th quarter, the overall building sector 
increased to 130.2 index points (+15.6% from the same 
quarter a year ago; +1.4% from the previous quarter). The 
two construction sectors, housing and apartment building 
and other buildings, posted index levels of 129.1 and 131.7 in 
the same period, representing an increase of 15.2 % and 16.2 
% over the previous year. 
 
On an annual average basis, civil engineering as a whole 
reached an index level of 102.4 points in 2022 (+1.1% 
compared to 2021) and thus increased much less than 
construction. In the 4th quarter of 2022, the index reached 
103.0 points (+1.3 % compared to the same quarter of the 
previous year; +0.4 % compared to the previous quarter). 
Within the individual civil engineering sectors, the index 
reached 102.9 points for road construction in 2022 (+1.4% 
year-on-year)(Statistisches Bundesamt Austria).  
 
April 2023 

https://www.euractiv.fr/section/energie/news/lautriche-retombe-dans-la-dependance-du-gaz-russe/
https://www.statistik.at/fileadmin/announcement/2023/02/20230210BaupreisindexQ42022.pdf
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In February 2023, housing and subdivision construction costs 
were 5.3 % higher than in the same month a year earlier, 
according to the Austrian Statistical Institute. Road 
construction costs were up 10.4 % year over year, bridge 
construction costs were up 3.6 %, and building and urban 
water construction costs were up 7.9 %. 
Costs also increased in all civil engineering sectors compared 
to February 2022. The index for road construction reached 
127.1 points, 10.4 % higher than in February 2022 (same level 
as in January 2023). Bridge construction held steady at 123.8 
index points, so costs increased 3.6 % year-over-year. 
Compared to the previous month, the index increased by 0.1 
%.  
 
A significant increase compared to February 2022 was 
recorded for transport costs, which had an impact on all 
construction sectors. In the construction of residential 
buildings and housing estates, the product groups 
polystyrene, foam boards as well as ready-mixed plasters and 
screeds and tile adhesives were also significant cost drivers. 
The product groups asphalt mixes and diesel, fuels also 
recorded significant cost increases compared with the same 
month of the previous year, which mainly affected the civil 
engineering sectors, especially road construction (Statistics 
Austria).  
 

Measures adopted by the 
utilities 

September 2022 
In June 2022, the Alpine republic announced a plan to combat the rising cost of living until 2026, with 6 billion euros made 
available as early as 2022, and 22 billion euros by 2026. Chancellor Karl Nehammer (ÖVP) has announced the implementation 
of various measures, such as an increase in certain social benefits, the postponement of a CO2 tax until the fall and a reform 
of tax rates (Courrier International, June 2022).  
 

https://www.statistik.at/fileadmin/announcement/2023/03/20230315BKIFeb2023.pdf
https://www.statistik.at/fileadmin/announcement/2023/03/20230315BKIFeb2023.pdf
https://www.courrierinternational.com/une/consommation-face-a-l-inflation-en-autriche-le-gouvernement-autrichien-propose-un-plan-a-28-milliards-d-euros
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Austria will also cap electricity prices for households at up to 80 per cent of last year's average consumption, a measure aimed 
at controlling soaring energy costs. This measure will save each household an average of 500 euros a year. Austrian 
households will have to pay market prices for any consumption above 80% of the average. This is an incentive to reduce 
consumption, according to the government, which is also working on measures to help businesses (Bloomberg, September 
2022).  
 
November 2022 
The Austrian government wants to ban the installation of new oil, coal and gas heaters from 2023, and extend the ban to the 
replacement of existing heaters. Because Austria is heavily dependent on Russian gas, experts had called for measures to 
accelerate the exit from gas. From 2023, fossil fuel heaters will be banned in new buildings, and oil and coal heating systems 
that are no longer in use will have to be replaced by environmentally friendly heaters from 2025. Starting with oil-fired heating 
systems installed before 1980, the government has set a goal of no private oil and coal heaters by 2035. By 2040, all gas-fired 
heating systems must be replaced (Euractiv, November 2022).  

Positioning of the 
Federation 

October 2022 
The Austrian Chamber of Crafts and Construction has launched a FAQ to answer all questions of construction companies. It 
is available on their website, and deals in particular with the topics of employment and reception of Ukrainians, consequences 
and recommendations on construction contracts (WKO, 2022).  
 

 

 

 

 Belgium 

Economic conditions General Construction 

March 2023 
In January, inflation decreased from 10.35% to 
8.05% (Statistics Belgium). 
The IMF forecasts an annual GDP of 0.4% in 2023 
(IMF).  
 

March 2023 
According to Embuild's latest economic survey, half of construction 
companies earned less profit in 2022 than in the previous year. Furthermore, 
the majority of contractors fear that no improvement will take place in 2023. 
The sharp increase in material prices and rising labor costs are affecting the 
profitability of construction companies. 

https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2022-09-04/austria-to-cap-power-prices-to-help-households-with-rising-costs
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2022-09-04/austria-to-cap-power-prices-to-help-households-with-rising-costs
https://www.euractiv.fr/section/energie/news/autriche-le-gouvernement-veut-interdire-les-chauffages-aux-combustibles-fossiles-a-partir-de-2023/
https://www.wko.at/branchen/gewerbe-handwerk/bau/ukraine-russland-informationen-fuer-die-bauwirtschaft.html
https://www.wko.at/service/ukraine-russland-infos-unternehmen.html
https://statbel.fgov.be/fr/themes/prix-la-consommation/indice-des-prix-la-consommation
https://www.imf.org/en/Countries/BEL
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In 2022, just over 63,000 refugees from Ukraine 
received a temporary protection certificate in 
Belgium (Statistics Belgium). 
 
April 2023 
In February, inflation decreased from 8.05 % to 

6.62 %.  The main price increases in February 

were for alcoholic beverages, vegetables, meat, 

rents, fish, dairy products, fruit and vehicles. 

Electricity, natural gas, clothing and personal care 

products, however, had a downward effect on 

the index (Belgium statistics).  

 

Niko Demeester, CEO of Embuild, says in the daily newspapers Le Soir and Het 
Laatste Nieuws that this drop in profitability leaves little or no room for 
construction companies to give extra bonuses to workers (Embuild).  
 
April 2023 
In January 2023, the seasonally adjusted index of construction output shows 

a 1.6 % decline from December 2022. The index adjusted for calendar effects 

shows a decrease of 4.8% compared to January 2022. The results for January 

2023 are provisional (Belgium statistics).  

In the fourth quarter of 2022, the wage cost per hour worked increased by 

7.1% on an annual basis. At the sector level, the highest increase in labour 

costs per hour worked (10.5%) is in the electricity, gas, steam and air 

conditioning supply sector (Belgium statistics). 

 

Raw materials and 
energy 

Procurement Price / Cost 

November 2022 
Belgium is expanding its Zeebrugge LNG terminal 
with an additional capacity of 6.4 bcm/year by 
2024 and 1.8 bcm/year by 2026, built by energy 
company Fluxy LNG. The ten-year investment 
plan of Fluxys Belgium and Fluxys LNG includes a 
budget line of €116 million for the planned 
regasification extensions and a new LNG truck 
loading quay.  
Another measure being considered is the 
extension of the life of the Tihange 2 nuclear 
power plant - which should normally close in the 
first quarter of 2023. The government has asked 
Engie, which operates the Belgian nuclear power 
plants, to discuss this with the AFCN, the national 
nuclear safety authority (Bruegel, November 
2022). 

March 2023 
January 2023 recorded a further decline in energy inflation. It stood at 5.21% 
compared to 32.88% in December 2022. This is a consequence of the sharp 
increase in energy inflation observed in January 2022 (inflation being a 
measure relative to the previous year) and a decrease in electricity and 
natural gas prices compared to last month. For electricity, inflation is currently 
at 2.8% compared to 35.5% last month, for natural gas it is down from 73.1% 
last month to -7.1% this month. Compared to last month, natural gas prices 
fell by 27.7% and electricity prices by 8.6%. The price of heating oil, smoothed 
over 12 months, rose 46.7% in one year. Fuel prices were 2.8% higher than in 
January last year and 0.7% higher this month than last (Statistics Belgium).  
 
April 2023 
The construction price index rose by 1.8% in the fourth quarter of 2022 

compared with the previous quarter. Annual inflation is 14.3% (Belgium 

statistics). 

https://statbel.fgov.be/fr/themes/population/perspectives-de-la-population
https://statbel.fgov.be/fr/themes/prix-la-consommation/indice-des-prix-la-consommation
https://www.lesoir.be/490160/article/2023-01-21/la-prime-pouvoir-dachat-du-plomb-dans-laile-dans-la-construction
https://www.hln.be/economie/bouwvakkers-kunnen-fluiten-naar-koopkrachtpremie~ac6b0537/
https://www.hln.be/economie/bouwvakkers-kunnen-fluiten-naar-koopkrachtpremie~ac6b0537/
https://embuild.be/fr/actualit%C3%A9s/la-baisse-de-la-rentabilit%C3%A9-inqui%C3%A8te-les-entreprises-de-construction
https://statbel.fgov.be/fr/themes/indicateurs-conjoncturels/production/production-dans-la-construction
https://statbel.fgov.be/fr/themes/indicateurs-conjoncturels/emploi/indice-du-cout-de-la-main-doeuvre
https://www.bruegel.org/dataset/national-energy-policy-responses-energy-crisis
https://www.bruegel.org/dataset/national-energy-policy-responses-energy-crisis
https://statbel.fgov.be/fr/themes/prix-la-consommation/indice-des-prix-la-consommation
https://statbel.fgov.be/fr/themes/indicateurs-conjoncturels/prix/indice-des-prix-la-production-dans-la-construction
https://statbel.fgov.be/fr/themes/indicateurs-conjoncturels/prix/indice-des-prix-la-production-dans-la-construction
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April 2023 
At the end of the first Belgium-Germany energy 
summit on Tuesday, February 14, the two 
countries plan to interconnect their hydrogen 
networks, double gas transit to Germany and 
launch a study for the construction of a second 
electricity interconnection. Before the war in 
Ukraine, Berlin was heavily dependent on Russian 
gas - unlike Belgium, which imports very little 
Russian gas (6.6% of its supply in 2020). Since the 
start of the war and due to interruptions in 
Russian gas deliveries - and therefore had to 
intensify the diversification of its supply. Thus, 
Belgium's exports to Germany have evolved 
considerably, helping to offset the volumes of gas 
that used to be transported via Nord Stream 1 
(Euractiv). 
 

As far as energy is concerned, there is another significant drop in inflation this 
month, it stands at -7.93% (March) compared to 5.21% last month (February) 
and 32.88% in December 2022. Compared to last month, natural gas prices 
fell by 27.8% and electricity prices by 16.2%. The price of heating oil, 
smoothed over 12 months, has increased by 40.5% in one year. Fuel prices 
were 0.5% lower than in February last year and 0.2% higher this month than 
last (Belgium statistics). 
 
Electricity and Natural Gas Price Index (2010-2023) 
 

 
 

Measures adopted by 
the utilities 

September 2022 
The federal government has taken a series of measures to help businesses deal with the energy crisis. 
These measures are similar to those applied during the Covid crisis and are in addition to the federal plan to promote investment 
in sustainable solutions and insulation. It is also to ensure that they can benefit from measures facilitating temporary 
unemployment and to advocate for a cap on energy prices. 
 
Measures include: 

• The reduced VAT rate (6%) on electricity and gas; 

• The reduction of excise duties by 0.175€ per liter on diesel and gasoline;  

• The federal government, in collaboration with the Regions, is examining the implementation of the temporary crisis 
framework proposed by the European Commission in Belgium to support businesses in the face of soaring prices. A 
consultation will take place with the most affected sectors, employers' and employees' representatives. 

https://statbel.fgov.be/fr/themes/energie/statistiques-de-lenergie-par-secteur-economique-et-par-source-denergie#documents
https://www.euractiv.fr/section/energie/news/olaf-scholz-courtise-la-belgique-fournisseur-cle-de-gaz/
https://www.euractiv.fr/section/energie/news/olaf-scholz-courtise-la-belgique-fournisseur-cle-de-gaz/
https://www.euractiv.fr/section/energie/news/gaz-la-belgique-va-doubler-la-capacite-de-transit-vers-lallemagne/
https://statbel.fgov.be/fr/themes/prix-la-consommation/indice-des-prix-la-consommation
https://www.belgium.be/fr/actualites/2022/un_plan_federal_de_crise_face_la_flambee_des_prix_de_lenergie
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• The federal government has already reduced the VAT from 21% to 6% for investments in solar panels, solar boilers and 
heat pumps for houses less than 10 years old (measure valid until the end of 2023). The measure to reduce VAT to 6% for 
demolition and reconstruction has been extended until the end of 2023 under the same conditions as today. 

• Extension of the simplified temporary unemployment scheme for reasons of force majeure in the same way as at present. 
The worker will receive an unemployment benefit equal to 70% of his average wage capped. In addition, workers who 
are temporarily unemployed due to the war in Ukraine will also receive a supplement of €5.63 per day of unemployment, 
as well as a sectoral supplementary allowance if they are entitled to it. These allowances and supplements are subject to 
a tax deduction of 15% (Belgium. de, August 2022). 

 
Specific support for companies  
Social measures 

• Companies in difficulty due to the high cost of energy will be able to benefit from a postponement of the payment of 
social contributions; 

• The "energy" temporary unemployment scheme will be activated and aligned with the European temporary crisis 
framework; 

• A temporary right will be granted to self-employed people who encounter difficulties due to their energy bill; 

• Longer repayment plans will be provided for the social contributions of the self-employed; 

• An awareness of early payment of social security contributions for the self-employed will be introduced. 
 
Tax and financial support measures 

• Tax deferral ;  

• Tax debt repayment plans; 

• Adjustment of existing investment allowance measures; 

• Tax Exemption for Regional Assistance Measures; 

• Reduction of excise duties on gas and electricity to the European minimum for the months of November and December. 
 
Other measures 

• Temporary Moratorium on Bankruptcies of Companies Affected by the Energy Crisis Due to Supplier Actions; 

• Code of conduct between energy suppliers and independents and SMEs ; 

• The agri-food sector being a critical sector, it will benefit from a priority energy supply in case of risk of disruption 
(NewsBelgium, September 2022).   

November 2022 - Measures to support businesses and individuals  

https://www.belgium.be/fr/actualites/2022/un_plan_federal_de_crise_face_la_flambee_des_prix_de_lenergie
https://news.belgium.be/fr/le-gouvernement-decide-daccorder-un-forfait-prix-reduit-aux-menages-et-des-mesures-de-soutien-aux
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The federal government has stepped up its measures to support citizens and businesses during the current energy crisis. One of 
these measures includes a general deferral of personal, corporate, and nonresident tax payments (FY2022) from two to four 
months (Embuild, November 2022).  
 
February 2023 
The recent war in the Ukraine and the various sanctions against Russia, as well as the uncertainties caused by this military conflict, 
have led to considerable and even extreme price increases and fluctuations in a large number of finished products, semi-finished 
products and raw materials in recent months. This is the case for energy, fuel, aluminium, steel, copper, etc. This situation has 
contributed to the liquidity problems that many tenderers have recently been experiencing. In the current economic situation, it 
is therefore appropriate to create a possibility for the contracting authority to support its contractor by means of an advance 
payment that can solve the financing problems. 
 For the above-mentioned reasons, the Royal Decree of November 29, 2022 makes the payment of a limited advance temporarily 
possible, both for contracts yet to be launched and for contracts already launched that are not yet in the process of being 
executed, as well as for those that are already in the process of being executed. 
The conditions for the granting of these advances are developed in the FAQ. 
The order became effective on December 19, 2022 and will expire on December 31, 2023 (BOSA).  
 
March 2023 
On February 6, the Belgian federal government reached an agreement on new energy measures that take into account the 
evolution of energy prices. However, these new measures are already being heavily criticized. 
For several months now, the Belgian government has been implementing temporary measures to help its citizens cope with high 
energy prices. But these measures have come at a high cost. As proof, the country recorded the largest budget deficit in the 
eurozone (5.1 per cent of its GDP) in the third quarter of 2022. According to Eurostat, this is mainly due to the measures taken to 
mitigate the impact of high energy prices. 
In a press release announcing the agreement, Belgian Finance Minister Vincent Van Peteghem explained that "due to the 
stabilization of prices and the arrival of spring and summer, the temporary support measures are coming to an end. 
"We need to reform now to protect people from high energy prices, not just today, but in the future," he continues. 
The government's agreement provides for the extension of VAT to 6% (from 21%) on gas and electricity from April 2023 and a 
reform of the excise mechanism for these products. 
"With this reform, the price fluctuations we have seen over the past year will be smoothed out and we will ensure that basic 
energy consumption is protected," Van Peteghem added. 
According to the press release, on an annual basis, these measures represent "a support of about 300 euros per year at current 
price levels". 

https://finances.belgium.be/fr/Actualites/crise-energetique-report-generalise-du-delai
https://bosa.belgium.be/sites/default/files/documents/20221209_FAQ_V1.pdf
https://bosa.belgium.be/fr/news/octroi-dune-avance-dans-le-cadre-des-marches-publics-en-raison-de-la-crise-economique-suite-la
https://www.euractiv.fr/section/economie/news/la-belgique-enregistre-le-deficit-budgetaire-le-plus-important-de-la-zone-euro-au-troisieme-semestre-2022/
https://ec.europa.eu/eurostat/documents/2995521/15725188/2-23012023-BP-EN.pdf/5ae195b6-d0a3-4369-8679-556e8438ff54?version=1.0&t=1674239910110
https://vanpeteghem.belgium.be/fr/le-ministre-van-peteghem-r%C3%A9forme-la-facture-d%C3%A9nergie-et-%C3%A9vite-que-la-tva-ne-passe-%C3%A0-nouveau-%C3%A0-21
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The agreement also provides for a gradual reduction in the extended social tariff for energy, which until now has ensured an 
identical tariff throughout Belgium, regardless of the energy supplier or network operator. This tariff, which is currently based on 
the income of citizens, will be gradually reduced on the basis of their status. 
According to the Belgian consumer organization Test Achat, the return to a status-based system rather than an income-based 
system means that only those who receive benefits or allowances, such as the disabled, will be eligible. But for the organization, 
an income-based system is "a better guarantee to protect low-income families from high energy prices" (Euractiv). 
 

Positioning of the 
Federation 

December 2022 - review of 2022 initiatives 
In the context of the energy crisis, Embuild Wallonia and the Union Wallonne des Entreprises (UWE) have alerted the Walloon 
Government to the need to mobilize aid to cope with rising energy costs. The Government has announced the implementation of 
a series of aids to companies (direct aids, reduced rate loans, etc.), by redirecting about 10% of the resources of the PRW. 
 
The energy crisis, prices and availability of materials, wage indexation, rising interest rates, etc. are eroding and further weakening 
the affordability of housing, the number one household expense. Embuild Wallonia urges the Walloon Government to introduce 
a temporary moratorium on any new regulation with an additional "price impact" on construction. Embuild Wallonia also 
advocates the development of innovative or under-exploited projects such as PPPs with ownership and land stripping (to 
neutralize the price of land), standardized PPPs, or the development of innovative financing formulas, in collaboration with the 
banking sector, to support the acquisition of quality housing (Build). 
 
February 2023 
A few weeks earlier, the government made a conciliation proposal according to which companies with high profits could pay a 
bonus of up to €500 and those with exceptionally high profits could pay a bonus of up to €750. The cross-industry social partners 
have rejected this proposal, but the government nevertheless seems to want to advance this proposal into law. Embuild urges its 
members to wait before granting such a bonus at company level until there is more clarity at sector level (Embuild). 
March 2023 
The Olena Zelenska Foundation implements many measures in support of the Ukrainian people. One of these measures is to 
provide housing for families, including those with orphans, who lost their homes due to the Russian invasion of Ukraine. 
These houses must be able to accommodate between 4 and 10 children and have a shelter in case of a Russian attack. The 
assembly of these houses must also be done quickly. The mission of Ukraine to the European Union is looking for companies 
willing to participate in this program. Contact Embuild for more information.  
 
 

 

https://economie.fgov.be/fr/themes/energie/prix-de-lenergie/tarif-social-pour-lenergie/tarif-social-pour-lenergie#:~:text=31%20d%C3%A9cembre%202022.-,vous%20devenez%20une%20personne%20ayant%20droit%20%C3%A0%20l'intervention%20major%C3%A9e,est%20aussi%20valable%20en%202023).
https://www.euractiv.fr/section/economie/news/la-belgique-instaure-de-nouvelles-mesures-face-a-la-montee-des-prix-de-lenergie/
https://embuild.be/sites/default/files/files/2022-12/Embuild-jaarverslag-2022-FR-bis.pdf
https://embuild.be/fr/actualit%C3%A9s/prime-%C3%A9nergie-pour-les-entreprises
https://eur02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fzelenskafoundation.org%2Fen&data=05%7C01%7C%7Cc8034492c9b04edf226008db09035712%7C4bff6c9f3d9145fe8a5e3a328b5c9809%7C0%7C0%7C638113682168463225%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=hSfWqwxUS5ajB%2BDcIlHiiBBxBLmLrVyoUs%2FhOQMnRJ0%3D&reserved=0
https://embuild.be/fr/actualit%C3%A9s/appel-%C3%A0-contributions-pour-la-construction-de-logements-en-ukraine
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 Bulgaria 

Economic conditions General Construction 

March 2023 
GDP grew by 2.1% in the fourth quarter of 2022 compared to 
the same quarter of the previous year (Statistics Bulgaria).  
 
April 2023 
In February 2023, the monthly inflation rate, as measured by 
the Consumer Price Index (CPI), was 0.8% from the previous 
month, and the annual inflation rate in February 2023 from 
February 2022 was 16.0%. 
 
In February 2023, compared to the previous month, the 
largest increase in prices was recorded for Food and non-
alcoholic beverages (+2.4%), Communications (+1.9%), 
Restaurants and hotels (+1.1%), Recreation and culture 
(1.1%) and Health (+1.0%). The largest decrease was recorded 
for Housing, water, electricity, gas and other fuels (-1.2%), 
Clothing and footwear (-1.2%) and Transport (-
0.4%)(Statistics Bulgaria). 
 
The index of industrial production decreased by 3.0% in 
January 2023 compared to December 2022. Compared to the 
previous month, a decrease was reported in mining and 
quarrying - by 10.9%, electricity, gas, steam and air 
conditioning supply - by 5.0% and manufacturing - by 1.9%. 
In January 2023, the index of industrial production fell 4.3 % 
from the same month in 2022. 
Compared to January 2022, a decrease was observed in the 
production of electricity, gas, steam and air conditioning - by 

March 2023 
The Construction output index decreased 1.6% in December 
2022 from the previous month. Civil engineering output 
decreased by 1.7 % and building construction output - by 1.6 
%. 
 
Compared to December 2021, the production index in 
construction decreased by 4.3%. A decrease was recorded in 
construction, by 6.1%, and in civil engineering, by 2.0% 
(Statistics Bulgaria).  
 
April 2023 
Construction output increased by 2.5% between January 
2022 and January 2023 :  

• Building +4.6  

• Civil engineering: -2.3% (Statistics Bulgaria). 

https://nsi.bg/en/content/20074/%D0%BF%D1%80%D0%B5%D1%81%D1%81%D1%8A%D0%BE%D0%B1%D1%89%D0%B5%D0%BD%D0%B8%D0%B5/gross-domestic-product-fourth-quarter-2022-flash-estimates
https://nsi.bg/en/content/20148/%D0%BF%D1%80%D0%B5%D1%81%D1%81%D1%8A%D0%BE%D0%B1%D1%89%D0%B5%D0%BD%D0%B8%D0%B5/inflation-and-consumer-price-indices-february-2023
https://nsi.bg/en/content/20067/%D0%BF%D1%80%D0%B5%D1%81%D1%81%D1%8A%D0%BE%D0%B1%D1%89%D0%B5%D0%BD%D0%B8%D0%B5/construction-production-indices-december-2022
https://nsi.bg/en/content/902/seasonally-unadjusted-2015-100
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28.9% and in mining and quarrying - by 18.5%, while an 
increase was observed in manufacturing - by 4.0% (Statistics 
Bulgaria). 
 

Raw materials 
&  

Energy 

Procurement Price / Cost 

March 2023 
Bulgarian oil exports to Ukraine correspond to about 1% of 
the total Bulgarian economy. The main fuel that Bulgaria 
exports to Ukraine is gas oil (also known as red diesel), which 
accounts for more than 90% of deliveries. 
Gasoline deliveries have also risen rapidly over the past six 
months, a phenomenon that is explained by Russian attacks 
on critical Ukrainian infrastructure.  
Bulgarian diesel is produced in the country's only refinery, 
located in the port city of Burgas, which belongs to the 
Russian oil company Lukoil. The latter still operates mainly 
with Russian oil imported by tanker via the Black Sea, thanks 
to an exemption from EU sanctions. 
Statistics show that Ukraine is now Bulgaria's third largest 
trading partner through fuel exports, replacing the United 
States. In 2021, Ukraine occupied only the eighth place of 
non-EU destinations for Bulgarian exports (Euractiv). 

 

December 2022 
The total producer price index for industry decreased by 6.2% 
in October 2022 compared to the previous month. Lower 
prices were recorded in the supply of electricity, gas, steam 
and air conditioning by 15.3%, in the mining and quarrying 
industry by 3.9%, while in the manufacturing industry prices 
rose by 0.9% (Statistics Bulgaria).  
 
April 2023 
The total producer price index increased by 16.8% in January 
2023 compared to the same month in 2022. Significant 
growth was observed in the supply of electricity, gas, steam 
and air conditioning by 21.7%, in manufacturing by 14.4% and 
in mining and quarrying by 10.7%. 
The domestic producer price index increased by 19.1% 
compared to January 2022. Prices rose by 19.5% in 
manufacturing, 18.9% in the supply of electricity, gas, steam 
and air conditioning and 13.4% in mining and quarrying 
(Statistics Bulgaria).  
 
Average electricity cost in Bulgaria - January 2019 to January 
2023 (Statista). 

https://nsi.bg/en/content/20138/%D0%BF%D1%80%D0%B5%D1%81%D1%81%D1%8A%D0%BE%D0%B1%D1%89%D0%B5%D0%BD%D0%B8%D0%B5/industrial-production-indices-january-2023
https://nsi.bg/en/content/20138/%D0%BF%D1%80%D0%B5%D1%81%D1%81%D1%8A%D0%BE%D0%B1%D1%89%D0%B5%D0%BD%D0%B8%D0%B5/industrial-production-indices-january-2023
https://www.euractiv.fr/section/l-europe-dans-le-monde/news/enquete-lukraine-achete-dimportantes-quantites-de-carburants-russes-a-la-bulgarie/
https://nsi.bg/en/content/19894/%D0%BF%D1%80%D0%B5%D1%81%D1%81%D1%8A%D0%BE%D0%B1%D1%89%D0%B5%D0%BD%D0%B8%D0%B5/producer-price-indices-industry-october-2022
https://nsi.bg/en/content/20098/%D0%BF%D1%80%D0%B5%D1%81%D1%81%D1%8A%D0%BE%D0%B1%D1%89%D0%B5%D0%BD%D0%B8%D0%B5/producer-price-indices-industry-january-2023
https://www.statista.com/statistics/1314515/bulgaria-monthly-wholesale-electricity-price/
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Energy inflation rate in Bulgaria from January 2019 to 
January 2023 (Statista).  

 

 
 

Measures adopted by the 
utilities 

October 2022  
Proposed EU measures to combat the energy crisis (including price caps): Bulgaria has remained silent on these issues. It 
would seem logical that Bulgaria would oppose price restrictions, given that it is the third largest exporter of electricity to the 

https://www.statista.com/statistics/1328149/bulgaria-energy-inflation-rate-by-commodity/
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EU this year and earned nearly €1.3 billion from its electricity exports in the first six months of 2022. A meeting on the subject 
is expected to be held in late October (Euractiv).  
 
R&D: A joint working group with North Macedonia has been set up to examine the possibilities of cooperation in the electricity 
and natural gas transport sectors. The export of electricity from Bulgaria to the Republic of North Macedonia will be one of 
the central points of the working group's discussions (Council of Ministers of Bulgaria).  
 
Inflation: The Council of Ministers has adopted a methodology to modify the price of a public contract due to inflation. It 
regulates the procedure and conditions for indexing the execution costs of public works contracts and framework 
agreements for works concluded under the law due to inflation, when the prices of the main goods and materials constituting 
the cost of the works have increased substantially. The main objective of the methodology is to address the risk of inflation 
by objectively and fairly indexing the value of work performed and to be performed (AOBR, September 2022).  
 
November 2022 
The government is pushing to accelerate progress on energy efficiency in this crisis situation, including by reviving building 
renovation projects included in its national recovery and resilience plan, for example by allocating 25 million euros to repair 
175 kindergartens and schools (Bruegel).  
 

Positioning of the 
Federation 

The Bulgarian Construction Federation (AOBR) published in February proposals for urgent measures in connection with the 
crisis in Ukraine, including the involvement of construction companies in the employment of Ukrainian refugees. As many as 
200,000 jobs could be opened. The proposals also mentioned various possible measures to limit the impact of rising energy 
costs, as well as measures to maintain the competitiveness of Bulgarian companies (AOBR, February 2022).   
The Federation also insisted that the second quarter quotas of structural steel from Ukraine and Russia be transferred to 
Turkey, India or other producing countries in order to urgently supply the necessary quantity of these products to the local 
market. 
 
April 2023 

BCC discussed the problems facing the construction industry since 2021. The need to provide financial resources for 

indexation of construction contracts awarded by the state or municipalities was discussed at a meeting today by 

representatives of the Bulgarian Chamber of Construction and GERB. From the summer of 2021, this issue is the highest 

priority for the industry, it is of the utmost importance for the state to complete the necessary infrastructure projects - water 

supply and sewerage, railroad, road, explained the chairman of the board of BCC, Ilian Terziev. At the meeting, the branch 

https://www.euractiv.fr/section/energie/news/face-a-la-crise-energetique-les-pays-membres-en-ordre-disperse/
https://www.gov.bg/en/Press-center/News/Bulgaria-and-the-Republic-of-North-Macedonia-to-deepen-their-cooperation-in-the-sectors-of-electricity-and-natural-gas-transportation
https://ksb.bg/s-metodika-se-sazdava-vazmozhnost-za-izmenenie-na-tsenata-na-dogovor-za-obshtestvena-porachka-v-rezultat-na-inflatsiya/
https://www.bruegel.org/dataset/national-energy-policy-responses-energy-crisis
https://ksb.bg/wp-content/uploads/2022/02/2022-02-27-Ukraine.pdf
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organization was represented by Vice Presidents Vladimir Vutov, Ivan Mollov and Lyubomir Kachamakov. The meeting was 

part of the traditional series of talks between BCC and political formations. The topics of professional qualification and 

education and the need for legal changes to facilitate work in the sector were also discussed in the conversation (BCC).  

 

 Cyprus 

Economic 
conditions 

General Construction 

March 2023 
The IMF expects Cyprus' GDP to be 2.5% in 2023, while annual 
inflation will be 3.8% (IMF).   
 
April 2023 
Inflation increased by 6.7 % between February 2022 and February 
2023, and by 0.8 % between January 2023 and February 2023. For 
the period January-February 2023, inflation increased by 6.8% 
compared to the corresponding period of the previous year (Cyprus 
statistics).  
 
The GDP growth rate in the fourth quarter of 2022 is positive and is 
estimated at 4.6% compared to the corresponding quarter of 2021. 
The positive GDP growth rate is mainly attributed to the following 
sectors: "Hotels and restaurants", "Transport and storage", 
"Information and communication", "Wholesale and retail trade, 
repair of motor vehicles", "Arts, entertainment and recreation", 
"Other service activities" (Cyprus statistics).  
 

February 2023 
In the third quarter of 2023, construction output fell by 5%. The 
building sector experienced a slowdown of 7.3%, while civil 
engineering had a 10.3% increase in activity (Statistics Cyprus).  
 

Raw materials 
&  

Energy 

Procurement Price / Cost 

November 2022 February 2023 

https://ksb.bg/ksb_obsadi_s_gerb_problemite_pred_stroitelstvoto/
https://www.imf.org/en/Countries/CYP
https://www.cystat.gov.cy/en/PressRelease?id=67025
https://www.cystat.gov.cy/en/PressRelease?id=67025
https://www.cystat.gov.cy/en/Announcement?id=66752
https://www.cystat.gov.cy/en/PressRelease?id=66710
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Since 2009, the government has proposed to build an LNG 
regasification facility near the port of Vassiliko. This facility would 
import LNG for power generation at the Vasilikos power plant (865 
MW), as well as for industrial and residential use. It would be built 
by the Natural Gas Public Company (DEFA), the state-owned gas 
company, and a Chinese-led consortium to build the LNG import 
terminal and related infrastructure, at a cost of 250 million euros. In 
June 2020, the European Investment Bank agreed to lend €150 
million, followed by a €101 million grant from the European 
Commission, an €80 million loan from the European Bank for 
Reconstruction and Development and a €43 million capital 
contribution from the Electricity Authority of Cyprus. While the 
facility is under construction, it is understood that the Chinese 
contractors are seeking an additional €25 million in funding to cover 
cost overruns. This has pushed back the start-up date to July 2023 
(Bruegel).  
 

The cost of construction materials was 12.65% higher in November 
2022, compared to November 2021. By major product category, 
increases were recorded in minerals (13.25%), mineral products 
(13.19%), metal products (12.80%), wood products, insulation 
materials, chemicals and plastics (12.16%), and electromechanical 
products (11.54%).  
 
April 2023 
The building materials price index for February 2023 reached 
136.10 units (base year 2015=100), registering an increase of 
0.06% from the previous month. 
Compared to the same month last year, the index recorded an 
increase of 10.73%. By categories of goods, increases were 
recorded for minerals (26.23%), mineral products (15.69%), wood 
products, insulation materials, chemicals and packaging products 
(15.69%), electromechanical products (7.85%) and metal products 
(3.97%) (Cyprus statistics).  
 
The industrial producer price index for January 2023 reached 136.3 
units (base 2015=100), registering a decrease of 2.4% compared 
to December 2022. Compared to the corresponding month of the 
previous year, the index recorded an increase of 17.0%. 
In January 2023, compared to December 2022, the index increased 
by 3.8 % in mining and 0.4 % in manufacturing, while it decreased 
by 8.9 % in electricity supply and 2.2 % in water supply and 
materials recovery.  
Compared to the corresponding month of the previous year, an 
increase was recorded in the sectors of electricity production 
(36.6%), mining and quarrying (18.2%) and manufacturing (12.2%) 
and a decrease in the sector of water production and materials 
recovery of 1.2% (Cyprus statistics).  
 

https://www.bruegel.org/dataset/national-energy-policy-responses-energy-crisis
https://www.cystat.gov.cy/en/PressRelease?id=66901
https://www.cystat.gov.cy/en/PressRelease?id=66979
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Measures 
adopted by the 

utilities 

October 2022 
Indexation of wages to inflation. 

Positioning of 
the Federation 

March 2023 
The Cyprian Construction Association organized a round table at the end of January 2023, with the central topic of the current situation 
of the construction industry. The opportunity for participants to be informed of the current situation of the construction sector and to 
discuss the needs that arise with the existing data: the increase in construction costs, energy issues, the lack of an index for the recovery 
of additional labor costs, the lack of specialized staff, the tedious process of judging cases, will continue to affect the sector (OSEOK).  
 

 

 

 

 Croatia 

Commercial conditions General Construction 

March 2023 
Annual inflation was 13.1% in 2022, slightly slower than in 
January-November 2022 (Croatia statistics).  
GDP would be 3.5% in 2023 while inflation would be 5.5% in 
2023, according to IMF estimates.  
 

March 2023 
In November 2022, compared to November 2021, the 
volume of construction work increased by 5.7%. 
While in November 2022, compared to October 2022, the 
volume of construction work increased by 1.3% (Croatia 
statistics).  
 
April 2023 
According to the working day-adjusted indices, in December 
2022, compared to December 2021, the volume of 
construction work increased by 8.7%. 
According to the seasonally and working day adjusted 
indices, the volume of construction work increased by 1.9% 
in December 2022 compared to November 2022 (Croatia 
statistics).  
 

Raw materials Procurement Price / Cost 

https://www.oseok.org.cy/content/deltio-typou-seok-2023-oikonomiki-biomichania-proo/
https://podaci.dzs.hr/en/
https://www.imf.org/en/Countries/HRV
https://podaci.dzs.hr/2022/en/29557
https://podaci.dzs.hr/2022/en/29557
https://podaci.dzs.hr/2022/en/29559
https://podaci.dzs.hr/2022/en/29559
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& 
Energy 

February 2023 
As of October 2022, electricity available for the domestic 
market amounted to 1,381 GWhs. Compared to September 
2022, the availability of electricity for domestic consumption 
decreased by 2.8%, while compared to October 2021 it 
decreased by 7.4%. 
The amount of natural gas available for domestic 
consumption in October 2022 was 8,062 TJ and inventories 
increased by 2,231 TJ, which means that the amount of 
natural gas available for domestic consumption in October 
2022 increased by 43.3 % compared to September 2022, 
while compared to October 2021 it decreased by 14.5 %. 
The amount of petroleum products available for domestic 
consumption in October 2022 was 341,000 tons and stocks 
increased by 82,000 tons, which means that the amount of 
petroleum products available for domestic consumption in 
October 2022 decreased by 0.3 % compared to September 
2022, while compared to October 2021 it increased by 22.7 % 
(Statistics Croatia, 2022). 
 
On July 28, 2022, the government adopted guidelines to save 
energy through March 31, 2023. Proposals include setting 
thermostat limits (e.g., heating rooms to a maximum of 21 
degrees and cooling to 25 degrees), greater use of LED 
lighting and public transportation, and cheaper electricity 
rates (Bruegel, 2022).  
 
April 2023 
As of January 2023, the availability of electricity for the 
domestic market was 1,619 GWhs. Compared to December 
2022, the availability of electricity for domestic consumption 
increased by 0.4 %, while compared to January 2022, the 

February 2023 
Domestic producer prices of building materials in December 
2022, compared to November 2022, increased by 0.5%, and, 
compared to December 2021, increased by 9.5%. 
The comparison of domestic producer prices of building 
materials shows that they increased by 20.3% in December 
2022, compared to the average in 2015 (Statistics Croatia, 
2023). 
 
April 2023 
In February 2023, compared to February 2022 (at the annual 
level), the prices of goods and services for personal 
consumption, increased by 12.0% on average, while, 
compared to January 2023 (at the monthly level), they 
increased by 0.2% on average. 
 
Looking at the main divisions of the ECOICOP classification, at 
the annual level, the highest average increase in consumer 
prices was recorded in the following divisions: Restaurants 
and hotels, by 18.5%, Food and non-alcoholic beverages, by 
17.1%, Housing, water, electricity, gas and other fuels, by 
15.5%, Furnishings, household equipment and routine 
housekeeping, by 14.2%.  
 
According to the main divisions of the ECOICOP classification, 
at the monthly level, the highest average increase was 
recorded in the divisions of Transport, by 0.8%, Housing, 
Water, Electricity, Gas and Other Fuels, by 0.2% (Croatia 
statistics).  
 

https://podaci.dzs.hr/2022/en/29615
https://www.bruegel.org/dataset/national-energy-policy-responses-energy-crisis
https://podaci.dzs.hr/2022/en/29279
https://podaci.dzs.hr/2022/en/29279
https://podaci.dzs.hr/2023/en/58266
https://podaci.dzs.hr/2023/en/58266
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availability of electricity for domestic consumption decreased 
by 4.0 %. 
The amount of natural gas available for consumption in 
January 2023 was 10,723 TJ, and inventories were reduced by 
2,723 TJ, so the amount of natural gas available for domestic 
consumption in January 2023 increased by 9.2% compared to 
December 2022, while compared to January 2022 it 
decreased by 27.2%. 
The amount of petroleum products available for consumption 
in January 2023 was 202,000 tons, and inventories were 
increased by 3,000 tons, so the amount of petroleum 
products available for domestic consumption in January 2023 
decreased by 19.8% compared to December 2022, while it 
increased by 8.0% compared to January 2022. 
The amount of electricity available for consumption includes 
losses in the power system. 
As for other energy products, the quantity available for the 
domestic market also contains the quantities of energy 
products that can be found in warehouses, either in those of 
the final consumers or in the retail trade (Croatia statistics).  
 

Measures adopted by the 
utilities 

October 2022 
In early September, the Croatian government presented a new economic package to deal with the consequences of the 
ongoing energy crisis and the inflation that peaked in August. According to Prime Minister Andrej Plenković, the package is 
solid, fair and comprehensive, and should support and protect Croatian households, businesses and non-governmental 
organizations from the economic and social uncertainties expected in the second half of 2022, as well as in the first months 
of 2023.  
The government's measures will limit the increase in electricity prices to 9.6% and gas prices to 20%, which would otherwise 
have risen by 23% and 79% respectively. 
The government had already reduced the value-added tax (VAT) on gas and heating energy from 25 to 13 % permanently, 
and temporarily reduced the VAT on gas to 5 % from April 1, 2022, when the measures took effect, to the end of March 2023 
(EuroNews).  
 

https://podaci.dzs.hr/2023/en/58086
https://www.euronews.com/next/2022/02/16/croatia-inflation-measures
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November 2022 
On July 28, 2022, the government adopted guidelines to save energy through March 31, 2023. Proposals include setting 
thermostat limits (e.g., heating rooms to a maximum of 21 degrees and cooling them to 25 degrees), greater use of LED 
lighting and public transportation, and cheaper electricity rates (Bruegel).  
 

Positioning of the 
Federation 

 

 

 

 

 Denmark 

Commercial conditions General Construction 

March 2023  
Inflation in January 2023 was 6.6%, slowing from 
December 2022 (Statistics Denmark).  
  
April 2023 
In February 2023, annual inflation was 7.6% (Statistics 
Denmark).  

March 2023  
Q3 2022, construction turnover (Statistics Denmark):  
 

 
 
April 2023 
 

https://www.bruegel.org/dataset/national-energy-policy-responses-energy-crisis
https://www.dst.dk/en/Statistik/temaer/overblik-dansk-oekonomi
https://www.dst.dk/en/Statistik/emner/oekonomi/prisindeks/forbrugerprisindeks
https://www.dst.dk/en/Statistik/emner/oekonomi/prisindeks/forbrugerprisindeks
https://www.dst.dk/en/Statistik/emner/erhvervsliv/byggeri-og-anlaeg/byggeriets-omsaetning
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Raw materials 
&  

Energy 

Procurement Price / Cost 

March 2023 
According to a new report from the Finnish Wind Energy 
Association (FWPA), the 75% increase in wind power 
capacity last year has significantly boosted the number of 
foreign investments in the country.  
In Finland, a total of 437 new wind turbines were 
commissioned last year, increasing wind power capacity 
by 75%. The country now has 1,393 wind turbines 
producing a combined output of 5,677 megawatts. 
Wind power now accounts for an average of 10% of the 
country's total energy, and that number is expected to 
grow. 
As for foreign investment in Finnish wind farms, it is also 
very high, as completed projects represent a total of about 

February 2023 
Civil engineering construction cost index in Q3 2022 (Statistics 
Denmark). 

https://www.dst.dk/en/Statistik/emner/erhvervsliv/byggeri-og-anlaeg/indeks-for-byggeri-og-anlaeg
https://www.dst.dk/en/Statistik/emner/erhvervsliv/byggeri-og-anlaeg/indeks-for-byggeri-og-anlaeg
https://www.dst.dk/en/Statistik/emner/erhvervsliv/byggeri-og-anlaeg
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2.9 billion euros of investment in the Scandinavian country 
(Euractiv). 
 
Energy security: The state-owned company and 
transmission system operator Gasgrid Finland signed a 
project agreement on December 16, 2022 to develop a 
new part of the regional hydrogen infrastructure network. 
Pipelines up to 5,000 kilometers long are planned to 
connect the Baltic Sea region and Central Europe by 2030. 
A project called Baltic Sea Hydrogen Collector (BHC), as 
well as other previously launched projects, are expected 
to complement the EU's hydrogen strategy and the 
REPowerEU plan. They will also support the EU's climate 
objectives, such as the Green Pact for Europe and the Fit 
for 55 package. 
The Baltic Sea Hydrogen Collector (BHC) project plans to 
connect mainland Finland, Sweden and the Åland Islands 
to Germany. Connections could also be built to the islands 
of Gotland in Sweden and Bornholm in Denmark 
(Euractiv). 
 

 

 

Measures adopted by the 
utilities 

September 2022 

• The Danish Economic Affairs Agency encourages contracting entities to be flexible and engage in dialogue, stating 
that contracting entities will have to accept price increases from their suppliers resulting from the consequences of 
the war. 

• The Competition and Consumer Authority believes that the consequences of the war between Russia and Ukraine 
can serve as a basis for the application of the law on public procurement in unforeseen circumstances. 

 
October 2022 
To mitigate the impact of rising energy prices on households and businesses, the government has released a budget of 6.2 
billion euros in aid (Bruegel).  

• The Danish government set aside €13.4 million to supplement an existing scheme to help vulnerable households with 
a tax-free payment to help about 400,000 households with their energy bills. In February 2022, the measures were 

https://www.euractiv.fr/section/energie/news/en-finlande-la-capacite-de-production-denergie-eolienne-a-augmente-de-75-en-2022/
https://www.euractiv.fr/section/energie/news/lancement-de-projets-dinfrastructure-dhydrogene-pour-relier-la-finlande-et-leurope-centrale/
https://www.bruegel.org/dataset/national-policies-shield-consumers-rising-energy-prices
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finalized and came into effect with a "heating voucher" (about €800) for 320,000 of the hardest hit households. A 
€33.6 million fund was also set up to support the accelerated replacement of individual gas heating systems. 

• On August 10, 2022, larger heating vouchers than previously indicated were paid to 400,000 households. The final 
cost of the measure was 320 million euros. 

• In early September, Prime Minister Mette Fredericksen announced a proposal for intervention in the electricity 
market. The proposal addresses high energy prices and aims to maintain lighting and heating for Danish citizens. The 
plan is to allow consumers to defer payment of their next energy bills over a period of 5 years for anything above the 
level of their bills last fall. This loan scheme will create credit lines worth 6.05 billion euros for the Danish government. 

• On October 15, 2022, the Danish Energy Agency provisionally set a ceiling price for surplus heat at 93 DKK/GJ, with 
an expected effective date of January 1, 2023.  
 

November 2022 
The Danish Energy Agency (DEA) has launched a $3.6 million energy saving campaign, encouraging citizens and public places 
to adopt energy saving behaviors (Bruegel).  

 

Positioning of the 
Federation 

 

 

 

 

 Spain 

Economic 
conditions 

General Construction 

March 2023 
Annual inflation, January 2023, INE.  
 

 

February 2023 
The annual rate of the housing price index decreases by four-tenths to 7.6 %. 
Housing prices increase by 1.7 % from the previous quarter (INE, December 
2022). 

https://www.bruegel.org/dataset/national-energy-policy-responses-energy-crisis
https://www.ine.es/dyngs/INEbase/en/operacion.htm?c=Estadistica_C&cid=1254736176802&menu=ultiDatos&idp=1254735976607
https://www.ine.es/dyngs/INEbase/en/operacion.htm?c=Estadistica_C&cid=1254736152838&menu=ultiDatos&idp=1254735576757
https://www.ine.es/dyngs/INEbase/en/operacion.htm?c=Estadistica_C&cid=1254736152838&menu=ultiDatos&idp=1254735576757
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April 2023 
Construction output in Spain is expected to grow by 1.8 % in 2023 as interest 
rate increases hamper construction projects in all subsectors. The residential 
construction segment will contract as the combination of rising interest rates 
and falling household disposable incomes negatively affects access to 
affordable mortgages. The European Next Generation Fund will support 
significant investments in projects focused on sustainable development, but its 
implementation has been slower than expected so far. 
 
Rising energy and building materials prices are weighing on business activity 
and margins. New homebuilders are the most affected, as they are struggling 
to pass on higher input prices to end customers. The situation seems to be 
better for builders with public contracts, as the Spanish government wants to 
mitigate the impact of rising raw material prices on companies. 
 
The Spanish construction sector is characterized by long payment terms, 
mainly from large groups and companies, to the detriment of smaller 
companies in the value chain. The average duration is around 100 to 120 days. 
The number of extended payments is generally high due to public customers 
with long payment terms, and frequent disputes over materials, facilities, etc. 
Late payments increased in 2022, and this negative trend will continue in 2023. 
Rising financing costs, as well as rising raw material and energy prices, continue 
to limit companies' liquidity, making it more difficult to meet payment 
deadlines. 
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Construction failures increased 30% year-over-year over the January-
November 2022 period, in part because a moratorium on pandemic-related 
bankruptcies expired at the end of June 2022. A further increase in 
construction business failures this year is expected, with small businesses 
active in residential construction most at risk. 
 
Due to low credit risk, cost pressures and weakening demand in the residential 
construction sector, Atradius rates the sector as "poor." Skilled labor shortages 
will remain a problem in the medium term, with the National Construction 
Confederation (CNC) estimating that Spain needs approximately 700,000 
construction workers over the next two years (Atradius).  
 

Raw 
materials 

& Energies 

Procurement Price / Cost 

November 2022 
Spain and Portugal are currently working to create a joint 
energy storage solution to mitigate the impact of 
potential future crises like Ukraine on energy prices and 
supply. Hydrogen, batteries and water are being 
considered in this project (Euractiv).   
 

February 2023 
Electricity prices in Spain have continued their downward trend to around 85 
euros per megawatt hour, down more than 80 % from a record high of 545 
euros in March 2022, due to increased wind power generation and lower 
demand. In addition, the Spanish government is seeking EU approval to extend 
the Iberian gas price cap, which is currently set to expire on May 31, at least 
until the end of 2024. Spain and Portugal have had an agreement since spring 
2022 to separate the price paid for natural gas used in the energy mix from 
that paid for cheaper sources such as solar, nuclear or hydroelectric power 
(Trading Economics). 
 
April 2023 
According to data from the Spanish Ministry of Transport, Mobility and Urban 
Agenda, in September 2022, the cost of residential construction materials was 
26.7 % higher than in January 2019 (slightly lower than the peak growth of 27.6 
% in June 2022). In its analysis, CaixaBank focuses on cement, concrete, steel, 
and wood as representative construction materials. In September 2022, 
cement and concrete were about 20% more expensive than at the beginning 
of 2019, while the price of wood was 28% higher. Steel had become 84% more 

https://group.atradius.com/publications/industry-trends/construction-industry-trends-spain-2023.html
https://www.euractiv.fr/section/energie/news/le-portugal-et-lespagne-travaillent-sur-un-projet-commun-de-stockage-de-lenergie/
https://tradingeconomics.com/spain/electricity-price
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expensive, whose price in September 2022 was still 61% higher than in January 
2019. 
 
Projections of material costs in Spain, in 2023 (CaixaBank).  
 

 
 
Annual change in industrial prices : 

• Energy, which has an annual variation of 4.5%, almost two points 
above that of January 2023, due to the increase in the prices of 
production, transmission and distribution of electrical energy, higher 
than that of the same month of 2022 (INE).  

https://www.caixabankresearch.com/en/sector-analysis/real-estate/how-will-construction-costs-evolve-spain-2023
https://www.ine.es/en/daco/daco42/daco423/ipri0223_en.pdf
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Measures 
adopted by 
the utilities 

September 2022 
To combat the negative impacts of the war in Ukraine, the Spanish government has implemented a supportive fiscal policy, among others, 
through :  

• A grant for the sale and purchase of fuel; 

• Extension of Energy Tax Rebates;  

• Direct assistance to energy-intensive sectors, including transportation;  

• New credit offers for companies in difficulty (10 billion euros);  

• Measures to reduce the impact of rising energy costs (6 billion euros)(OECD, June 2022). 
 
The current legal framework in Spain is very restrictive with respect to the introduction of price revision clauses. According to the current 
law on public sector contracts, price revision in public works contracts is only possible if strict conditions are met. Price revision almost 
never exists in public works contracts. However, due to the exorbitant increase in the price of construction materials and the negative 
impact of the lack of an adequate price revision system for companies, the government approved on March 1, 2022 an exceptional price 
revision mechanism in public works contracts; it was amended accordingly by Royal Decree-Law 6/2022, Royal Decree-Law 14/2022 and 
Order HFP/1070/2022. The mechanism is complex, applies only to works that meet a series of restrictive criteria and is temporary in nature; 
in the opinion of the CNC, it is clearly insufficient to provide an adequate solution (CNC, February 2023). 
 
October 2022 
On Oct. 13, Prime Minister Pedro Sánchez detailed a new package of measures worth 3 billion euros for vulnerable consumers, or about 
1.7 million households. Sánchez said the social energy bonus would be strengthened by increasing the amount of energy eligible for a 
discount by 15 %. The social energy premium will also be increased by a %age of 65% or 80% depending on the income level of the 
households. In addition to these exceptional measures, the Prime Minister announced the creation of a new "temporary" category of 
electricity consumers (1.5 million households) entitled to a 40% reduction on their bill. The so-called thermal bonus will be reinforced in 
2022 and 2023 for vulnerable households, raising the minimum subsidy to €40 and doubling the average subsidy to €375 per household 
(Bruegel).  

https://www.oecd.org/fr/economie/espagne-en-un-coup-d-oeil/
https://www.bruegel.org/dataset/national-policies-shield-consumers-rising-energy-prices
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November 2022 
Spain's left-wing government approved a comprehensive energy-saving plan on Oct. 11 to reduce the country's natural gas consumption 
by up to 13.5 per cent by March, in line with EU directives to reduce the EU's dependence on Russia. The plan also calls for an 18% increase 
in Spain's gas export capacity to France through the Pyrenees, thanks to work on one of the pipelines linking the two countries. It also 
provides for an increase in the loading capacity of LNG tankers transporting gas to other EU countries, mainly Italy. The plan, which includes 
73 measures, also includes new tax breaks on renewable energy and financial incentives to encourage more households to use solar panels 
and install smart meters (Euractiv).  
 
To wit: In August 2022, the government submitted for public consultation a draft Royal Decree regulating the program of support for energy 
rehabilitation actions in existing buildings in the tertiary sector that would be financed by the National Energy Efficiency Fund (100 million 
euros) until December 2024. The fund will grant direct concessions to autonomous communities and cities to subsidize actions that reduce 
final energy consumption by 10% and improve efficiency (thermal envelope, use of renewable energy in thermal installations for heating, 
cooling, ventilation and hot water production, lighting installations, replacement of refrigeration appliances with high-efficiency appliances 
with energy labeling, improvement of air conditioning in data processing centers). In addition, the government will increase the Energy 
Efficiency in Industry program, which was launched in 2019 and will be valid until June 2023, by €100 million. It subsidizes technological 
improvements in industrial equipment and processes, as well as the implementation of energy management systems, in order to reduce 
consumption and costs of companies, increase their competitiveness, economic activity and job creation (Bruegel).  
 
December 2022 
The Minister of Transport, Mobility and Urban Agenda, Raquel Sánchez, has announced the energy efficiency strategy for the state road 
network (RCE) to reduce energy consumption by 50% between 2022 and 2028. Thus, the Ministry plans to invest some 510 million euros 
in the modernization of the lighting system, generate savings in energy demand and be less dependent on fossil fuels. The strategy includes 
action on lighting in tunnels and open-air sections, where intelligent lighting management systems will be implemented and the switch 
from high-pressure sodium luminaires to LED technology will be encouraged. The replacement of luminaires will generate savings of 30% 
to 40%, and up to 70% if the deployment of intelligent lighting management systems, which allow the regulation of lighting according to 
the presence or absence of vehicles and users, is added (Spain Today News). 

February 2023 
The Spanish government will ask the European Commission for permission to extend until the end of 2024 the so-called "Iberian 
mechanism", an exceptional measure limiting the price of gas for electricity generation in Spain and Portugal. On 9 January, in an interview 
with the private television channel Antena3, the minister explained that Madrid wanted the "gas ceiling" to be "as low as possible", around 
45 or 50 euros, and added that this measure "could be extended, at least, until the end of 2024". 

https://www.euractiv.fr/section/energie/news/lespagne-espere-reduire-sa-consommation-de-gaz-de-135-dici-a-mars/
https://www.bruegel.org/dataset/national-energy-policy-responses-energy-crisis
https://spaintoday.news/2022/12/02/roads-energy-plan-to-reduce-consumption-by-50-percent/
https://www.antena3.com/programas/espejo-publico/noticias/teresa-ribera-excepcion-iberica-nos-gustaria-que-tope-gas-quedara-torno-4550-euros_2023010963bbe28ba85ad50001dcb34a.html?so=so%3Asour-twitter%3Acn-espejopublico
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On January 10, it announced that Spain's progressive executive had submitted to the European Commission a proposal for a "fundamental 
regulation" to reorganize the European electricity market in preparation for the EU-level debate scheduled for the spring (Euractiv, 2023). 
 
April 2023 
The European Commission has authorized the extension of the Iberian mechanism (Spain and Portugal), aimed at limiting gas prices to 
between 55 and 65 euros per megawatt hour. This extension is valid until the end of 2023 (Olive Press).  
  

Positioning 
of the 

Federation 

 

 

 

 Estonia 

Economic conditions General Construction 

March 2023 
According to Statistics Estonia, in 2022, the total output of 
industrial enterprises decreased by 1.9 % at constant prices 
compared with the previous year. Among the three main 
industrial sectors, production increased by 7.3% in mining and 
5.4% in energy production, but decreased by 2.7% in 
manufacturing (Statistics Estonia).  
 
April 2023 
The industrial producer price index, which expresses changes 
in producer prices of industrial goods manufactured in 
Estonia for the domestic market and for export, decreased by 
0.2 % in February 2023 compared with January 2023 and 
increased by 11.6 % compared with February 2022. 
Eveli Šokman, chief analyst at Statistics Estonia, said that 
compared to January, the producer price index was most 
affected by lower prices in wood, electronic, paper and paper 
products manufacturing. The index was also influenced by 

March 2023 
According to Statistics Estonia, in 2022, the construction price 
index increased by 17.8% compared to the average of 2021. 
In the fourth quarter of 2022, the construction price index 
increased by 1.9% compared to the third quarter of 2022 
(Statistics Estonia). 
 
April 2023 
According to Statistics Estonia, in January 2023, the total 
output of industrial enterprises decreased by 7.3 % at 
constant prices compared with January 2022. Production 
decreased in all three sectors - by 14.2% in power generation, 
by 6.3% in manufacturing and by 2.9% in mining (Statistics 
Estonia).  
 
According to preliminary data from Statistics Estonia, in 2022 
the total value of output of Estonian construction companies 

https://www.euractiv.fr/section/energie/news/plafonnement-du-prix-du-gaz-bruxelles-tergiverse-la-frustration-des-etats-membres-augmente/
https://www.euractiv.fr/section/energie/news/plafonnement-du-prix-du-gaz-bruxelles-tergiverse-la-frustration-des-etats-membres-augmente/
https://myfntp-my.sharepoint.com/personal/cantona_fntp_fr/Documents/Highlights%20of%20Irwin%20Perret's%20Presidency.pptx?web=1
https://myfntp-my.sharepoint.com/personal/cantona_fntp_fr/Documents/Highlights%20of%20Irwin%20Perret's%20Presidency.pptx?web=1
https://www.theolivepress.es/spain-news/2023/03/28/eu-agrees-to-extension-of-energy-price-cap-for-spain-and-portugal/
https://www.stat.ee/en/news/industrial-production-fell-2022-due-weaker-performance-second-half-year
https://www.bing.com/ck/a?!&&p=1359d6ca3504afbeJmltdHM9MTY3NjUwNTYwMCZpZ3VpZD0wZGM1MjgzMC0yYjVjLTZkMGQtMGZkOC0zYThhMmE5NTZjZWMmaW5zaWQ9NTE3OQ&ptn=3&hsh=3&fclid=0dc52830-2b5c-6d0d-0fd8-3a8a2a956cec&psq=statistics+estonia&u=a1aHR0cHM6Ly93d3cuc3RhdC5lZS9lbg&ntb=1
https://www.bing.com/ck/a?!&&p=1359d6ca3504afbeJmltdHM9MTY3NjUwNTYwMCZpZ3VpZD0wZGM1MjgzMC0yYjVjLTZkMGQtMGZkOC0zYThhMmE5NTZjZWMmaW5zaWQ9NTE3OQ&ptn=3&hsh=3&fclid=0dc52830-2b5c-6d0d-0fd8-3a8a2a956cec&psq=statistics+estonia&u=a1aHR0cHM6Ly93d3cuc3RhdC5lZS9lbg&ntb=1
https://www.stat.ee/en/news/january-decline-industrial-production-slowed-down
https://www.stat.ee/en/news/january-decline-industrial-production-slowed-down
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price increases in electricity and heat production and in the 
manufacture of electrical equipment. 
Compared with February 2022, the index was primarily 
influenced by higher prices in food, wood products, and 
building materials manufacturing. Lower prices in motor fuels 
manufacturing had the opposite effect on the index. Producer 
prices rose 12.1% in total manufacturing and 21.0% in food 
manufacturing. 
In February, the export price index remained at the same level 
as in January. The largest increase was in prices for electricity, 
clothing, and machinery and equipment. The largest decrease 
in prices was in mining and quarrying and for paper and 
petroleum products. Compared to February 2022, the export 
price index increased by 13.0 %. 
The import price index rose 0.3 % in February from January. 
The largest increases were in prices for electricity, agricultural 
products, and leather and footwear. Prices fell the most in 
mining and quarrying, paper products, and apparel. 
Compared to February 2022, the import price index increased 
by 9.6 % (Estonia statistics).  
 

in Estonia and abroad decreased by 1 % compared to the 
previous year. 
The total value of production of construction companies was 
4.2 billion euros, of which 2.8 billion euros were building 
construction and 1.4 billion euros were civil engineering. 
Compared to 2021, the volume of building construction 
decreased by 6% and the volume of civil engineering works 
(roads, bridges, port facilities, pipelines, communication and 
power lines, sports fields, etc.) increased by 9% (Estonia 
statistics).  

Raw materials Procurement Price / Cost 

October 2022 
Estonia is one of the most energy-independent countries in 
the EU, thanks to the country's oil shale, which accounted for 
56 per cent of Estonian energy in 2020.  Biofuels - mainly 
wood chips - account for 26% of energy, gas 7%, other 
renewables 6% and other fossil fuels 5%. Following Russia's 
aggression in Ukraine, Estonians are taking steps to stop 
buying Russian oil and gas. Private companies Alexela and 
Infortar are building an LNG terminal in Paldiski, which is 
expected to receive an FSRU in late fall 2022. The LNG is 

November 2022 
The construction price index expresses the change in the cost 
of construction by taking into account changes in the prices 
of basic inputs. These are divided into three main groups: 
labor, construction materials, and construction machinery. 
Data from Statistics Estonia show that the construction price 
index increased by 3.8% in the third quarter of this year 
compared to the second quarter of 2022 and by 17.4% 
compared to the same period last year (Statistics 
Estonia)(EEEL).  
 

https://www.stat.ee/en/news/february-producer-price-index-was-influenced-falling-prices-manufacture-wood
https://www.stat.ee/en/news/construction-volume-fell-last-year
https://www.stat.ee/en/news/construction-volume-fell-last-year
https://www.stat.ee/en/find-statistics/statistics-theme/finance/prices/construction-price-index
https://www.stat.ee/en/find-statistics/statistics-theme/finance/prices/construction-price-index
https://eeel.ee/materjalide-hinnasurve-norgenemine-aeglustas-ehitushinnaindeksi-tousu/
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expected to be primarily of U.S. origin (International Trade 
Administration).  
 
April 2023 
According to Statistics Estonia, in January 2023, exports and 
imports of goods at current prices decreased by 9 % and 1 %, 
respectively, compared with the same month in 2022. 
Estonia's exports of goods amounted to 1.5 billion and 
imports to 1.8 billion euros at current prices. The trade deficit 
was EUR 272 million, up EUR 127 million from a year earlier. 
Jane Leppmets, an analyst at Statistics Estonia, noted that 
while imports and exports of wood and wood products, raw 
materials, and chemical industry products also declined, the 
drop in exports and imports in January was primarily affected 
by a sharp drop in mineral fuels trade. "At current prices, 
mineral fuel exports in 2023 fell 55 % and imports fell 44 % 
compared to January of last year." 
"At current prices, mineral fuel exports in 2023 fell by 55 % 
and imports by 44 % compared to January of last year. 
Electricity exports to Latvia and imports from Finland, as well 
as imports of various mineral products from Russia and 
Belarus have decreased," Ms. Leppmets added. 
The main products exported in January were electrical 
equipment (202 million euros), wood and wood products 
(183 million euros), and agricultural products and food 
preparations (168 million euros). The largest decreases were 
recorded in exports of mineral products, including shale oil 
and electricity (174 million euros), raw materials and chemical 
products, including fertilizers (37 million euros), and wood 
and wood products, including sawn timber (14 million euros). 
Compared to the same period of 2022, the largest increase 
was recorded in exports of agricultural products and food 
preparations (+38 million euros). Exports of transport 

 

https://www.trade.gov/country-commercial-guides/estonia-energy
https://www.trade.gov/country-commercial-guides/estonia-energy
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equipment (+21 million euros) and machinery and mechanical 
appliances (+11 million euros) also increased. Compared to 
the previous year, the share of goods of Estonian origin in 
exports remained virtually unchanged, representing 67% of 
total exports in January 2023. 
 
Estonia's main partner in January was Finland (18% of total 
exports), followed by Latvia and Sweden (11% each). The 
main goods exported were electrical equipment to Finland 
and Sweden and mineral products, including electricity, to 
Latvia. Exports decreased both to non-EU countries (18%) and 
to EU countries (6%). The largest decreases were recorded in 
exports to the Netherlands, the United States and Latvia, and 
increases to Finland, Nigeria and Sweden (Estonia statistics).  
 

Cost of energy December 2022 
Statistics Estonia reported that, compared with October 2021, the consumer price index was most affected by housing-related 
price changes, which accounted for one-third of the total increase. Partial energy price compensation measures for electricity, 
gas, and district heating went into effect in October. In addition, from October, households were able to purchase electricity 
as a universal service, the price of which is formed on the basis of the production price confirmed by the Competition 
Authority. "Solid fuels were 111.4% more expensive, gas 88.8%, electricity that reached households 83.7%, and thermal 
energy 49.1%. Price changes for food and non-alcoholic beverages accounted for nearly 30% of the total index increase. 
Gasoline was 21.9% more expensive and diesel 42.6%" (Statistics Estonia). 
 

Measures adopted by the 
utilities 

September 2022 
The government has released a budget of 257 million euros to fight inflation and the repercussions of the war in Ukraine:  

• Strengthen energy security (investments in liquefied gas and gas reserves) ;  

• Tax assistance for struggling households, including energy bills;  

• Increasing the subsistence level from 150 to 200 EUR per month (OECD, June 2022).  
 
October 2022 

https://www.stat.ee/en/news/mineral-fuels-impacted-decline-exports-january
https://www.stat.ee/en/news/partial-compensation-energy-prices-slowed-rise-consumer-price-index-october
https://www.oecd.org/fr/economie/estonie-en-un-coup-d-oeil/
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• On January 25, 2022, the Estonian government approved a price cap on electricity (€0.12/KWh) and gas (€65/MWh) 
for households and the elimination of electricity distribution fees for businesses (previously reduced by only half), in 
an effort to mitigate the negative effects of rising energy prices. These benefits were valid from January to March.  

• On September 14, 2022, a statement by Prime Minister Kaja Kallas indicated that in order to lower energy prices, 
many large energy companies could be allowed to close for a short period. This statement was not official policy and 
was disputed by many members of his government and coalition.  

• On August 25, 2022, the government supported the draft proposal to accelerate the transition to renewable 
electricity by setting a renewable electricity target for 2030 equal to 100% of total electricity consumption (previously 
40%). The goal is to ensure a renewable energy supply of 650 GW in January 2023, and at least 500 GW in 2024 and 
2025 through wind and solar capacity. 

• On September 22, 2022, the government announced that the draft state budget for 2023 included an energy subsidy 
equal to €50/MWh of electricity for domestic consumers, and that it would cover 80% of price increases above 
€80/MWh. Similarly, for gas and central heating, it would offset 80% of price increases. Households will see their bills 
automatically reduced by this subsidy from October 2022. He also announced investment subsidies for the energy 
security of large industries (Bruegel).  
 

Positioning of the 
Federation 

September 2022 
In June 2022, the Estonian Construction Federation (EEEL) conducted a survey among its members to assess the impact of 
rising raw material prices. Most of the respondents were engaged in public contracts, the majority of which received no 
support given the exceptional situation (price increases and material shortages). EEEL's surveys showed that price increases 
averaged between 15% and 20% of the original contract value. Taking into account the total financial volume of state 
construction work in 2022 (about 1 billion euros), it therefore estimates the total amount of increases in the cost of state 
construction work at about 150-200 million euros (in 2022). In response, the EEEL has opened a discussion with the 
government on the introduction of exceptional measures in response to major forces (including planning for additional 
investments to cover an unforeseen extra budget)(EEEL, July 2022).  
 
October 2022 
The Estonian Construction Association issued a public appeal to the Government of the Republic of Estonia on October 12, 
2022, alerting it to the worrying situation of the construction sector and the need to support it in the long term: "We ask you 
to sustain the construction sector by significantly increasing public investment in the construction sector and the necessary 
support measures to preserve the sector, so that we can continue to provide additional tax revenues to the state budget 
while continuing to work." 

https://www.bruegel.org/dataset/national-policies-shield-consumers-rising-energy-prices
https://eeel.ee/ehitusettevotjate-poordumine-riik-peaks-kavandama-ootamatult-kallinenud-ehituslepingute-jatkamiseks-taiendavaid-investeeringuid/
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Given the current situation of the Estonian economy (the highest inflation in the Eurozone, a sharp rise in energy prices and 
the resulting high construction prices, leading to a significant cooling of the construction market) it is clear that if the public 
sector does not significantly increase the planned investments in RES for 2023 and 2024, tens of thousands of employees will 
lose their jobs in the construction sector in the coming year, which will also be preceded by the closure or bankruptcy of many 
companies" (EEL).  
 

 

 

 

 Finland 

Economic conditions General Construction 

March 2023 
According to the IMF forecasts, the Finnish GDP will be 0.5% 
in 2023 while annual inflation will be 3.5%. A slowdown 
compared to 2022 (IMF).  
 
April 2023 
According to Statistics Finland, the year-on-year change in 
consumer prices was 8.8 % in February. In January, inflation 
was 8.4 %. The acceleration in inflation from January to 
February was caused by increases in the average interest 
rate on home loans and higher prices for district heating, for 
example (Statistics Finland).  
 

March 2023 
According to Statistics Finland, construction companies' sales 
increased by 8.9% in December 2022 compared to the previous 
year. The volume of sales increased by 0.6% (Statistics Finland).  
 

 
April 2023 
According to Statistics Finland, the workday-adjusted sales of 
construction companies increased by 3.8% in January 2023 
compared to a year earlier. Sales volume, with the impact of 
price changes removed, decreased by 2.7%. Seasonally 
adjusted turnover in construction and sales volume decreased 
in January compared to December (Statistics Finland).  

https://eeel.ee/eesti-ehitusettevotjate-liidu-avalik-poordumine-eesti-vabariigi-valitsuse-ja-riigikogu-liikmete-poole/
https://www.imf.org/en/Countries/FIN
https://www.stat.fi/en/publication/cl8bgop7h5dcy0bw0z0te2sni
https://stat.fi/en/publication/cl8e6vfizi5xa0cupl3dlaibr
https://stat.fi/en/publication/cl8e7ajuwi6rs0bvxyjkahpz9
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Raw Materials and Energy Procurement Price / Cost 

December 2022 
Pipelines of up to 5,000 kilometers in length are planned to 
connect the Baltic Sea region and Central Europe by 2030. 
 
A project called Baltic Sea Hydrogen Collector (BHC), as well 
as other previously launched projects, are expected to 
complement the EU's hydrogen strategy and the 
REPowerEU plan. They will also support the EU's climate 
goals, such as the Green Pact for Europe and the Fit for 55 
packages. 
 
The Baltic Sea Hydrogen Collector (BHC) project, launched 
on December 16 by Finnish company Gasgrid, Swedish gas 
transmission system operator Nordion Energi and two 
Danish companies OX2 and Copenhagen Infrastructure 
Partners, plans to connect mainland Finland, Sweden and 

March 2023 
According to Statistics Finland, construction costs increased by 
6.4% in January 2023 compared to the previous year. Among 
materials, the largest increases for the year were for thermal 
insulation (20.2%) and materials for heating, water and sewage 
(17.1%). The costs of wooden structures decreased by 6.9% 
compared to the previous year (Statistics Finland).  

https://stat.fi/en/publication/cl8196s915lxp0bus7fmoiyhb
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the Åland Islands to Germany. Connections could also be 
built to the islands of Gotland in Sweden and Bornholm in 
Denmark (Euractiv). 
 

 
 
 
April 2023 
According to Statistics Finland, civil engineering costs increased 
by 8.8% between February 2022 and February 2023. The 
annual change in costs varies by subindex, from 12.3% for rock 
structures to 3.2% for concrete structures. Looking at the cost 
drivers, the largest increases are for clean machinery costs 
(22.4%) and purchased transportation services 
(13.6%)(Statistics Finland). 
 
According to Statistics Finland, construction (building) costs 
rose by 6.4% in February 2023 compared to the previous year. 
Among materials, the largest increases for the year were in 
thermal insulation (25.2%) and transportation (16.5%). Steel 
structures (-4.7%) and roofing materials (-5.2%) were the 
materials with the largest monthly cost decreases. 
Material costs increased by 9.2% compared to the previous 
year. 

https://www.euractiv.fr/section/energie/news/lancement-de-projets-dinfrastructure-dhydrogene-pour-relier-la-finlande-et-leurope-centrale/
https://www.stat.fi/en/publication/cl8lfih8xnuto0dutuv3jfdwf
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Prices for services increased by 5.7% compared to the previous 
year. 
The costs that decreased the most during the month were steel 
structures (-4.7%) and roofing materials (-5.2%)(Statistics 
Finland).  
 

Measures adopted by the 
utilities 

September 2022  
The government has decided on temporary targeted measures in response to rising energy prices. These measures are 
particularly focused on transport and are aimed at households, professional transport service providers and agricultural 
contractors: 

• Since the beginning of 2021, the electricity tax for industrial users, data centers and agriculture has been reduced to 
the minimum rate allowed by the EU. This year, a reduced electricity tax rate will be extended to certain heat pumps, 
electric boilers and more data centers. The position of consumers in the electricity market has been improved by 
intervening in the price of energy transmission. The amount of transmission charges that can be charged to customers 
in 2022 is about 370 million euros lower than in 2020. 

• The maximum deduction for travel expenses between home and work will be temporarily increased from 7,000 to 
8,400 euros in the taxes for 2022. In addition, the mileage allowance for commuting expenses when using one's own 
car will be temporarily increased to 0.30 euro/km (previously 0.25 euro/km).   

• The government is preparing amendments to the Electricity Market Act that will improve the position of consumers 
in the event of an energy price crisis. The aim is to increase awareness of electricity supply contracts that use dynamic 
pricing, also known as spot contracts (Finnish government, February 2022). 

 
October 2022 

• On September 1, 2022, the government presented the draft state budget for 2023, in which it proposed to reduce 
the VAT on the sale of electricity from 24 % to 10 % between January 1, 2023 and April 30, 2023. The reduction in 
VAT on electricity would only apply to the sale of electricity, not to the transmission of electricity or access to the 
electricity grid, which would remain subject to the standard VAT rate of 24%. Households' purchasing power would 
also be improved by a temporary reduction of VAT on passenger transport to 0%, which would apply to all passenger 
transport services currently subject to taxation, such as train, bus, cab, air and sea transport. Low-income households 
whose monthly electricity bill exceeds the €400 deductible (up to a maximum of €1,500) will be entitled to a subsidy 
covering 60% of the bill for four months between 1.1.2023 and 30.4.2023. It is estimated that these measures would 
affect approximately 252,000 households. 

https://stat.fi/en/publication/cl81bss1q6cey0dvxy4m3r3mx
https://stat.fi/en/publication/cl81bss1q6cey0dvxy4m3r3mx
https://valtioneuvosto.fi/en/-/10623/government-decides-on-targeted-measures-to-compensate-increased-energy-prices?languageId=en_US
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• On September 4, 2022, the government agreed to set up a €10 billion emergency facility of loans and credit 
guarantees to help utilities weighed down by soaring collateral demands as they trade in volatile electricity markets 
to meet short-term liquidity needs (Bruegel).  

November 2022 

• On October 5, 2022, the government implemented an energy conservation program in state properties that aims to 
save 50-75 GWh and up to 10 million euros in energy costs. The "One Step Lower" campaign, which kicked off during 
Energy Savings Week on October 10, 2022, encourages all businesses, organizations and individuals to save energy 
(cooler showers, lower heating temperatures, energy saving cycles for the dishwasher, etc.)(Bruegel). 

 
December 2022 
Finnish Prime Minister Sanna Marin of the Social Democratic Party (SPD)'s proposal to set a possible cap on electricity prices 
caught the opposition and her government colleagues off guard. 
Finnish power generation has suffered a triple blow: low temperatures, difficulties at the Olkiluoto 3 nuclear reactor and lack 
of wind affecting wind power generation have led to a spike in electricity prices. On December 14, the price per kilowatt hour 
on the power exchanges was over 60 cents. 
Ms. Marin then announced that she would organize an all-party meeting on December 19 to discuss the energy issue in 
Finland. Her social democratic parliamentary group presented concrete figures, suggesting that the price of electricity for 
households should not exceed 20 cents per kilowatt hour. In addition to the speed of the proposal, its price was also criticized. 
Finance Minister Annika Saarikko (Centre Party) called the suggestion "understandable" but said it would cost "billions" and 
have a negative impact on public finances. The government has previously lowered VAT on electricity (Euractiv). 
 

Positioning of the 
Federation 

December 2022 
The crisis in Ukraine is making it difficult for the member companies of the Finnish Construction Association (RT) to operate. 
In order to alleviate the situation of the companies, RT has, among other things, proposed to the state that the tax on light 
fuel oil be reduced for a limited period of time and that the tax on commercial activities be reduced to the European minimum 
(RT, 2022).   
 
RT published a report on the impact of the crisis in Ukraine on the construction sector (report available here, in Finnish). 
 
March 2023 
Recent surveys conducted by the Finnish Confederation of Construction Industries (RT) among its members update the 
outlook for the construction sector:  

https://www.bruegel.org/dataset/national-policies-shield-consumers-rising-energy-prices
https://www.astettaalemmas.fi/
https://www.euractiv.fr/section/energie/news/plafonnement-des-prix-la-proposition-de-sanna-marin-critiquee-dans-son-propre-camp/
https://www.rakennusteollisuus.fi/Ajankohtaista/ukraina-info/
https://www.rt.fi/globalassets/ajankohtaista/ajankohtaista-liitteet/2022/rt-ukraina-kooste-21.4.2022.pdf
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- Housing production is still at a good level and the number of unsold completed apartments is low. However, outside 
the growth centers of Helsinki, Tampere and Turku, the number of housing starts is falling sharply.    

- RT also asked its members about the impact of the war in Ukraine on the sector: The war is hampering an ever 
increasing number of construction companies. The shortage of materials and equipment has eased, but rising costs are 
still holding back production. However, bankruptcies or layoffs remain unlikely. 

344 companies from all sectors represented at RT responded (RT).  
 

 

 

 

 France 

Economic conditions General Construction 

March 2023 
On January 31, 2023, INSEE unveiled its first 
estimate of French economic activity growth 
in 2022, which has held up despite the energy 
crisis and soaring inflation, before a year 
2023 that is certainly more difficult. 
After the euphoric post-Covid recovery in 
2021 (+6.8%), activity has stalled in France, 
shaken by the war in Ukraine, which has 
caused energy prices to soar, and inflation, 
which has reached levels not seen in nearly 
40 years. 
Insee expects a 2.5% increase in GDP in 2022 
- with a negative fourth quarter at -0.2%. This 
is slightly below the forecasts of the Bank of 
France (+2.6%) and the government (+2.7%) 
(Euractiv).  
 
According to IMF forecasts, French growth in 
2023 should be 0.7% (IMF). 

March 2023 - Building  
Building activity is slowing markedly to +1.6% in the fourth quarter of 2022 year-
on-year. However, it remains well oriented for the near future, with an average 
order backlog of 7.3 months at the end of January 2023. However, the upcoming 
crisis in new housing is confirmed and the financial situation of companies remains 
fragile (FFB).  
 
March 2023 - Public Works  
Constrained by soaring costs (materials, energy) which have cut into its volume of 
activity, public works production will contract by -6.4% in 2022 compared with 
2021, despite the end-of-year recovery. The horizon remains grey as the 
investment efforts hoped for in this mid-term period are still not forthcoming. In 
this context, a further erosion of public works activity is anticipated for 2023, even 
though the recent easing of inflationary pressures and the resilience of the 
financial situation of local authorities are encouraging signals. However, a genuine 
acceleration in the government investment cycle remains a key factor in reversing 
the trend and brightening the sector's prospects. 
 
Lastly, even if the sector's revenues increase by +2.7% in current euros this year, 
the historic rise in production costs (+9.8% over a sliding 12-month period at the 

https://www.rt.fi/Ajankohtaista/Tiedotteet1/2023/rakennusteollisuus-rtn-kyselyissa-varovaisia-toivon-pilkahduksia-rakentamisen-alamaki-jatkuu-mutta-suurin-epavarmuus-on-jo-takana/
https://www.euractiv.fr/section/economie/news/france-linsee-leve-le-voile-sur-la-croissance-en-2022/
https://www.imf.org/en/Countries/FRA
https://www.ffbatiment.fr/actualites-batiment/actualite/tendancesbatfev2023
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April 2023 
Over a year, according to the provisional 
estimate made at the end of the month, 
consumer prices would increase by 5.6% in 
March 2023, after +6.3% the previous month. 
This decrease in inflation would be due to the 
slowdown in energy prices. Food and tobacco 
prices are expected to accelerate, and prices 
of manufactured goods and services are 
expected to increase year-on-year at a rate 
close to that of the previous month. 
On a monthly basis, consumer prices would 
increase by 0.8% in March 2023, after +1.0% 
in February. Energy prices are expected to 
slow due to a further decline in the price of 
petroleum products. Services prices are also 
expected to slow, due in particular to a 
decline in transportation services prices. 
Food prices are expected to increase at the 
same rate as the previous month. Prices for 
manufactured goods and tobacco are 
expected to accelerate. 
Over one year, the harmonized consumer 
price index would increase by 6.6 % in March 
2023, after +7.3 % in February. Over one 
month, it would grow by 0.9%, after +1.1% 
the previous month (INSEE).  
 
In its latest forecast, the Bank of France 
doubled its growth forecast for France for 
2023 and now expects an increase of 0.6% of 

end of November according to the TP01 index) is holding back the growth of its 
real production (FNTP).  
 
 

 
 
 

 
April 2023 
There is little change at the beginning of 2023 for the Public Works activity. Billings 
remain at a slow pace, which dries up hopes of a sustained upturn in activity. While 
structural projects, such as the Toulouse metro, are beginning to take shape, it is 
the overall dynamic of investments of all sizes that must be resumed in order to 
accelerate the ecological transition in all regions and meet current challenges 
relating to mobility, water and energy. 
In January 2023, work carried out picked up slightly, rising by +3% in volume over 
one month. As in previous months, this increase is still not enough to stimulate 
activity, which remains down by -4.8% compared to January 2022. In the absence 
of momentum, the decline in work carried out over the past 12 months has 
increased to -7.2% (after -6.5% at the end of December 2022). In this context, the 
decisions that will be taken in 2023 regarding the planning of infrastructure 
financing, following the submission of the COI report in particular, appear to be 
decisive from both an ecological and economic point of view for the future of 
public works (FNTP).  
 

https://www.insee.fr/fr/statistiques/7233968
https://www.fntp.fr/data/conjoncture/bulletin-mensuel/2022-le-choc-inflationniste-entrave-lactivite-tp
https://www.fntp.fr/presse/communiques-de-presse/remise-du-3e-rapport-du-coi-les-infrastructures-au-coeur-de-la
https://www.fntp.fr/data/conjoncture/bulletin-mensuel/un-demarrage-au-ralenti
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the gross domestic product (GDP), against 
0.3% envisaged until now (Euractiv). 
 

 
 

Raw materials and 
energy 

Procurement Price / Cost 

March 2023 
In 2022, total French electricity production 
was 445.2 terawatt-hours (TWh), down 15% 
from the average between 2014 and 2021, 
the lowest since 1992, RTE announced. 
France has indeed experienced many 
problems that have affected its electricity 
fleet. As a result, France has had to import 
massively from its European neighbors to 
make up for the drop in its production. This 
situation is almost unprecedented, as it is the 
first time since 1980 (Euractiv). In particular, 
Belgium has become the leading exporter of 
electricity to France, with nearly 10 TWh of 
net exports, equivalent to the annual 
electricity consumption of 2.8 million 
households. This represents a reversal of the 
situation compared to previous years, when 

February 2023 
While average building costs (BT01 from INSEE) rose by 5.4% from the end of 2020 
to the end of 2021 (twice as much as general inflation), and then by a further 6.3% 
over the first ten months of 2022, the relative lull in material prices observed in 
the last quarter of 2022 has been hit by the new surge in energy prices since the 
end of August, while general inflation is beginning to be translated into higher 
wages in the building industry 

  

The BT indexes are used to update and/or revise the prices of building contracts. 
The most generalized of these, the BT01 (all building trades) and BT50 (renovation-
maintenance all trades) show strong increases, +6.8% and +5.7% between October 
2021 and October 2022 (last month available), after 5.4% and 3.9% for the whole 
of 2021 (FFB).  
 
Industrial production price indices of some materials for the French market: 
 

https://www.euractiv.fr/section/economie/news/la-banque-de-france-plus-optimiste-pour-leconomie-francaise-en-2023/
https://www.euractiv.fr/section/energie/news/en-2022-la-france-est-importatrice-nette-delectricite-pour-la-premiere-fois-en-42-ans/
https://www.ffbatiment.fr/actualites-batiment/actualite/envolee-prix-materiauxv16
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Belgium had to rely on massive imports from 
France (Euractiv).  

 
 
 
All construction indexes (building and public works) can be consulted on the INSEE 
website: Building, public works and miscellaneous construction indexes in 
November 2022 - Informations rapides - 11 | Insee.  
 

Measures adopted by 
the utilities 

September 2022 

• Regulated gas and electricity rates are capped;  

• The energy voucher for the most modest households has been increased;  

• Road fuel tax cuts;  

• Increased targeted business subsidies (with conditions);  

• Housing Tax Relief;  

• Corporate Tax Relief (OECD, June 2022);  

• Assistance granted to companies, of all sizes and in all sectors, whose gas and electricity costs represent at least 3% of 
sales;  

• For companies in the construction sector, the government will ask public actors to apply, where possible, the doctrine of 
unpredictability for contracts that do not contain a price revision clause and not to apply delay penalties when the contract 
is in progress. 

https://www.euractiv.fr/section/energie/news/la-belgique-premier-fournisseur-delectricite-de-la-france-en-2022/
https://www.insee.fr/fr/statistiques/6688345
https://www.insee.fr/fr/statistiques/6688345
https://www.oecd.org/fr/economie/france-en-un-coup-d-oeil/
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• Bankruptcy protection measures (government guaranteed loan, industrial growth loan, government guaranteed liquidity 
facility...)(FIEC, 2022).  

 
October 2022 

• On September 14, 2022, the government announced that the tariff shield, already extended until December 2022 for gas, 
and until February 1, 2023 for electricity, will be renewed in 2023.  
The scheme includes: a 15% cap on the increase in gas and electricity prices; a limit on the average increase in bills to 
about €25 per month for households heating with gas; a limit on the average increase to about €20 per month for 
households heating with electricity; and assistance of up to €200 for French people heating with oil or wood. According 
to government estimates, these measures should benefit 12 million households. 

• On October 6, 2022, the government officially presented the "Energy Sobriety" plan, which aims to reduce energy 
consumption by 10% over the next two years compared to 2019. The plan aims to consume less energy and improve the 
energy efficiency of households, businesses, public buildings and transport. The scheme includes financial support for 
households to change heating systems through the MaPrimeRenov program; the sustainable mobility package for 
employees is exempt from social security contributions up to €700 per year and can be combined with public transport 
reimbursement up to €800. In addition, energy utilities will offer incentives to reduce consumption. For example, 
TotalEnergies offers a bonus ranging from €30 to €120, depending on the energy savings achieved by households heating 
with electricity that reduce their electricity consumption by at least 5% between November 31, 2022 and March 1, 2023 
(Bruegel).  

• In a context where rising prices and supply difficulties are causing tensions in the execution of public contracts, the 
government asked the Council of State about possible price changes and the application of the theory of unforeseeability 
in current contracts. On 15 September, the Council issued a favourable, but framed, opinion (FFB).  

 
November 2022 

• On the occasion of the "24 hours of building", the Minister of Economy, Bruno Le Maire, announced the effective opening 
of the "simplified one-stop shop", a project unveiled a month ago to support businesses facing the energy crisis. However, 
access to this window still requires an energy consumption of more than 3% of turnover. Building companies will therefore 
only very rarely be concerned (FFB, Aides aux entreprises).  

• Energy crisis, the new window of help for companies accessible: Ten billion euros to help companies cope with the 
explosion of energy prices and thus prevent a wave of bankruptcies. It is the envelope promised by the government 
which revised the operation of its first device of support. Objective: to touch "more companies with an intensity of 
stronger help and proportional to the increase of the invoice" of electricity and gas. To achieve this, the criteria have been 
reduced, the administrative procedures simplified and the payment deadlines compressed.  

https://www.bruegel.org/dataset/national-policies-shield-consumers-rising-energy-prices
https://www.ffbatiment.fr/actualites-batiment/actualite-ba/clause-de-revision-de-prix-elle-peut-etre-incluse-en-cours-de-marche-sous-certaines-conditions
https://www.ffbatiment.fr/actualites-batiment/actualite/crise-energie-guichet-unique
https://www.lesechos.fr/industrie-services/energie-environnement/crise-energetique-le-gouvernement-met-10-milliards-deuros-sur-la-table-pour-aider-les-entreprises-1873716
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Among the elements reviewed to benefit from the bill payment assistance, the price of energy during the application 
period (September and/or October 2022) must have increased by 50% compared to the average price paid in 2021. In 
addition, energy expenses during the application period must represent more than 3% of last year's turnover (Les Echos).  

• In a joint statement issued Tuesday (Nov. 22), the German and French economy ministers called for a revival of 
European industrial policy to counter rising energy prices and the consequences of the war in Ukraine. Robert Habeck 
and Bruno Le Maire said they were "firmly resolved to work together to provide an adequate response to the most 
vulnerable economic sectors". According to the text, France and Germany will make "joint purchases of gas [...] in order to 
lower prices for consumers and industry" and say they are in favor of a "structural reform of the electricity market" to 
achieve a sustainable control of energy prices. They also announced the launch of Franco-German cooperation or working 
groups in strategic sectors such as hydrogen, artificial intelligence, cybersecurity, space policy, quantum computing and 
raw materials supply (Euractiv). 
 

 
December 2022 
French President Emmanuel Macron opened the "Bilateral Conference for the Resilience and Reconstruction of Ukraine" on 
Tuesday, December 13, in the presence of Bruno Le Maire, Minister of Economy, Finance and Industrial and Digital Sovereignty, 
Denys Chmyhal, Prime Minister of Ukraine and members of his government.  
The Conference enabled the signing of important agreements directly responding to Ukraine's needs for its vital infrastructure. 
Their rehabilitation, following their destruction, is a crucial issue to ensure the continuity of essential services to the population 
but also to the functioning of the economy: 

• Bruno Le Maire, French Minister of Economy, Finance, Industrial and Digital Sovereignty, and Odile Renaud-Basso, 
President of the European Bank for Reconstruction and Development (EBRD), have signed two agreements to provide 
€100 million in guarantees to support critical infrastructure in Ukraine. Through a risk-sharing mechanism between the 
French government and the EBRD, the guarantees will provide €200 million in emergency liquidity to two Ukrainian state-
owned enterprises: the national energy operator Naftogaz, for the purchase of gas needed for the winter period, and the 
Ukrainian State Railways (UZ), for priority expenditures. 

• France has signed three agreements meeting the needs of key sectors of the Ukrainian real economy: 
- 37.6 million from a concessionary loan from the Treasury for the supply of 20,000 tons of rails produced in France by 

the company Saarstahl should initially enable the repair of more than 150 km of Ukrainian railroads. 
- A second agreement signed between Matière and the Ukrainian governmental road agency UkrAvtodor, aims to 

launch the project to supply around 25 bridge kits, for which France will provide funding. 
- Finally, a third project aims to ensure the delivery of more than 20 million euros of seeds by three French exporting 

companies (MAS Seeds, Lideas Seeds, RAGT) to support the Ukrainian agricultural sector (economie.gouv). 

https://www.lesechos.fr/economie-france/budget-fiscalite/crise-energetique-le-nouveau-guichet-daide-aux-entreprises-accessible-1880851
https://www.euractiv.fr/section/institutions/news/france-et-allemagne-sentendent-pour-le-bien-de-la-souverainete-energetique-et-industrielle-de-lue/
https://www.economie.gouv.fr/conference-bilaterale-resilience-reconstruction-ukraine
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February 2023 
On January 6, 2023, Bruno Le Maire announced that electricity suppliers had agreed to systematically open renegotiations for 
VSEs who, having renewed their contracts in the second half of 2022, pay more than €280/MWh on average for electricity over 
2023. This figure will constitute a ceiling. 
The situation is thus summarized as follows: 

- The VSEs connected with a power of less than 36 kVA benefit from the energy shield; 
- The remaining VSEs now have their contracts capped at €280/MWh in 2023; 
- SMEs can use the "electricity shock absorber"; 
- ETIs and large companies must fall back on the one-stop shop, provided that energy costs exceed 3% of their turnover 

(FFB).  
In addition to the energy shield (for all VSEs regarding gas, only if they have a contract for a power of less than 36 kVA in electricity) 
and the electricity buffer (for other VSEs and SMEs), the Prime Minister announced, in early January, the possibility for VSEs and 
SMEs to request deferment of payment of their taxes (excluding VAT, ancillary taxes and repayment of levy at source) and social 
contributions (current contributions as Covid clearance plan in progress). 
In addition, the Minister of the Economy indicated that the energy companies had agreed to offer payment facilities, in the form 
of staggered invoices for the first few months of the year over several months, to VSEs and SMEs experiencing cash flow difficulties 
(FFB).  

 

Positioning of the 
Federation 

September 2022 
Faced with rising prices and shortages of raw materials, the FFB has sent an urgent request to the public authorities to obtain a 
transitional measure to lower the VAT rate on fuels, as well as a freeze on energy and fuel prices. It would also like to see the 
partial activity resulting from the shortages fully covered. With regard to public contracts, the FFB is calling for the State to 
systematically take into account claims for compensation, contract amendments and the non-application of penalties for delay, 
as well as the implementation of the theory of unforeseeability, both in public and private contracts, in order to impose a 
renegotiation of prices as long as the conflict lasts (BatiActu, March 2022) 
 
October 2022  
The action of the FFB has borne fruit (accompanied by the MEDEF and the CPME): Faced with soaring electricity rates, Bruno LE 
MAIRE, Minister of the Economy, proposed to the professional organizations meeting on October 21 the establishment of a simple 
and general support system (all sectors, open to VSEs - including contracts of less than 37 kVA, SMEs and ETIs - subject to 
confirmation by the European Commission), intended for companies that do not benefit from the energy shield. With a maximum 
of 10 billion euros, it will replace the aid to large energy consumers, which does not work well. 

https://www.ffbatiment.fr/actualites-batiment/actualite/crise-energie-plafonnement-tpe
https://www.ffbatiment.fr/actualites-batiment/actualite/crise-energie-nouvelles-mesures-tresorerie-attetations-tpe-pme
https://www.batiactu.com/theme/theme-marche-publics.php
https://www.batiactu.com/edito/guerre-ukraine-ffb-demande-au-gouvernement-mesures-63755.php
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In detail, with regard to the supply of electricity:  

• On average, companies already benefit from the fixed and regulated rate of Arenh (nuclear and hydraulic electricity shared 
between energy suppliers), which will probably amount to 49.5 €/MWh from 1/01/2023, on 50% of their bill ; 

• In addition, there would be a fixed and regulated tariff, guaranteed by the State, for 25% of the bill, as soon as the 
contract provides for a price per megawatt-hour higher than €325 and up to a ceiling that remains to be defined; 

• The complement would remain sold at the market price, today around 500 €/MWh. 
The new aid would be charged directly on the invoice (no forms to fill out, no documents to provide)(FFB).  
 
March 2023 - FFB, "Energy crisis" information meeting, March 09, 2023  
Contents: 

• Decipher the energy market. 

•  How to react in your energy purchasing procedures, how to anticipate? 

• Financial aid on energy, CEE, tax credit, Climaxion. 

• The offers of BPI and your banking networks in connection with the energy crisis. 
If you wish to participate in this meeting, please contact: mogliam@d68.ffbatiment.fr 
 

 

 

 Greece 

Economic conditions General Construction 

March 2023  
The annual inflation between January 2023 and January 2022 
was 7% (Statistics Greece).  
 

March 2023 
Total construction activity (private-public) in Greece, as of 
October 2022, which is calculated based on the number of 
building permits issued, amounted to 2,295. This figure 
corresponds to 431,737 m2 of area and 1,797,388 m3 of 
volume, reflecting, respectively, an 8.2% increase in the 
number of building permits, a 15.9% decrease in area, and a 
23.6% decrease in volume, compared to the corresponding 
month in 2021 (Statistics Greece).  
 
April 2023 

https://www.ffbatiment.fr/actualites-batiment/actualite/crise-energie-nouvelles-aides
https://www.ffbatiment.fr/actualites-batiment/Agenda/fbtp68-reunioninformation-criseenergie-09032023
https://www.statistics.gr/en/home
https://www.statistics.gr/documents/20181/31457b5b-5b27-c168-935f-ad7968bc8026
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The change in the construction output index (CPI) with base 
year 2015=100.0 and reference period the 4th quarter of 
2022, based on provisional and working day adjusted data, is 
as follows: 
- The production index in construction in Q4 2022 recorded an 
increase of 31.3% compared to Q4 2021. The CPI for Q4 2021 
increased by 8.3% compared to the corresponding index for 
Q4 2020.  
- The construction production index (CPI) in Q4 2022 recorded 
an increase of 52.8% compared to Q3 2022. In Q4 2021, the 
CPI increased by 40.4% compared to the corresponding index 
in Q3 2021. 
- The seasonally adjusted production index in construction in 
4Q2022 recorded an increase of 11.0% compared to 3Q2022 
(Statistics Greece).  
 
Total construction activity (private-public) in Greece, as of 
December 2022, which is calculated on the basis of the 
number of building permits issued, amounted to 2,519. This 
figure corresponds to 679,882 m2 of area and 3,334,004 m3 
of volume, reflecting, respectively, a 16.1% increase in the 
number of building permits, a 32.5% increase in area and a 
47.7% increase in volume, compared to the corresponding 
month of 2021. 
 
The building permits for private construction activity issued in 
Greece in December 2022 amount to 2,494. This figure 
corresponds to 671,301 m2 of area and 3,271,738 m3 of 
volume. Compared to the same month of 2021, there is an 
increase of 15.9% in the number of building permits, 33.6% in 
the area and 47.3% in the volume. 
Public construction activity accounted for 1.9 % of total 
construction volume in December 202 (Greek statistics).  

https://www.statistics.gr/documents/20181/b9b6ea35-0974-7cf0-0a3e-f0573c26d5db
https://www.statistics.gr/en/statistics?p_p_id=documents_WAR_publicationsportlet_INSTANCE_qDQ8fBKKo4lN&p_p_lifecycle=2&p_p_state=normal&p_p_mode=view&p_p_cacheability=cacheLevelPage&p_p_col_id=column-2&p_p_col_count=4&p_p_col_pos=1&_documents_WAR_publicationsportlet_INSTANCE_qDQ8fBKKo4lN_javax.faces.resource=document&_documents_WAR_publicationsportlet_INSTANCE_qDQ8fBKKo4lN_ln=downloadResources&_documents_WAR_publicationsportlet_INSTANCE_qDQ8fBKKo4lN_documentID=493856&_documents_WAR_publicationsportlet_INSTANCE_qDQ8fBKKo4lN_locale=en
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Raw materials 
& 

Energy 

Procurement Price / Cost 

March 2023 
The pipeline project between Bourgas in Bulgaria and 
Alexandroupoli in Greece has been officially relaunched by 
the Bulgarian Minister of Energy, Rosen Hristov, and his 
Greek counterpart, Kostas Skrekas, after several months of 
negotiations. 
On February 16, 2023, the two ministers signed an 
agreement to establish a working group between the two 
countries to study the possibilities of implementing the 
pipeline project. Bulgarian President Rumen Radev, who met 
with his counterpart Katerina Sakellaropoulou as well as 
Prime Minister Kyriakos Mitsotakis, was also in Greece at the 
time of the agreement signing. 
"The Alexandroùpolis-Bourgas pipeline is an important 
strategic element for Bulgaria because it allows real 
diversification and alternative supply of non-Russian oil to 
the Bourgas refinery, the largest in the Balkans," said Radev 
at the press conference with Mitsotakis. 
The pipeline would increase "the safety and efficiency of 
supplies, as it avoids the long waits and risks associated with 
the passage of oil tankers through the Black Sea straits," he 
added. 
The pipeline is to carry oil to the Russian refinery in Bourgas, 
which will then be delivered by tankers to the Aegean port. 
In the long term, it aims to completely replace Russian crude 
oil imports by sea, especially since Bulgaria has until 2024 
before its current exemption from the EU embargo on 
Russian oil ends (Euractiv). 
 

March 2023  
The index of the overall cost of materials in the construction 
of new residential buildings, with a base year of 2015=100.0 
recorded an increase of 11.7% in December 2022 compared to 
December 2021. The corresponding index in December 2021 
had recorded an increase of 7.1% compared to December 
2020 (Statistics Greece).  
 
The major changes in the individual material category cost 
indices are as follows: 

 

Measures adopted by the 
utilities 

September 2022 

https://euractiv.bg/section/%d0%b5%d0%bd%d0%b5%d1%80%d0%b3%d0%b5%d1%82%d0%b8%d0%ba%d0%b0/news/%d1%80%d0%b0%d0%b4%d0%b5%d0%b2-%d1%83%d1%81%d0%bf%d1%8f-%d0%b4%d0%b0-%d1%81%d1%8a%d0%b6%d0%b8%d0%b2%d0%b8-%d0%bf%d0%b5%d1%82%d1%80%d0%be%d0%bb%d0%be%d0%bf%d1%80%d0%be%d0%b2%d0%be%d0%b4%d0%b0-%d0%b1/
https://euractiv.bg/section/%d0%b5%d0%bd%d0%b5%d1%80%d0%b3%d0%b5%d1%82%d0%b8%d0%ba%d0%b0/news/%d1%80%d0%b0%d0%b4%d0%b5%d0%b2-%d1%83%d1%81%d0%bf%d1%8f-%d0%b4%d0%b0-%d1%81%d1%8a%d0%b6%d0%b8%d0%b2%d0%b8-%d0%bf%d0%b5%d1%82%d1%80%d0%be%d0%bb%d0%be%d0%bf%d1%80%d0%be%d0%b2%d0%be%d0%b4%d0%b0-%d0%b1/
https://www.euractiv.fr/section/energie/news/la-bulgarie-et-la-grece-relancent-un-projet-petrolier-russe-oublie/
https://www.statistics.gr/documents/20181/650309b7-fc60-c8c6-296e-812cd2e11f44
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The government has decided to launch a €5.4 billion (2.7% of GDP) resilience plan to cope with rising prices and the impact 
of the war in Ukraine. Among the measures put in place:  

• Property Tax Reduction;  

• Reduced taxes and social security contributions;  

• Electricity and gas subsidies for households and businesses;  

• Assistance to the poorest households (OECD, June 2022).  
 
October 2022 
On Sept. 21, Greek Energy Minister Kostas Skrekas said the government would provide an additional 1.1 billion euros to 
households and businesses to protect them from rising energy prices before winter. The subsidies have three components: 

• For households whose monthly consumption does not exceed 500 kilowatt hours, the value is 436 euros per 
megawatt hour. These households constitute the majority of Greek households. 

• For households consuming more than 501 kilowatt hours per month, the subsidies will offset about 70-80% of the 
price increase. 

• For companies with a consumption of more than 2000 kilowatt hours, 398 euros per megawatt hour are promised. 
In addition to these benefits, a subsidy of 50 euros per megawatt is offered to consumers who reduce their average daily 
consumption by 15% year on year (Bruegel). 
 
November 2022 

• The government has launched the "Save at Home" program to raise awareness of energy-saving behavior changes at 
home. In public buildings, measures range from lowering temperature levels in offices to reducing night-time lighting 
in public buildings, setting up a digital platform to track public sector energy consumption, and linking compliance 
with these measures to budget funding, with bonuses for the most efficient branches and cuts for those that do not 
meet their savings targets (Bruegel). 

• The government has strengthened the "Recycle - Switch" program to support the replacement of household 
appliances (e.g., air conditioners, refrigerators, freezers) with energy-efficient versions by reimbursing part of the 
purchase price. It also intends to launch a program (640 million euros) for the energy improvement of 2.5 million 
square meters of buildings used by the public sector (Bruegel). 

• The government wants to finance 250,000 small photovoltaic systems on the roofs of households and businesses, 
which will consume their energy for free (Bruegel). 
 

Positioning of the 
Federation 

December 2022 

https://www.oecd.org/economy/greece-economic-snapshot/
https://www.bruegel.org/dataset/national-policies-shield-consumers-rising-energy-prices
https://www.bruegel.org/dataset/national-energy-policy-responses-energy-crisis
https://www.bruegel.org/dataset/national-energy-policy-responses-energy-crisis
https://www.bruegel.org/dataset/national-energy-policy-responses-energy-crisis
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The Greek Association of Engineering Contractors for Public Works issued a position paper in early December, calling on the 
Minister of the Interior for an immediate increase in project funding to pay contract review bills (AECPW).  
 

 

 Hungary 

Commercial conditions General Construction 

March 2023 
According to IMF estimates, Hungarian GDP will be 1.8% 
in 2023, while inflation will be 13.3% (IMF).  
 
April 2023 
In February 2023, Hungarian annual inflation was 
25.4%. In January it was 25.7% (Hungary statistics).   

March 2023 
The volume of production in the construction sector in December 2022 
lagged behind the previous year by 3.9%. Among the main construction 
groups, building construction increased by 1.1%, and civil engineering 
decreased by 12.7%. Construction output was 3.7% lower than in 
November. In 2022, construction output was 3.0 % higher than in 2021. 
For the year as a whole, producer prices in construction - due to 
significant price increases in some building materials - were on average 
24.5% higher than in the previous year (Statistics Hungary).  
 
April 2023 
In January 2023, the volume of construction output was 3.6 % lower 
than a year earlier, the data show. Among the major construction 
groups, building construction output fell 4.0 % and other construction 
output fell 2.1 %. Construction output was down 5.0 % from December 
2022 (EVOS).  
 
House prices, house price index, Q3 2022 
During the Q1-3 2022 period, 4.6 % fewer homes were sold compared 
to the same period last year. This decline was observed in all quarters 
in both the new and used home markets. After a sharp increase in the 
first quarter, house price growth gradually slowed to 2.6 per cent in the 
third quarter.  
The slowdown in the rise in used home prices can be seen in all regions 
of the country.  
 

https://pedmede.gr/wp-content/uploads/2022/12/1504_09122022.pdf
https://www.imf.org/en/Countries/HUN
https://www.ksh.hu/?lang=en
https://www.ksh.hu/docs/eng/xftp/gyor/epi/eepi2212.html
https://www.evosz.hu/hirek/847-ksh-az-egy-%C3%A9vvel-kor%C3%A1bbihoz-viszony%C3%ADtva-3,6,-a-decemberihez-k%C3%A9pest-5,0-kal-cs%C3%B6kkent-az-%C3%A9p%C3%ADt%C5%91ipari-termel%C3%A9s-volumene
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Housing market sales below previous levels 
After a strong 2021, housing market turnover has slowed slightly in 
2022. Turnover figures for the first three quarters are 4.6 % lower than 
the previous year. The number of sales declined between 3% and 7% 
in each of the quarters examined.  
The number of sales decreased by 3 to 7 % in each of the quarters 
examined in both the used and new home markets.  
In the first quarter of 2022, the share of new homes in sales was less 
than 5 %, well below the peak of 10 % in the first quarter of 2021 
(Hungary statistics).  
 

Raw materials 
& 

Energy 

Procurement Price / Cost 

September 2022 
95% of Hungary's gas and 45% of its oil comes from 
Russia, making it highly dependent on the latter (OECD, 
June 2022).   
 
November 2022 
On July 13, 2022, the government declared a state of 
emergency and adopted a 7-point plan on energy 
security. The government intends to increase domestic 
natural gas production by 0.5 billion cubic meters per 
year to 2 billion cubic meters per year by this winter 
(Bruegel).  
 
 

March 2023 
Electricity, gas and other fuels became 52.4% more expensive between 
January 2022 and January 2023. In this context, natural and 
manufactured gas prices increased by 88.6%, firewood prices by 58.6%, 
butane and propane gas prices by 50.6% and electricity prices by 27.7% 
(Statistics Hungary).  
 
April 2023 
Industrial producer prices rose 29.0% on average in February 2023 
from a year earlier. Domestic output prices increased by 56.4% and 
non-domestic output prices by 15.8%. The faster growth in domestic 
output prices is due to the proportion of the energy industry, where a 
significant increase in prices occurred, which is much larger in domestic 
output than in non-domestic output. In addition to the sharp rise in 
energy prices, the increase in prices of basic materials, wage growth 
and the weakening of the forint - on a yearly basis - also had an upward 
effect on prices. Compared to the previous month, domestic output 
prices fell by 1.3 % and external output prices by 2.6 %, so that 
industrial output prices as a whole fell by 2.2 %. 
 
In February 2023 compared to February 2022: 

https://www.ksh.hu/apps/shop.kiadvany?p_kiadvany_id=1078828&p_temakor_kod=KSH&p_lang=EN#utm_source=kshhu&utm_medium=banner&utm_campaign=home
https://www.oecd.org/economy/hungary-economic-snapshot/
https://www.oecd.org/economy/hungary-economic-snapshot/
https://www.ksh.hu/?lang=en
https://www.ksh.hu/docs/eng/xftp/gyor/far/efar2301.html
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Domestic producer prices increased by 56.4% on average, within which 
they were 27.6% higher in the manufacturing industry, representing a 
weight of 65%, and - due to a drastic increase in world market prices 
and amendments to the administrative price regulation - 127% higher 
in the energy industry (electricity, gas, steam and air conditioning 
supply), with a weight of 30%. 
 
In Hungary, prices increased by 73.3 % in the energy and intermediate 
producers sectors, by 13.7 % in the capital goods sectors, and by 34.1 
% in the consumer goods sectors among the end-use groups of the 
production sectors of industry (Statistics Hungary). 
 

 
 

Measures adopted by 
the utilities 

September 2022 
In order to counteract the negative impacts of the war in Ukraine, the government has initiated various measures, including:  

• Reduction of social security contributions and salaries for companies;  

• Massive increase in coal production;  

• Reopening of the Matra thermal power plant (closed since 2021);  

• Citizens, who consume more than the average, will have to pay for the surplus consumed (Le Figaro, July 2022).  
 
Until July 2022, Hungary did not participate in the sanctions package imposed on Russia.  
 
October 2022 

• On July 13, the government declared a state of emergency and adopted a seven-point energy security plan. The 
government intends to increase domestic natural gas production to 2.0 billion cubic metres and to seek additional sources 

https://www.ksh.hu/en/first-releases/tar/etar2302.html
https://www.lefigaro.fr/flash-eco/crise-de-l-energie-la-hongrie-annonce-un-etat-d-urgence-20220713
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of gas. Budapest will ban exports of energy resources such as firewood and increase domestic lignite production. In 
addition, a lignite-fired power plant will be reopened in Matra and work on the Paks nuclear power plant near Budapest 
will be extended.  

• From August 2022, Hungary has removed caps on gas and electricity prices for high-consumption households (those who 
consume more than the national average). 

• On July 30, Hungary changed the eligibility requirements for price-capped fuel and increased the windfall tax levied on 
the oil and gas company MOL. Price cap fuel, whether gasoline or diesel, is now only available to private vehicles, 
agricultural vehicles and cabs. The main exclusion is for company cars. As for MOL's windfall tax, it will increase from 25% 
to 40% on August 1. 

• The Commission approved Hungary's amendments to the business aid scheme to increase the maximum amount of aid 
to € 62,000 per undertaking active in the agricultural sector, to € 75,000 per undertaking active in the fisheries and 
aquaculture sectors and to € 500,000 per undertaking active in all other sectors. In addition, Hungary has notified an 
increase in the overall budget of around € 459 million. This will bring the total budget of the scheme to approximately 
€1.58 billion (Bruegel).  

 
November 2022 
The European Commission's gas demand reduction initiative was only opposed by Hungary. However, the government set new 
targets in September 2022: to reduce gas consumption by 25 per cent this winter for businesses and public buildings, as well as 
to limit maximum heating temperatures in public buildings, control the cost of firewood and announce plans for a program to 
support energy-intensive small businesses (Bruegel).  
 

Positioning of the 
Federation 

September 2022 
The National Association of Construction Contractors (EVOSZ) and the Public Procurement Authority (KH) have jointly published 
recommendations for all parties involved in the procurement process in the context of the war in Ukraine. 
 
The purpose of this article is to describe, in the situation of force majeure in the context of the Russian-Ukrainian war, in the case 
of public procurement procedures initiated before the outbreak of the war, the legal solutions that contracting authorities or 
contracting parties can use to execute previously concluded contracts or to publish new public procurement procedures, which 
are appropriate to the situation (EVOSZ, 2022).  
 
October 2022 

https://www.bruegel.org/dataset/national-policies-shield-consumers-rising-energy-prices
https://www.bruegel.org/dataset/national-energy-policy-responses-energy-crisis
https://evosz.hu/hirek/700-aj%C3%A1nl%C3%A1s-az-orosz-ukr%C3%A1n-h%C3%A1bor%C3%BA-%C3%A1ltal-kiv%C3%A1ltott-%C3%BCzleti-kock%C3%A1zatok-cs%C3%B6kkent%C3%A9s%C3%A9re-az-%C3%A9p%C3%ADt%C3%A9si-beruh%C3%A1z%C3%A1si-k%C3%B6zbeszerz%C3%A9sek-ter%C3%BClet%C3%A9n
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The Hungarian Construction Association has issued a questionnaire to its members and any construction company on their 
assessments and expectations for the sector in the coming months (against a backdrop of high inflation and material shortages). 
The questionnaire was to be completed by September 23, 2022. An analysis will be produced from it in the coming weeks (EVOSZ).  
 

 

 

 Ireland 

Economic conditions General Construction 

March 2023 
The Consumer Price Index (CPI) increased 7.8 % between 
January 2022 and January 2023, down from an 8.2 % annual 
increase in the 12 months prior to December 2022. 
The division with the largest increase in the year to January 
was Housing, Water, Electricity, Gas and Other Fuels 
(+26.4%)(Statistics Ireland). 
April 2023 
The Consumer Price Index (CPI) rose 8.5% between February 
2022 and February 2023, following an annual increase of 7.8% 
in the 12 months prior to January 2023. 
This is the seventeenth consecutive month in which the 
annual increase in the CPI has been at least 5.0%. 
The division with the largest increase in the 12 months to 
February 2023 is housing, water, electricity, gas and other 
fuels (+26.0%). 
Consumer prices increased by 1.6% between January 2023 
and February 2023 (Ireland statistics).  

December 2022 
Construction output volume decreased 2.7 % in the third 
quarter of 2022 compared with the second quarter of 2022. 
On a yearly basis, a 4.5% decline in volume was recorded. The 
civil engineering sector increased by 10.3% in the seasonally 
adjusted volume index between the second quarter of 2022 
and the third quarter of 2022 (Statistics Ireland).  
April 2023 
Construction output volume declined 3.1 % in the fourth 
quarter of 2022 compared with the third quarter of 2022. 
On a yearly basis, a decrease of 11.0% in production volume 
was recorded. 
The residential building sector increased by 1.8 % between 
Quarter 3 2022 and Quarter 4 2022. 
Between Quarter 3 2022 and Quarter 4 2022, the 
nonresidential building sector recorded a 6.7 % volume 
reduction on a seasonally adjusted basis. 
The civil engineering sector declined by 1.9% between 
Quarter 3 2022 and Quarter 4 2022. 
The building and construction index decreased by 3.6% on a 
quarterly basis and by 2.2% on an annual basis (Statistics 
Ireland). 
 

Raw materials Procurement Price / Cost 

https://www.evosz.hu/hirek/788-az-%C3%A9p%C3%ADt%C5%91ipar-helyzet%C3%A9rt%C3%A9kel%C3%A9se-%C3%A9s-v%C3%A1rakoz%C3%A1sai-2022-%C3%A9vi-konjunkt%C3%BAra-felm%C3%A9r%C3%A9s-ii
https://www.cso.ie/en/releasesandpublications/ep/p-cpi/consumerpriceindexjanuary2023/
https://www.cso.ie/en/releasesandpublications/ep/p-cpi/consumerpriceindexfebruary2023/
https://www.cso.ie/en/releasesandpublications/ep/p-pbci/productioninbuildingandconstructionindexq32022provisionalq22022final/
https://www.cso.ie/en/releasesandpublications/ep/p-pbci/productioninbuildingandconstructionindexq42022provisionalq32022final/
https://www.cso.ie/en/releasesandpublications/ep/p-pbci/productioninbuildingandconstructionindexq42022provisionalq32022final/
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November 2022 
Gas infrastructure development: The Shannon LNG terminal 
is a proposed LNG terminal in the Munster province, owned 
and promoted by New Fortress Energy. The facility would be 
developed in three phases, the first to be completed in 2022 
and provide regasification capacity of 2.8 billion cubic meters 
per year, the second to be completed in 2025 and add 2.1 
billion cubic meters per year and the third to be completed in 
2029 with an additional 3.3 billion cubic meters per year 
(Bruegel).  
 

September 2022 
Rolled steel has risen to €1,500, an increase of €600 since 
mid-February (66% increase). 
Reinforcing bar prices have risen by 50% from €900 to €1,350 
per ton in the last four weeks. 
Cable and copper increased by 31% to 8,642 euros per ton. 
Some types of steel are no longer available. 
100% increase in delivery times for air conditioners, 
electronic controls and lighting equipment (ICF, 2022).  
 

Cost of energy September 2022 
At the beginning of 2022, the surge in prices of many commodities (oil, gas, metals, cereals) due to the war in Ukraine led to 
a surge in inflation, which reached 9.6% in June 2022. Driven mainly by energy prices (heating oil +115%, gas +57%, electricity 
+41%), it will remain very high in the second half of the year, with inflationary pressures spreading to all goods and services 
(COFACE, 2022).  
 
October 2022 
Cost of electricity for consumers, according to their consumption (excluding households)(Eurostat).  
 

 
 

https://www.bruegel.org/dataset/national-energy-policy-responses-energy-crisis
https://cif.ie/2022/03/31/government-to-respond-to-construction-hyperinflation-issues-cif/
https://www.coface.com/fr/Etudes-economiques-et-risque-pays/Irlande
https://ec.europa.eu/eurostat/cache/infographs/energy_prices/enprices.html?geos=EU27_2020,EA,BE,BG,CZ,DK,DE,EE,IE,EL,ES,FR,HR,IT,CY,LV,LT,LU,HU,MT,NL,AT,PL,PT,RO,SI,SK,FI,SE,IS,LI,NO,ME,MK,AL,RS,TR,BA,XK,MD,UA,GE&product=6000&consumer=N_HOUSEHOLD&consoms=4162902&unit=MWH&taxs=I_TAX,X_TAX,X_VAT&nrg_prc=NETC,NRG_SUP,OTH,TAX_CAP,TAX_ENV,TAX_NUC,TAX_RNW,VAT&currency=EUR&language=EN&detail=0&component=0&order=DESC&dataset=nrg_pc_205&time=2022S1&modalOption=0&chartOption=0&precision=1&modalOpen=0&modal=0&modalLineOption=0&geo=EL
https://ec.europa.eu/eurostat/cache/infographs/energy_prices/enprices.html?geos=EU27_2020,EA,BE,BG,CZ,DK,DE,EE,IE,EL,ES,FR,HR,IT,CY,LV,LT,LU,HU,MT,NL,AT,PL,PT,RO,SI,SK,FI,SE,IS,LI,NO,ME,MK,AL,RS,TR,BA,XK,MD,UA,GE&product=6000&consumer=N_HOUSEHOLD&consoms=4162902&unit=MWH&taxs=I_TAX,X_TAX,X_VAT&nrg_prc=NETC,NRG_SUP,OTH,TAX_CAP,TAX_ENV,TAX_NUC,TAX_RNW,VAT&currency=EUR&language=EN&detail=0&component=0&order=DESC&dataset=nrg_pc_205&time=2022S1&modalOption=0&chartOption=0&precision=1&modalOpen=0&modal=0&modalLineOption=0&geo=EL
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February 2023 
The Consumer Price Index (CPI) increased 8.2 % between December 2021 and December 2022, down from an annual increase 
of 8.9 % in the 12 months prior to November 2022. 
The divisions with the largest increases over the year were housing, water, electricity, gas and other fuels (+25.9%). The 
division with the largest decrease during the month was "transport" (-2.6%)(Statistics Ireland).  
 

Measures adopted by the 
utilities 

October 2022 
On September 27, the Irish government presented its budget for 2023, which contains some measures to address the 
deepening energy crisis. In the most significant measure to date, Ireland has committed €1.25 billion to its temporary Business 
Energy Support Programme. This measure will allow eligible businesses to receive compensation for 40% of their increased 
energy bills (gas and electricity), up to a maximum of €10,000 per month. It is aimed at small companies, but medium and 
large companies will also benefit. The measure will apply until February 2023. In addition, €200 million has been committed 
to the Ukraine Enterprise Crisis Scheme, which aims to further assist businesses affected by the energy crisis and war in 
Ukraine. It targets internationally traded manufacturing and service sectors. In one part of the program, €2 million will be 
provided in grants to energy-intensive companies severely affected by rising energy prices (Bruegel).  
 
November 2022 
In May 2022, the government announced the provisional results of the second Renewable Electricity Support Scheme (RESS) 
auction, which resulted in a pipeline of 10 community projects with a total capacity of approximately 414 MW of onshore 
wind and 1,534 MW of solar (an increase of approximately 20% of Irish renewable energy generation). In August 2022, the 
government increased the offshore wind target capacity to 7 GW from 5 GW in 2030, and doubled the solar target to 5.5 GW 
and introduced a green hydrogen ambition of 2 GW. The government should revise its climate action plan by the end of 2022 
to define the measures needed to achieve these targets (Bruegel).  
 

Positioning of the 
Federation 

September 2022 
At a meeting between the Irish Construction Federation (ICF) and the Minister for Public Expenditure and Reform, the ICF 
highlighted the significant impact of hyperinflation on industry costs, which could affect current and future public works 
projects (including the National Development Plan and Housing for All).  
The ICF said this creates "exceptional challenges" in the sector, increasing the likelihood that some contractors will not be 
able to respond to tenders and may even become insolvent. 
ICF is requesting that an effective price variation clause be included in all new public works contracts and that this mechanism 
be applied retrospectively to all ongoing projects. This request is currently under review (ICF, 2022).   
 

https://www.cso.ie/en/releasesandpublications/ep/p-cpi/consumerpriceindexdecember2022/
https://www.bruegel.org/dataset/national-policies-shield-consumers-rising-energy-prices
https://www.bruegel.org/dataset/national-energy-policy-responses-energy-crisis
https://cif.ie/2022/03/31/government-to-respond-to-construction-hyperinflation-issues-cif/
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October 2022 
ICF conducted a survey of industry firms (202) to analyze the impact of the current economic situation on construction.  

• 96% reported an increase in the cost of materials in the past three months.  

• 85% believe that material costs will continue to rise in the next 3 months.  

• 79% of respondents reported an increase in project prices over the past 3 months (CIF).  
 
April 2023: ICF survey 
40 % of construction companies reported an increase in sales at the end of 2022 and nearly one in four expect sales to increase 
in the first quarter of 2023, according to the Construction Industry Federation's latest economic outlook. 
Rising costs continue to be a challenge for the industry: 88% of companies surveyed saw an increase in material costs in the 
last quarter of 2022, and 67% expect this increase to continue in 2023. 
The cost of construction materials remains the top concern for construction companies over the next three to six months 
(74%), followed by access to a skilled workforce (72%) and ensuring a healthy profit margin on projects (65%). This is followed 
by continuity of work (48%) and supply chain disruptions (34%). 
The Construction Industry Federation's Economic Outlook surveyed 288 of its members to measure the construction sector's 
performance in the previous quarter (Oct-Dec 2022) and the sector's likely future performance over the next three months 
(Jan-Apr 2023). 
77% of companies said that sustainability is now a very important part of their business, and more than half of them are 
seeing an increase in demand for sustainable construction from their clients. Companies are keen to access more general 
training on sustainability, as well as a better understanding of sustainability regulations and legislation, and how to manage 
an environmentally friendly and resource-efficient site. 
76% of companies expect the move toward sustainability to lead to increased demand for off-site construction, and 45% 
expect off-site construction methods to become more common this year (ICF). 
 

 

 

 Italy 

Economic conditions General Construction 

March 2023 
The international environment heading into 2023 is 
characterized by a general moderation of inflationary 

March 2023 
In December 2022, producer prices for residential and 
nonresidential building construction decreased 0.1 % on a 

https://cif.ie/wp-content/uploads/2022/10/CIF-Outlook-Survey-2022-v2.pdf
https://cif.ie/?wpdmdl=54480&ind=1677596816292
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pressures, due to lower energy prices, and by a more gradual 
tightening of monetary policy. 
In the fourth quarter of 2022, Italian GDP decreased by 0.1 % 
compared to the previous quarter. In 2022, the GDP growth 
rate was 3.9 %, higher than the average growth rate for the 
euro area. 
On the supply side, after three consecutive declines, 
industrial production increased by 1.6% in December. 
However, in the fourth quarter of 2022, the index decreased 
by 0.9% compared to the previous three months. 
In December, the number of employed persons increased, 
while a decrease was recorded for inactive persons (Statistics 
Italy).  
The Italian consumer price index decelerated in January. The 
positive gap with the eurozone average has decreased. 
Economic sentiment in January provided mixed signals: 
consumer confidence deteriorated while business confidence 
improved for the third consecutive month. 
 
April 2023 
The international environment remains characterized by high 
uncertainty and downside risks. The deceleration in inflation 
is expected to last longer than expected. 
In the fourth quarter of 2022, Italian GDP decreased slightly 
compared to the previous period. This result was driven by 
the positive contribution of net exports, offset by the 
negative contribution of domestic demand excluding 
inventories. 
On the supply side, in January, the industrial production 
index, after a sharp increase the previous month, fell 0.7 % 
from December. 

monthly basis and increased 7.6 % on an annual basis; 
producer prices for road and railroad construction decreased 
0.2 % from the previous month and increased 7.9 % on an 
annual basis. 
 
Over the past three months, compared to the previous three 
months, construction producer prices increased 0.3% for 
residential and nonresidential buildings and decreased 0.3% 
for roads and railroads. 
 
In 2022, compared to 2021, producer prices in residential and 
non-residential building construction increased by 8.2%, 
those for roads and railroads increased by 8.3% (Statistics 
Italy). 
 
April 2023 
In January 2023, construction output estimates increased 
month-over-month by 1.4%. 
In the three months to January 2023, the seasonally adjusted 
index of construction output increased 3.0 % from the 
previous quarter. 
Year-on-year, the seasonally adjusted index (the number of 
working days being 21 compared to 20 in January 2022) 
increased by 5.9 % and the unadjusted index rose by 9.6 % 
(Italy statistics).  
 
In February 2023, producer prices for residential and 
nonresidential building construction decreased 0.2 % on a 
monthly basis and increased 5.2 % on an annual basis; 
producer prices for road and railroad construction decreased 
0.2 % from the previous month and increased 5.8 % on an 
annual basis. 

https://www.istat.it/en/archivio/280835
https://www.istat.it/en/archivio/280835
https://www.istat.it/en/archivio/280245
https://www.istat.it/en/archivio/280245
https://www.istat.it/en/archivio/282250
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Labor market conditions improved again in January. Full-time 
employees are now above the 2019 average, while the self-
employed are still below pre-pandemic levels. 
Italy's Harmonized Index of Consumer Prices (HICP) rose by 
9.9% on an annual basis. The gap with the eurozone, while 
still positive, has narrowed. 
The outlook for the Italian economy remains slightly positive. 
In February, consumer confidence rose with improvements 
spread across all components of the index, while business 
confidence, after three consecutive increases, remained 
stable (Statistics Italy).  
 

In the last three months, compared to the previous three 
months, producer prices decreased by 0.4% for residential 
and non-residential buildings and by 0.3% for roads and 
railroads (Italian statistics).  
      

Raw Materials and Energy Procurement Price / Cost 

February 2023 
To strengthen its energy supply and make Italy the energy 
capital of Europe, Italian Prime Minister Giorgia Meloni 
visited Algeria, while her Deputy Prime Minister Antonio 
Tajani flew to Cairo. 
Ms. Meloni arrived in Algiers on January 22 for her first 
bilateral visit abroad. Since the beginning of the war in 
Ukraine, Algeria has become Italy's main supplier of natural 
gas. 
The main topics discussed were energy security, economic 
cooperation and stability in the Mediterranean (Euractiv).  
 

February 2023 
In November 2022, producer prices for residential and 
nonresidential building construction decreased 0.1% on a 
monthly basis and increased 8.2% on an annual basis; 
producer prices for road and railroad construction decreased 
0.4% from the previous month and increased 8.2% on an 
annual basis (Statistics Italy).  
 
April 2023 
Cost of electricity, January 2019 - January 2023: The average 
wholesale electricity price in Italy was €174.44 per megawatt 
hour in January 2023, a decrease of about 22 % year-over-
year. In recent years, electricity prices in Italy have 
skyrocketed due to a number of factors affecting much of 
Europe, including increased heating demand due to cold 
winters, higher natural gas and coal prices, lower wind power 
generation due to low wind speeds, a shortage of gas supplies 
following Russia's invasion of Ukraine, and extreme heat 
during the summer months of 2022 (Statista).  
 

https://www.istat.it/en/archivio/282050
https://www.istat.it/en/archivio/282858
https://www.euractiv.fr/section/energie/news/des-dirigeants-italiens-en-afrique-du-nord-pour-conclure-des-accords-energetiques/
https://www.istat.it/en/archivio/279201
https://www.statista.com/statistics/1267548/italy-monthly-wholesale-electricity-price/
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Measures adopted by the 

utilities 
September 2022 
Faced with inflation, the Italian government has put in place a 14 billion euro plan to preserve household purchasing power 
and business production capacity.  

• Fuel Tax Reduction;  

• 200 EUR of aid to the most needy households;  

• Tax credits for energy-intensive businesses;  

• 25% tax on excess profits made by energy companies (France 24, May 2022).  
 
October 2022 
At the end of July, the government drafted a bill entitled "Aiuti bis" for 13 billion. More than 6 billion will be used to cover 
the extension of previously adopted measures:  

• 1.05 billion to extend the reduction of VAT on gas (from 22% to 5%) and fuel levies (30 cents per liter), 5 billion to 
cancel taxes on energy bills ; 

• Until October 31, 2022, the effectiveness of any contractual clause allowing the electricity and natural gas supplier 
to unilaterally modify the general contractual conditions relating to price definition is suspended. 

• The tax exemption limit for company bonuses has been doubled to 516 euros if used for household bills.  

• 350 million has been allocated to city councils and 50 million to metropolitan areas to help them meet their energy 
costs.  

https://www.france24.com/fr/info-en-continu/20220503-flamb%C3%A9e-des-prix-de-l-%C3%A9nergie-l-italie-d%C3%A9bloque-14-milliards-d-euros-d-aides-suppl%C3%A9mentaires
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• The transportation sector also benefited from the legislation, with an additional $101 million on top of the $79 million 
already allocated by 2022.  

• 3.3 billion was then used to extend tax credits to businesses, including those in the agricultural sector.  
 
On September 13, the Aiuti-bis bill was approved by the Senate for an overall budget allocation of 17 billion euros (2 billion 
more than expected). 
The first decree of this law specifically concerns businesses: the government has decided on a reinforced tax credit, both in 
terms of the %age reduction and the number of eligible businesses to include SMEs, bars and restaurants (for the next three 
months). Companies with electric meters with an available power of 4.5 kW or more will receive a tax credit equal to 30% of 
the expenses incurred for the purchase of the energy component, and equal to 40% for the purchase of natural gas (Bruegel).  
 
November 2022 
The government's national energy conservation program includes measures to reduce gas consumption. Mandatory 
measures include reducing radiators by one degree (from 20 to 19 degrees) and the heating period by eliminating 15 days of 
consumption in October and April - for a total savings of 3.18 billion m3. Voluntary measures would save up to 2.7 billion m3 
and include actions to raise awareness of important behavioral changes (e.g., reducing the temperature and duration of 
showers by 2 to 3 minutes, turning down the heat after boiling food and reducing the length of time the oven is turned on, 
using electric heat pumps used for air conditioning in the summer for heating in the winter, etc.). On October 6, 2022, the 
Ministry of Ecological Transition published an additional order focusing on measures to reduce heating consumption. In 
particular, it confirms both the 1-degree and 15-day reduction in winter consumption, but introduces some exceptions (e.g., 
hospitals, day care centers, swimming pools, etc.)(Bruegel).  

Positioning of the 
Federation 

September 2022 
ANCE, the Italian construction association, warns of soaring prices. The situation is now "out of control [...] because materials 
are scarce and many production plants are closing. Measures must be taken immediately to calm prices and compensate for 
the higher costs incurred by companies, otherwise the NRP construction sites will all come to a halt" (Gabriele Buia, president 
of ANCE).  
Workers in the public works sector denounce an unsustainable situation that jeopardizes jobs and economic rights, due to 
the general increase in the cost of materials. 
ANCE has launched a survey among its members which shows that nearly 75% of the projects that are going to be put on the 
market have old prices, and therefore obsolete.  
 

 

https://www.bruegel.org/dataset/national-policies-shield-consumers-rising-energy-prices
https://www.bruegel.org/dataset/national-energy-policy-responses-energy-crisis
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 Lithuania 

Economic conditions General Construction 

March 2023 
In January 2023, the average annual inflation 
is 19.3% (Lithuania statistics). Prices of 
housing, water, electricity, gas and other fuels 
increased by 47.6% (Statistics Lithuania). 
 
April 2023 
The preliminary estimate of annual inflation 
(March 2023, compared to March 2022) is 
15.2 %. Annual inflation was mainly influenced 
by an increase in the prices of food and non-
alcoholic beverages, housing, water, 
electricity, gas and other fuels, miscellaneous 
goods and services (Lithuania statistics). 
 
In March 2023, compared to February, the 
economic climate indicator, i.e. the 
confidence of economic actors - producers, 
consumers and investors - in the Lithuanian 
economy, fell from -6.5 to -5.9%. The 
confidence indicator of construction fell from 
-10.5 to -6.8, that of consumers from -3.4 to -
0.7, that of industry from -16.8 to -15.4, that 
of retail trade from 3 to 3.2.  The services 
confidence indicator fell from 4.1 to 2.1. 
Compared to March 2022, the economic 
sentiment indicator decreased by 2 %age 

March 2023 
In December 2022, the volume of construction work completed increased by 0.3 
% (compared to November 2022). 
In December 2022, the volume of construction work in the country amounted to 
449.8 million euros at current prices. 
On a monthly basis, the volume of building construction increased by 0.7%, the 
volume of civil engineering construction decreased by 0.2%. 
In December 2022, compared with the corresponding period of the previous year, 
the volume of construction work completed decreased by 1.5 % at constant 
prices. 
82.1 million and, adjusted for calendar effects, increased by 2.1% year-on-year. 
 
181.3 million and, adjusted for calendar effects, decreased by 8.1%. 
186.4 million and, adjusted for calendar effects, increased by 3.6%. 
In 2022, the volume of construction work in the country amounted to 4.7 billion 
euros. Compared to 2021, adjusted for the calendar, it increased by 4.4% at 
constant prices. 
The share of civil engineering construction accounted for 40.9% of the total 
construction work carried out in the country (1.9 billion euros)(Lithuania 
statistics). 
 
April 2023 
During the fourth quarter of 2022, 2,365 new residential and nonresidential 
buildings were completed, 24.7 % more than in the corresponding quarter of 
2021. 
During the quarter, the construction of 2,161 new residential buildings with 4,845 
dwellings was started, 52% of which were in apartment buildings. The usable area 
of new housing units with completed construction amounted to 466.6 thousand 

https://osp.stat.gov.lt/informaciniai-pranesimai?articleId=10626691
https://osp.stat.gov.lt/en_GB/informaciniai-pranesimai?articleId=10789120
https://osp.stat.gov.lt/informaciniai-pranesimai?articleId=10618713
https://osp.stat.gov.lt/informaciniai-pranesimai?articleId=10618713
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points and the construction indicator by 9.3 
%age points (Lithuania statistics).  
 

square meters and increased by 61% compared to the fourth quarter of 2021 
(Lithuania statistics).  
 
In the fourth quarter of 2022, housing prices increased 1.9 % from the third 
quarter. 
New housing prices rose by 5.9%: apartments in buildings rose by 6.1%, one- and 
two-family houses by 5.4%. 
A decrease in prices was recorded for existing housing: one- and two-family 
houses and apartments in buildings fell by 0.1% each (Lithuania statistics).  
 
In January 2023, the volume of construction work done increased by 1.5%. The 
volume of construction work carried out in the country amounted to 265.9 million 
euros at current prices, and compared to December 2022, it increased by 1.5% at 
constant prices. 
Over one month, the volume of building construction increased by 2.1%, the 
volume of construction of civil engineering works increased by 0.5%. 
In January 2023, compared to the corresponding period of the previous year, the 
volume of construction work carried out increased by 4.9% at constant prices. 
The volume of residential building construction amounted to 60.9 million euros 
and, over one year, decreased by 4.1%. 
The volume of non-residential building construction amounted to 108.5 million 
euros and increased by 8.7%. 
The volume of construction of civil engineering structures amounted to 96.5 
million euros and increased by 7.1% (Lithuania statistics).  
 

Raw materials 
&  

Energy 

Procurement Price / Cost 

September 2022 
Lithuania has completely stopped its gas and 
oil imports from Russia since April 2022. It now 
uses mainly liquefied gas (OECD, June 2022).  
 
 

December 2022 
Producer prices have increased by 23.4% since November 2021 (Statistics 
Lithuania).  
 
April 2023 
In January 2023, compared with December 2022, construction input prices 
decreased by 0.8 %.  

https://osp.stat.gov.lt/en_GB/informaciniai-pranesimai?articleId=10764812
https://osp.stat.gov.lt/en_GB/informaciniai-pranesimai?articleId=10618747
https://osp.stat.gov.lt/en_GB/informaciniai-pranesimai?articleId=10724553
https://osp.stat.gov.lt/en_GB/informaciniai-pranesimai?articleId=10689153
https://www.oecd.org/economy/lithuania-economic-snapshot/
https://osp.stat.gov.lt/pagrindiniai-salies-rodikliai
https://osp.stat.gov.lt/pagrindiniai-salies-rodikliai
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The greatest influence on the overall price change was exerted by a decrease in 
the prices of average gross hourly wages (3.6%), prices of building materials and 
products (0.1%). With regard to building materials and products, the largest 
decrease in prices was observed for metal products (2.6%), insulation materials 
and windows and doors (1.7%). The largest price increase was observed for 
building materials (3.7%). As for buildings and structures, the largest price 
decrease was recorded for residential building construction (1.2%), non-
residential building construction (1.1%) and civil engineering works 
(0.2%)(Lithuania statistics). 
 

 
 

Measures adopted by 
the utilities 

October 2022 
On April 1, 2022, the government launched a 2.26 billion euro package to counter the effects of inflation and strengthen energy 
independence. 
 
To absorb energy price shocks, the government is compensating for part of the gas and electricity prices paid by individuals (570 
million euros in subsidies). At the same time, companies are offered not only solutions to compensate for gas and electricity prices, 
with a budget of 120 million euros, but also targeted funds for affected sectors to the tune of 142 million euros.  
 
The plan also includes investments in energy independence (1.12 billion euros). 275 million euros will be allocated to a new 
renovation investment platform, while subsidies for the ecological renovation and modernization of apartment buildings amount 

https://osp.stat.gov.lt/en_GB/informaciniai-pranesimai?articleId=10665271
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to another 277 million euros. In addition, 46 million euros are earmarked for private charging infrastructure for electric vehicles in 
apartment buildings, households and private companies. 60 million euros are planned to promote the purchase and installation 
of solar power plants, and another 19 million euros - for the replacement of biomass and fossil fuel boilers with technologically 
advanced installations. Additional investments in energy independence for companies (254 million euros) and in public projects 
(193 million euros) are also planned. 
In October, in response to the continuing crisis, the Lithuanian government released its draft budget law earlier than usual, which 
includes several elements aimed at solving the energy crisis. 1.5 billion euros was set aside to help raise consumer incomes by 
increasing the minimum wage and pensioners' salaries. Consumers are not the only ones in trouble and, like other countries, 
Lithuania has set aside 2.5 billion euros to help businesses affected by rising energy prices (Bruegel).  
 
November 2022 
The government has launched a package of measures including a new renovation investment platform and subsidies for the green 
renovation and adaptation of multi-apartment buildings, to subsidize 30% of renovation projects that will achieve at least energy 
performance class "B" in buildings and deploy renewable technologies. Renovation of public buildings is also planned (40 million 
euros).  
The government has launched a package of measures that encourage the purchase and installation of solar power plants, the 
deployment of solar, wind and electricity storage batteries in businesses (60 million euros), the installation of an offshore wind 
farm in the Baltic Sea (9.8 million euros) and the deployment of solar and wind power plants in public buildings (30 million euros). 
In addition, it intends to implement private charging infrastructure for electric vehicles in multi-apartment buildings, households 
and private companies, the replacement of biomass and fossil fuel boilers with technologically advanced installations, hydrogen 
production equipment from renewable energy sources, the ecological renovation of buildings, the production of wood 
components, as well as investments in biofuel production technologies (Bruegel). 
 
December 2022 
The latest proposal by the Czech Republic for a cap on natural gas prices in the EU "is not enough," said Lithuanian Energy Minister 
Dainius Kreivys.  "We have agreed (...) to continue to work intensively towards an agreement on a mechanism that would 
guarantee the stability of the gas market, security of supply, viability of our industry and low prices for our people," he added. At 
the end of November, the European Commission proposed a gas price cap of €275 per megawatt hour for one-month-ahead TTF 
contracts, but only if the price remains above that level for at least two weeks and if the price of liquefied natural gas exceeds €58 
for 10 days within the two-week period. 

The Czech Republic, which currently holds the rotating EU presidency, proposed last week to lower the cap to 220 euros. The cap 
would be triggered if prices for one-month contracts on the Dutch TTF, Europe's benchmark gas platform, exceed that level for 

https://www.bruegel.org/dataset/national-policies-shield-consumers-rising-energy-prices
https://www.bruegel.org/dataset/national-energy-policy-responses-energy-crisis
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five days and are 35 euros above the LNG reference price. According to the Lithuanian energy ministry, many member countries 
did not agree with the Czech proposal, with positions differing on the proposed price cap, the scope of the mechanism and the 
conditions for its activation and deactivation (Baltic News). 

 
April 2023 
Latvijas Dzelzcels (Latvian Railways, LDz) is ready to continue to support the reconstruction of the Ukrainian railway industry 
from now on, emphasizes the chairman of the board of directors of LDz, Rinalds Plavnieks. 
Latvian and Ukrainian ministers and industry leaders held a meeting at the Ministry of Transport at the end of March, in which Mr. 
Plavnieks also participated. Plavnieks also participated. During the meeting, several issues important for strengthening 
cooperation between the two countries were discussed, including opportunities for LDz to participate in the maintenance and 
reconstruction of Ukrainian railway infrastructure and rolling stock, and the detour of Ukrainian cargo to Latvian ports using Latvian 
railway infrastructure. 
During the meeting, Oleh Nemchinov, Minister of the Cabinet of Ministers of Ukraine, commented on the need to develop 
alternative routes for Ukrainian freight transport routes and said that Ukraine considers Latvia as a potential ally in the rail 
transport network and logistics chains, as well as in the railway industry in general.  
The participants of the meeting paid special attention to the willingness of LDz to participate in the maintenance and 
reconstruction of the Ukrainian railway industry, providing its services in all key sectors of the railway industry, including 
maintenance and reconstruction of railway infrastructure, installation of signaling systems, repairs of rolling stock, etc. (Baltic 
News).  
 

Positioning of the 
Federation 

October 2022 
In the face of drastically rising prices and the war in Ukraine, the Lithuanian Construction Association organized an information 
and awareness webinar in mid-October 2022 entitled "Public Construction Procurement in 2022-2023."  
The objective was to discuss and exchange ideas on how to improve the situation of public procurement in Lithuania. Construction 
market players, experts, representatives of contracting authorities and public authorities had the opportunity to make 
presentations, share ideas and discuss the challenges of public construction procurement, examples of good practice and 
necessary changes (LCA).  
 

 

 

 

https://www.baltictimes.com/czech_proposal_on_gas_price_cap__not_sufficient___lithuanian_energy_minister_says/
https://www.baltictimes.com/ldz_is_ready_to_support_reconstruction_of_ukrainian_rail_industry_already_now_-_plavnieks/
https://www.baltictimes.com/ldz_is_ready_to_support_reconstruction_of_ukrainian_rail_industry_already_now_-_plavnieks/
http://www.statybininkai.lt/lt/lsa-aktualijos/1136-konferencijoje-statybos-darbu-viesieji-pirkimai-2022-2023-m-buvo-ieskoma-efektyviu-sprendimu-kaip-pagerinti-viesuju-pirkimu-padeti-lietuvoje
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 Latvia 

Commercial conditions General Construction 

March 3023 
Consumer price changes, January 2022 - January 2023 (Latvia 
statistics). 
 

 
 
 
April 2023 
Data compiled by the Latvian Central Statistical Office show that, 
compared with February 2022, industrial production decreased by 
2.2 % in February 2023 (based on calendar-adjusted data and at 
constant prices). The decline in output was recorded in 
manufacturing (2.9 %) as well as in mining and quarrying (30.0 %), 
while electricity and gas production increased by 4.4 %, due to 
increased electricity production in cogeneration plants and gas 
distribution to consumers. 
 
A decline in industrial production was recorded in two of the three 
manufacturing sectors with the largest share of manufacturing: 

March 2023 
The latest data from the Central Statistical Office of Latvia 
show that, compared to 2021, the output in the construction 
sector decreased by 11.3% in 2022. The decline in output in 
the civil engineering sector was 13.1%, in specialized 
construction activities 11.3% and in building construction 
9.8%. 
 
The decline in civil engineering output was influenced by the 
decrease in construction of other civil engineering projects 
(construction of water projects and construction of other 
unclassified civil engineering projects)(56.4%) as well as 
construction of utility projects (construction of utility 
projects for fluids, construction of utility projects for 
electricity and telecommunications)(15.9%). Production in 
road, railroad and bridge construction increased by 2.3%. 
 
A decline in output was observed in all specialized 
construction activities: electrical, plumbing and other 
building installation activities (10.9%), building completion 
and finishing (plastering, carpentry installation, floor and 
wall covering, painting and glazing)(7.9%), other specialized 
construction activities (roofing and other specialized 
construction activities not elsewhere classified)(2.4%), as 
well as demolition and site preparation (0.3%). 
 
Compared to the 3rd quarter of 2022, in the 4th quarter of 
2022, production in construction did not change. Production 
in building construction increased by 8.3%, while in civil 
engineering and specialized construction activities decreased 
by 4.3% and 0.7%, respectively (Latvia statistics). 

https://stat.gov.lv/en/statistics-themes/economy/consumer-prices/2389-consumer-price-changes?themeCode=PC
https://stat.gov.lv/en/statistics-themes/economy/consumer-prices/2389-consumer-price-changes?themeCode=PC
https://stat.gov.lv/en/statistics-themes/business-sectors/construction/press-releases/12219-construction-and-building
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wood and wood and cork products manufacturing and fabricated 
metal products manufacturing (9.6 % and 11.3 %, respectively). A 
decline in industrial production was also recorded in the 
manufacture of machinery and equipment (4.3%), the 
manufacture of other non-metallic mineral products (16.5%) and 
the manufacture of motor vehicles, trailers and semi-trailers 
(motor vehicle parts and accessories) (17.1%)(Latvia statistics).  
 
The latest data from the Central Bureau of Statistics show that in 
February 2023, compared to February 2022, the average level of 
consumer prices increased by 20.3% (Latvian statistics). 
 

 
 

 
April 2023 
According to the latest data, the construction confidence 
indicator stood at 7.1 in March, an improvement of 2.5 %age 
points from the previous month. 
In March, compared with February, the assessment of 
expected employment trends over the next three months 
improved by 12.2 %age points, but the assessment of the 
current overall level of orders decreased by 5.1 %age points. 
Compared to February, the confidence indicator increased in 
March in all construction subsectors: building construction - 
by 0.6 %age points, civil engineering - by 6.4 %age points, and 
specialty construction activities - by 6.6 %age points. 
Construction activity in March was primarily affected by poor 
weather conditions (indicated by 47.5% of respondents) and 
insufficient demand (35.0% of respondents). Lack of labor 
was cited as a limiting factor by 21.5% of respondents, but 
lack of materials or equipment was cited by 6.1%. The impact 
of financial hardship and other factors were cited by 14.2% 
and 5.6% of respondents, respectively (primarily rising prices 
for building materials and supply conditions). On the other 
hand, 15.6% of companies indicated that they did not feel 
any factors limiting construction activity (Latvia statistics).  
 

Raw materials 
& 

Procurement Price / Cost 

December 2022 March 2023 

https://stat.gov.lv/en/statistics-themes/business-sectors/industry/press-releases/12375-industrial-production-february
https://stat.gov.lv/en/statistics-themes/economy/consumer-prices/press-releases/12273-consumer-price-changes-february-2023
https://stat.gov.lv/en/statistics-themes/economy/business-tendency/press-releases/12289-business-environment-march-2023
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Energy On December 7, work was completed on upgrading the gas 
interconnection between Lithuania and Latvia in the Pasvalys 
district of Lithuania. It is now possible to transport 90 GWh of gas 
through this pipeline, which is 30% more than was previously 
possible.  
The joint investment of Latvia and Lithuania in this project 
amounts to EUR 10.2 million. 4.7 million euros were provided by 
Lithuania and 2.1 million euros by the European Union (BNN). 
 

Data from the Central Statistical Office of Latvia show that in 
January 2023, compared to January 2022, the average level 
of producer prices in Latvian industry increased by 22.9%. 
The price level of products sold on the domestic market 
increased by 37.3% and the price level of exported products 
by 9.4%. Prices of products exported to the eurozone 
countries increased by 11.8% and those exported to non-
eurozone countries by 7.4%. 
 
The increase in prices for the supply of electricity, gas, steam 
and air conditioning, the manufacture of food products, the 
manufacture of wood and wood and cork products (except 
furniture), as well as the manufacture of other non-metallic 
mineral products had the largest impact on producer prices: 
the costs of supplying electricity, gas, steam and air 
conditioning increased by 56.1% between January 2022 and 
2023 (Statistics Latvia). 
 
Data from the Central Bureau of Statistics show that in 
December 2022, compared to December 2021, the level of 
construction costs in Latvia increased by 19.3%. Prices of 
construction materials increased by 24.7%, maintenance and 
operating costs of machinery and equipment - by 17.5%, but 
the remuneration of workers - by 10.3% (Statistics Latvia). 
 
April 2023 
Data from the Central Statistical Office show that in February 
2023, compared to February 2022, the level of construction 
costs in Latvia increased by 14.3 %. The prices of construction 
materials increased by 17.3%, the costs of maintenance and 
operation of machinery and equipment by 12.6%, and 
workers' compensation increased by 9.8%.  

https://bnn-news.com/lithuania-completes-cross-border-gas-interconnection-improvement-project-240755
https://stat.gov.lv/en/statistics-themes/economy/producer-prices/press-releases/12280-producer-price-changes-industry
https://stat.gov.lv/en/statistics-themes/economy/producer-prices/press-releases/12220-changes-construction-costs-december
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In February 2023, compared with January, the level of 
construction costs fell 0.1 %. Construction materials prices 
fell 0.6 %, but workers' compensation increased 0.5 %, and 
maintenance and operating costs for machinery and 
equipment rose 0.3 %. 
In February, the average level of construction costs was 
mainly affected by lower prices for sand, as well as for metals 
and metal products (Latvia statistics).  
 

Measures adopted by 
the utilities 

October 2022 
On August 23, the government amended the legislation to provide for compensation for the costs of electricity grid service for 
businesses from October 10, 2022 to April 30, 2023, measures to partially cover the increase in heat supply and heating costs for 
households, as well as partial compensation for energy resource prices for energy-intensive businesses. This measure could cost 
the state approximately 123 million euros.  
 
In addition to the planned assistance for contractors, changes to the law on measures to cushion rising energy prices have also 
come into effect. In addition, about 250 energy-intensive companies could receive support. It is expected that the average support 
will amount to 200,000 euros. Thus, the Ministry of Economic Affairs expects that the support for energy-intensive companies 
will cost the state about 50 million euros (Bruegel). 
 
December 2022 
On December 13, the Latvian government decided to extend the period of increased benefits for protected electricity users until 
April 30, 2023. The government also decided to expand the range of beneficiaries of the benefits granted to protected users, as 
reported by the Ministry of Economy. This assistance, given the high electricity prices and the current benefit ratio, amounts to 
EUR 15 for poor or low-income households; EUR 15 for families with disabled children; EUR 15 for disabled persons of the first 
group or their guardian; EUR 20 for large families (BNN).  

 

 

 Luxembourg 

Economic conditions General Construction 

March 2023 March 2023 

https://stat.gov.lv/en/statistics-themes/economy/producer-prices/press-releases/12222-changes-construction-costs-february
https://www.bruegel.org/dataset/national-policies-shield-consumers-rising-energy-prices
https://bnn-news.com/latvian-government-extends-support-period-for-protected-electricity-users-240932
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In Luxembourg, consumer prices have been slowing since 
October 2022 as a result of the measures in the tripartite 
agreement that will keep inflation in check during 2023. 
STATEC is maintaining its inflation forecast for this year at 
3.4%. The lifting of tariff shields at the turn of the year would 
push inflation back up to 4.8% in 2024. This rebound would 
mainly result from gas and electricity tariffs that would once 
again reflect real purchase prices on the wholesale markets. 
Indexation is also expected in the second quarter of 2024 
(Statistics Luxembourg).  
 
April 2023 
In the fourth quarter of 2022, the change in real GDP was -
2.2% from the fourth quarter of 2021 and -3.8% from the 
previous quarter. Annual changes in real GDP for 2022 are 
revised as follows: +3.7% instead of +3.0% for the third 
quarter, +2.2% instead of +1.7% for the second quarter and 
+2.7% instead of +2.8% for the first quarter (Luxembourg 
statistics). 
 
In March 2023, the national consumer price index, as 
calculated by STATEC, increased by 0.3 % from the previous 
month. This change was mainly due to an increase in food 
prices. 
 
The annual inflation rate was 3.6% compared to 4.3% a month 
earlier (Luxembourg statistics).  
 
 
 

Residential real estate prices rose 11.1 % annually in the third 
quarter of 2022. Although still historically high, price growth 
is slowing, particularly for older properties. In contrast, new 
home prices soared in the third quarter.  
According to the Observatoire de l'Habitat, the increase is 
mainly due to a change in contracts for unfinished new 
homes, which now have higher sales prices that take into 
account expected cost increases instead of being indexed to 
construction prices. Construction services prices continue to 
accelerate (record +15.9% year-on-year increase in Q4), 
which should support new housing prices (Statistics 
Luxembourg). 
 
Construction is one of the sectors where the slowdown has 
been most pronounced in the past year. In 2022, construction 
employment will grow by only 2.5% year-on-year (+2.0% in 
the fourth quarter), compared to +3.7% in 2021. In business 
surveys, construction contractors report a continued 
deterioration in orders since March 2022 (25% consider 
demand to be insufficient at the end of the year) and a less 
favorable employment outlook. Construction job openings 
reported to ADEM-which reached a record high in the second 
quarter of 2022-continued to decline in the fourth quarter.  
 
Construction output figures confirm this less buoyant 
climate, falling by 8.1% over one month in October in the 
Grand Duchy, the steepest decline in the EU (Statistics 
Luxembourg).  
 
April 2023 
The year 2022 was marked by a slowdown in building permit 
applications, which can be explained by several economic 
and political factors, such as rising commodity prices and 

https://statistiques.public.lu/en/actualites/2023/stn10-previsions-inflation.html
https://statistiques.public.lu/en/actualites/2023/stn15-comptes-trim.html
https://statistiques.public.lu/en/actualites/2023/stn15-comptes-trim.html
https://statistiques.public.lu/en/actualites/2023/stn20-23-ipc.html
https://statistiques.public.lu/en/publications/series/conjoncture-flash/2023/01-23-conjflash.html
https://statistiques.public.lu/en/publications/series/conjoncture-flash/2023/01-23-conjflash.html
https://statistiques.public.lu/en/publications/series/conjoncture-flash/2023/01-23-conjflash.html
https://statistiques.public.lu/en/publications/series/conjoncture-flash/2023/01-23-conjflash.html
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increasing interest rates. In 2022, the country's 102 
municipalities authorized the creation of 4,709 housing units, 
a 23% decrease compared to 2021 (- 1,396 units). However, 
this statistic must be qualified because 2021 was an 
exceptional year with 6,105 housing applications, which likely 
marked the catch-up from the COVID-affected year of 2020. 
You have to go back to 2016 to find such a low number of 
housing units authorized (4,566 in 2016). If we compare the 
number of authorized housing units to the last year before 
COVID (2019), we see another 16% decline (-879 
units)(Luxembourg statistics).  
 

Raw Materials and Energy Procurement Price / Cost 

March 2023 
Luxembourg is opposed to the European Commission's 
proposed overhaul of the electricity market rules. The 
Ministry of Energy fears that it will "slow down investment in 
renewable energy".  
While the European Commission is preparing an overhaul of 
the European electricity market rules to better cushion 
consumers' bills in the face of soaring prices, seven countries, 
including Denmark, Germany and Luxembourg, are opting for 
simple adjustments. 
Luxembourg therefore calls for an in-depth analysis of "the 
elements of the market that really need to be revised" and 
stresses that "any reform effort must focus on putting in place 
the right investment signals to ensure the massive 
deployment of renewable energies and energy savings. 
Among the strong measures, Luxembourg, like the other 
signatories of the letter, does not want an extension of a 
temporary EU measure that claws back windfall revenues 
from non-gas energy producers (The Gist).  
 

February 2023 
Residential real estate prices rose 11.1 % annually in the third 
quarter of 2022. Although still historically high, price growth 
is slowing, particularly for older properties. In contrast, new 
home prices soared in the third quarter. According to the 
Housing Monitor, the increase is primarily due to a change in 
contracts for unfinished new homes, which now have higher 
sales prices that reflect expected cost increases instead of 
being indexed to construction prices. Prices for construction 
services continue to accelerate (record +15.9% year-on-year 
increase in the fourth quarter), which should support new 
housing prices (Statistics Luxembourg). 
 
April 2023 
In March 2023, diesel and gasoline prices were 11.4 % lower 
than the same month last year, Statec notes. They are 
returning to their January 2022 levels.  
Prices of petroleum products fell in March 2023 by 11.4% 
compared to March 2022. "They are returning to pre-war 
levels in Ukraine," says Marc Ferring, head of the price unit at 

https://statistiques.public.lu/en/actualites/2023/stn17-emploi-salarie1.html
https://www.lessentiel.lu/fr/story/le-luxembourg-dit-non-a-une-reforme-lourde-du-marche-de-lelectricite-918814293251
https://statistiques.public.lu/en/publications/series/conjoncture-flash/2023/01-23-conjflash.html
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STATEC. The price of diesel has also fallen by 1.5% in one 
month and the price of a liter of gasoline loses 0.8% 
(L'essentiel).   
 
In 2022, electricity and gas consumption decreased by 21% 
and 3% respectively. Gas and electricity costs have increased 
by 57% and 3% respectively (Luxembourg statistics).  
 
 

Measures adopted by the 
utilities 

October 2022 
On September 28, the government signed a tripartite agreement in association with the three main trade unions and the 
Luxembourg Employers Association. The package of measures includes a series of supports for consumers and businesses to 
continue to fight against rising energy costs.  
 
To help households, the government has introduced a cap on gas prices at a maximum increase of 15 %, as well as a total 
freeze on electricity prices from January to December 2023. In the fuel sector, the price of heating oil has been reduced by 
15 cents per liter and VAT has been reduced across the board. The standard VAT was reduced from 17% to 16%, the 
intermediate rate from 14% to 13% and the reduced rate from 8% to 7%. The package also tackled the cost of living by 
increasing the minimum wage and restructuring wage indexation. In addition, household energy allowances of between 200 
and 400 euros will be distributed to eligible households. 
 
To support businesses, compensation for rising energy prices has been proposed through a series of incentives. The existing 
tax credit system has been adapted to encourage investment in green and digital transitions. As part of this, businesses are 
encouraged to provide their own electricity, with new subsidies for solar panels. "Power purchase agreements" are also 
proposed to encourage companies to source energy directly from renewable energy suppliers (Bruegel).  
 
November 2022 
To try to mitigate the explosion of energy costs, linked to the war in Ukraine, various aids have been put in place for 
companies. From November 30, small and medium-sized companies will be able to apply for government assistance, 
especially those whose energy costs represent 2% of their turnover for the month of application. The aid scheme for medium-
sized energy-consuming companies covers the period from October 2022 to June 2023, the General Directorate for the 
Middle Classes announced in a statement, noting that application forms are now available on the guichet.lu website under 
the heading "financing and aid". 

https://www.lessentiel.lu/fr/story/les-prix-a-la-pompe-reviennent-au-niveau-d-avant-guerre-en-ukraine-280728027142
file://///fntp.fr/fntp/doc$/canton_a/Download/flash-2023-03-en.pdf
https://www.bruegel.org/dataset/national-policies-shield-consumers-rising-energy-prices
http://guichet.lu/
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Eligible costs are the monthly incremental natural gas and electricity costs that exceed 80% of the average unit costs of natural 
gas and electricity incurred by the company last year from January through December 2021. The amount of assistance is 
calculated on the basis of the eligible costs of the project and may not exceed 70% of the eligible costs. The amount of aid is 
capped at 500,000 euros per group for the eligible period (The Daily). 
 
February 2023 
To address increases in the integrated price of electricity for residential customers beginning January 1, 2023, a tripartite 
agreement calls for prices to be stabilized at their 2022 level. 
This stabilization will be achieved by introducing a negative contribution via the A rate of the compensation mechanism for 
customers in this category, i.e. end customers whose annual consumption of electrical energy is less than or equal to 25,000 
kWh. 
Thus, regardless of changes in energy prices or network charges, the prices charged to eligible customers under Rate A of the 
compensation mechanism will remain stable compared to 2022. 
This measure is applied automatically, no action is required and will also be reflected in the advances to be paid by the 
customers. 
Currently, the legal framework for the implementation of this price stabilization mechanism is being finalized (Luxembourg 
Energy Office).  
 

Positioning of the 
Federation 

 

 

 

 

 Netherlands 

Economic conditions General Construction 

March 2023 
The Dutch economy grew by 4.5% in 2022, following growth 
of 4.9% in 2021. Such growth in two consecutive years has not 
been recorded in this century. Inflation and household 
consumption have both reached record levels. This is 

March 2023 
In January, owner-occupied housing (excluding new 
construction) was on average 1.1% more expensive than in 
the same month a year earlier, compared with 2.7% in 
December 2022. This is the smallest year-over-year price 
increase in nearly nine years. This is according to the 

https://lequotidien.lu/economie/cout-de-lenergie-la-demande-daide-aux-entreprises-est-en-ligne/
https://www.leoenergy.lu/en/individuals/home/news/electricite-aides-etatiques-au-1er-janvier-2023
https://www.leoenergy.lu/en/individuals/home/news/electricite-aides-etatiques-au-1er-janvier-2023
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reported by Statistics Netherlands (CBS) in an annual review 
of the economy for the year 2022 (Statistics Netherlands).  
 
According to Statistics Netherlands (CBS), the consumer price 
index (CPI) rose 7.6 % in January compared to the same 
month a year earlier. In December, the inflation rate was 9.6 
%. The cap on energy prices, in particular, brought inflation 
down. 
 
April 2023 
Statistics Netherlands (CBS) reports that the inflation rate 
would be 4.4% in March. The estimate was calculated on the 
basis of incomplete source data. In February, consumer goods 
and services were 8.0% more expensive than a year earlier 
(Statistics Netherlands).  
 

 
 

monitoring of existing owner-occupied housing prices by 
Statistics Netherlands (CBS) and the Dutch Agency for 
Cadastre, Land Registry and Mapping (Statistics 
Netherlands). 
 
April 2023 
In February, owner-occupied housing prices fell year-over-
year for the first time since April 2014. Owner-occupied 
housing (excluding new construction) was on average 0.8 % 
cheaper than in February 2022. Compared with January, the 
price index for owner-occupied housing fell 1.5 % in February 
(Netherlands statistics).  

Raw materials Procurement Price / Cost 

https://www.cbs.nl/en-gb/news/2023/08/dutch-economy-grew-by-4-5-percent-in-2022
https://www.cbs.nl/en-gb/news/2023/13/inflation-at-4-4-percent-in-march-according-to-flash-estimate
https://www.cbs.nl/en-gb/news/2023/08/house-price-increase-levelled-off-again-in-january
https://www.cbs.nl/en-gb/news/2023/08/house-price-increase-levelled-off-again-in-january
https://www.cbs.nl/en-gb/news/2023/13/economic-outlook-again-more-negative
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& 
Electricity 

15% of the gas and 18% of the oil consumed in the 
Netherlands comes from Russia.  
 
November 2022 
The authorities have lifted the production cap on coal-fired 
power plants, which were previously only allowed to operate 
at less than 35% of their total capacity. According to Reuters, 
the removal of the cap on coal is expected to save 2 billion m3 
of gas per year (Bruegel).  
 
 

February 2023 
Prices of electricity, gas and heat, comparison 2021 - 2022 
(Statistics Netherlands). 

 
 

Measures adopted by the 
utilities 

September 2022 
The government has put in place measures to mitigate the impact of rising energy costs:  

• Household assistance: 800 million euros of energy subsidies for the poorest households; 300 million euros of 
assistance for home insulation.  

• The VAT on energy has been reduced from 21% to 9%;  

• Taxes on gasoline and gasoline are reduced to 22% (OECD, June 2022).  
 
October 2022 
In September 2022, the government announced that it would increase the minimum wage by 10 % to keep up with inflation 
and the introduction of a one-time tax on energy companies. The government also announced an electricity price cap from 
January 2023, limiting the price of electricity to the average price in January 2022 for an average level of consumption (about 
15.5 billion euros of budget). 
 
Other temporary measures have been announced:  

• The Dutch government has further reduced energy taxes, resulting in a revenue loss of 5.4 billion euros.  

https://www.bruegel.org/dataset/national-energy-policy-responses-energy-crisis
https://www.cbs.nl/en-gb/news/2023/02/inflation-rate-9-6-percent-in-december
https://www.oecd.org/fr/economie/pays-bas-en-un-coup-d-oeil/
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• The previously established reduction in excise duties on fuel will be extended, resulting in an additional revenue loss 
of 1.2 billion euros.  

• The direct expense to consumers will be a one-time energy allowance for vulnerable households, worth 1,300 euros.  
 
On October 4, the Dutch government finally reached an agreement on the price cap announced last month. To protect 
consumers from rising energy prices, the Dutch government will freeze the price of electricity at 0.40 euro/KWh and freeze 
the price of gas at 1.45 euro per cubic meter of gas. These price caps only apply to 2900 kilowatt hours of electricity and 1200 
cubic meters of gas. This measure will cost some 23.5 billion euros (Bruegel).  
 
November 2022 
On September 16, 2022, the government announced wind power targets of about 50 GW by 2040 and about 70 GW by 2050 
(the 2030 target is set at about 21 GW, or about 75% of total current electricity consumption). It has also announced its 
ambitions for large-scale hydrogen production projects in the North Sea (Bruegel). 
 
A major insulation program was launched in April 2022, aiming to invest €4 billion to improve the energy efficiency of 2.5 
million households by 2030, or nearly one-third of the country's housing stock. Homes with the lowest energy rating (E, F and 
G) will be renovated first, with homeowners receiving subsidies equal to 30% of the expenses and additional support for 
those who cannot afford the work themselves. Homes rated E, F or G will no longer be available for rent after 2030. The goal 
is to install 1 million hybrid heat pumps in existing buildings by 2030 and to begin phasing out mono central heating boilers. 
On May 17, 2022, the government announced that hybrid heat pumps will be the standard for domestic heating from 2026. 
Until 2030, the cabinet has set aside 150 million euros per year to continue to support homeowners in purchasing a (hybrid) 
heat pump. The government has also announced that houses with a bad energy label (E, F, G) will no longer be able to be 
rented after 2030 (Bruegel). 
 
December 2022 
The Netherlands has proposed a new idea to prevent gas price spikes in the EU in a paper circulated to European capitals. 
The Netherlands has proposed its own idea for a cap to limit the cost of gas purchases by so-called "price insensitive" buyers, 
such as those funded by the authorities or legally obliged to buy to replenish stocks before winter. According to the paper, 
demand from these players drove up the price of gas in August 2022, causing prices to spike on the EU's main gas trading 
platform. 
To prevent this demand from causing further price spikes, the Dutch paper proposes a cap that could be applied to these 
buyers throughout the year, which would be broader in scope and lower than the Commission's current cap proposal. It 

https://www.bruegel.org/dataset/national-policies-shield-consumers-rising-energy-prices
https://www.bruegel.org/dataset/national-policies-shield-consumers-rising-energy-prices
https://www.bruegel.org/dataset/national-policies-shield-consumers-rising-energy-prices
https://www.bruegel.org/dataset/national-policies-shield-consumers-rising-energy-prices
https://www.bruegel.org/dataset/national-policies-shield-consumers-rising-energy-prices
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would also be reviewed monthly to avoid jeopardizing the EU's energy security. In addition, it would avoid hampering financial 
markets and driving down prices, according to the paper (Euractiv). 
 
March 2023 
On January 1, 2023, a cap on energy prices came into effect. In 2023, households will pay no more than a maximum price for 
gas (1.45 euros per m3), electricity (0.40 euros per kWh) and district heating (47.38 euros per GJ) up to a certain level of 
annual consumption. The price cap has led to a decrease in inflation. In January, energy was 3.4% cheaper than a year earlier. 
In December, energy was still 52% more expensive. 
 
As a reminder, in the fall of 2022, the Dutch government announced two measures to reduce household energy costs: the 
temporary energy allowance and the energy price cap. The allowance, which was paid in November and December, is 
considered income support and therefore does not influence the CPI. In contrast, the price cap, which was implemented in 
January 2023, has a direct impact on the price of electricity or gas supplied and is therefore included in the CPI starting in 
January. This is explained in more detail in the article "How energy measures are included in the CPI" (Statistics Netherlands).  
 
Russian sanctions: The European Union should set up a body to combat the large-scale circumvention of EU sanctions against 

Russia, centrally from Brussels. This was stated on Monday (February 20) by Dutch Foreign Minister Wopke Hoekstra. 

Although Russia is heavily penalized by the EU's restrictive measures, "at the same time, these measures are being 

circumvented on a large scale," Hoekstra said. "We currently have too few means in the EU to analyze, coordinate and 

promote new sanctions - that's why I would like to see us set up a sanctions body in Brussels, designed [to fight] 

circumvention," Hoekstra said. According to the Dutch minister, "it would be a forum where member states could pool 

information and resources on efficiency and fraud, where we would do much more to fight circumvention. The new sanctions 

enforcement body would establish a watch list of sectors and trade flows with a high risk of circumvention of sanctions, 

according to the Dutch proposal. The proposal has yet to win the support of member states, which are traditionally cautious 

about reforms that require changes to their criminal laws (Euractiv). 

Positioning of the 
Federation 

November 2022 
The Dutch Construction Association is closely following the externalities related to the war in Ukraine and the developments 
surrounding the Russian invasion. One of the most serious consequences of the conflict is the rapid increase in the price of 
materials and fuel. The Association provides a comprehensive overview of the impact of the war on the construction industry 
on the following page: Ukrainian Crisis and Rising Prices in the Sector. 
  
December 2022 

https://www.euractiv.fr/section/energie/news/les-pays-bas-proposent-un-plafond-de-prix-pour-le-remplissage-du-stockage-de-gaz/
https://www.cbs.nl/en-gb/news/2023/06/inflation-rate-down-to-7-6-percent-in-january
https://www.euractiv.fr/section/politique/news/les-pays-bas-demandent-la-creation-dun-organe-europeen-pour-lapplication-des-sanctions-contre-la-russie/
https://www.bouwendnederland.nl/actueel/onderwerpen-a-z/oekraine-crisis
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This week, representatives of customers and contractors in the construction sector reached an action agreement in the 
context of rising prices and supply problems for local authority infrastructure works. From the outset, the framework for 
action has been used by Bouwend Nederland and other partners in the sector. The aim is to limit the impact of price increases 
due to the war in Ukraine as much as possible and to be able to continue building with customers in times of uncertainty 
(Bouwend Nederland).  
 
April 2023 
A consultative policy framework is available for the Rijkswaterstaat and ProRail projects, allowing clients, contractors and 
their chain partners to reach agreements on price increases and delivery issues. The framework was developed jointly by all 
parties involved, including Bouwend Nederland, and approved by Minister Harbers of Infrastructure and Water Management, 
and applies at least until March 1, 2024. 
 
Advice on price, delivery and continuity risks 
Clients and contractors in the infrastructure sector are experiencing the effects of the war in Ukraine, such as a general 
shortage of raw materials. The parties are affected by high inflation, rapidly rising energy and labor costs, and the uncertain 
availability of construction materials that are essential to the infrastructure sector. The resulting risks cannot be borne by 
either party independently. That is why Rijkswaterstaat, ProRail, Bouwend Nederland, Techniek Nederland, Vereniging van 
Waterbouwers and MKB INFRA have together developed a framework for action containing advice on how to manage price 
risk, supply risk and continuity risk in current and future works. 
It is not a legally binding framework, but a framework for action aimed at resolving problems in projects in good consultation.  
 
Agreements on possible offsets 
The consultative framework is based on the parties' own responsibility. For example, contractors are expected to work with 
their chain partners to prevent cost increases and delivery problems and, if problems arise, to seek solutions themselves in 
the first place. 
In addition, the framework stipulates that a discussion between the client, the contractor and their chain partners is always 
possible, that the parties are transparent and open and that they jointly seek feasible solutions. If the current contractual 
provisions are not sufficient, further agreements can be made on the compensation of price fluctuations in ongoing and new 
projects, initially through an indexing system. 
In the event of excessive price increases, additional compensation may be obtained, subject to verifiable justification. In the 
event that delivery problems are not attributable to the contractor, the latter shall have the right to obtain extensions of time 
with corresponding cost compensation (Bouwend Nederland).  
 

https://www.bouwendnederland.nl/actueel/nieuws/30135/handelingskader-bij-prijsstijgingen-en-leveringsproblemen-decentrale-overheden-verschenen
https://www.bouwendnederland.nl/actueel/nieuws/31675/adviserend-handelingskader-prijsstijgingen-en-leveringsproblemen-landelijke-infra-vastgesteld
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 Poland 

Economic conditions General Construction 

March 2023 
According to preliminary data, in January 2023 consumer 
prices increased by 17.2% compared to the corresponding 
month of the previous year. Compared to the previous 
month, consumer prices increased by 2.4% (Statistics 
Poland). 
 
April 2023 
According to preliminary data, in January 2023 consumer 

prices increased by 17.2% compared to the corresponding 

month of the previous year. Compared to the previous 

month, consumer prices increased by 2.4% (Poland 

statistics).  

 
 

March 2023 
In February, assessments of the general business climate 
indicator are at a slightly higher level than in January in all types 
of activities presented. The most pessimistic assessments are 
made by companies representing the accommodation and food 
services (minus 22.4) and construction (minus 20.4) 
sections(Poland statistics). 

 
 
According to preliminary data, construction and assembly output 
(in constant prices) performed at the national level by 
enterprises employing more than 9 people was in January 2023, 
2.4% higher than in the previous year and 55.1% lower than in 
December 2022 (Statistics Poland). 
 
April 2023 

https://stat.gov.pl/en/topics/prices-trade/price-indices/consumer-price-indices-in-january-2023-preliminary-data,2,135.html
https://stat.gov.pl/en/topics/prices-trade/price-indices/consumer-price-indices-in-january-2023-preliminary-data,2,135.html
https://stat.gov.pl/en/topics/prices-trade/price-indices/consumer-price-indices-in-january-2023-preliminary-data,2,135.html
https://stat.gov.pl/en/topics/prices-trade/price-indices/consumer-price-indices-in-january-2023-preliminary-data,2,135.html
https://stat.gov.pl/en/topics/business-tendency/business-tendency/business-tendency-in-manufacturing-construction-trade-and-services-february-2023,2,39.html
https://stat.gov.pl/en/topics/business-tendency/business-tendency/business-tendency-in-manufacturing-construction-trade-and-services-february-2023,2,39.html
https://stat.gov.pl/en/topics/business-tendency/business-tendency/business-tendency-in-manufacturing-construction-trade-and-services-february-2023,2,39.html
file://///fntp.fr/fntp/doc$/canton_a/Download/index_numbers_of_construction_and_assembly_production_in_january_2023.pdf
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According to provisional data, construction and assembly output 
(in constant prices) in the country by construction companies 
employing more than 9 people in January 2023 was 2.4% higher 
than in the previous year (up 20.8% in the previous year) and 
55.1% lower than in December 2022 (down 56.5% in the previous 
year)(statistics Poland).  
 
In January 2023, there were more housing units completed than 
in the previous year. In contrast, the number of units with 
permits issued or listed for construction, as well as units that 
have begun construction, have decreased. 
 
According to preliminary data, 18,200 units were completed in 
January 2023, 9.1% more than in the corresponding month of 
2022. Developers completed 10,400 units, 16.1% more than a 
year ago, while private investors completed 7,600 units, 3.7% 
more. In these forms of construction, 98.8% of the total number 
of newly completed housing units were built (Poland statistics).  
 

Raw materials 
& 

Electricity 

Procurement Price / Cost 

The country is heavily dependent on oil and gas imports: 
Poland used to import 55% of its hydrocarbons from 
Russia, 66% of which was natural gas.  
The government is actively preparing the diversification of 
supply sources (particularly to Africa) (Crédit Agricole, 
Economic Studies, September 2022). 
 

March 2023 
According to preliminary data, in January 2023, the prices of 
construction and assembly production compared to January 
2022 increased by 13.1%, and compared to December 2022 
remained at the similar level (Statistics Poland). 

https://stat.gov.pl/en/topics/industry-construction-fixed-assets/construction/index-numbers-of-construction-and-assembly-production-in-january-2023,8,51.html
https://stat.gov.pl/en/topics/industry-construction-fixed-assets/construction/residential-construction-in-the-period-of-january-2023,3,128.html
https://etudes-economiques.credit-agricole.com/Publication/2022-Septembre/Pologne-L-inflation-met-a-mal-la-resilience-economique
https://etudes-economiques.credit-agricole.com/Publication/2022-Septembre/Pologne-L-inflation-met-a-mal-la-resilience-economique
https://stat.gov.pl/en/topics/prices-trade/price-indices/price-indices-of-construction-and-assembly-production-in-january-2023,17,52.html
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April 2023 
According to preliminary data, in January 2023, construction and 
assembly prices rose 13.1 % from the corresponding month a 
year earlier, and compared to December 2022, they remained at 
the same level as a month ago. 
In January 2023, compared to December 2022, slight price 
growth was recorded in building construction as well as in civil 
engineering - each by 0.1%. However, price decline was observed 
in specialized construction activities by 0.1%. Compared to 
January 2022, prices increased by 14.2% in building construction, 
13.2% in civil engineering and 11.5% in specialized construction 
activities (Statistics Poland). 
 

Measures adopted by the 
utilities 

September 2022 
The government introduced measures to protect households against inflation in early 2022, which will be extended until 
December 2022. The government has also decided to invest in national defence (budget of 2.2% of gdp in 2022 and 3% of gdp 
in 2023)(OECD, June 2022).  
 

https://stat.gov.pl/en/topics/prices-trade/price-indices/price-indices-of-construction-and-assembly-production-in-january-2023,17,52.html
https://www.oecd.org/fr/economie/pologne-en-un-coup-d-oeil/
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October 2022 
On October 11, Prime Minister Mateusz Morawiecki detailed a new plan to cap the price of electricity for consumption above 
the limits set in September. The cap will be set at PLN 785 per MWh (€163.6/MWh or €0.16/KWh) for small and medium-sized 
enterprises, schools, nurseries, hospitals, social cooperatives and associations. All private and public companies will have the 
price cap applied to 90% of their consumption. For households, the price cap has been set at PLN 699/MWh (€144/MWh or 
€0.14/KWh). The price cap is expected to apply from December 2022 to December 2023. The measure will be financed by 
revenues from the exceptional tax on electricity producers and from the state budget (Bruegel).  
 
November 2022 

• In September, the country suspended a ban on the use of lignite for domestic heating until April 2023. In June, it said 
it planned "to increase thermal coal production from existing mines to 1.5 million tonnes this year" (Bruegel).  

• Public authorities and local governments will be required to reduce their electricity consumption by 10% from October 
1, 2022 (Bruegel). 

• Poland is fast becoming the most dynamic heat pump market in Europe: by 2021, the market has grown by 66% with 
over 90,000 units installed to reach a total of over 330,000 units. This is likely the result of Poland's Clean Air Program, 
launched in 2018 and energized in May 2020, which distributes €25 billion to households over 11 years to switch from 
solid fuel heating. The war in Ukraine, however, appears to have accelerated household adoption, with installations 

https://www.bruegel.org/dataset/national-policies-shield-consumers-rising-energy-prices
https://www.bruegel.org/dataset/national-energy-policy-responses-energy-crisis
https://www.bruegel.org/dataset/national-energy-policy-responses-energy-crisis
https://www.tresor.economie.gouv.fr/Pays/PL/situation-economique-et-financiere-de-la-pologne-a-l-automne-2021
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doubling from 2021. The government has offered residents up to €6,700 since 2018 to switch from coal-fired boilers 
to cleaner types of heating. From July 15, 2022, another version of the program - Clean Air Plus - was launched. This 
one increased the subsidy for thermal renovation of homes or replacement of obsolete heating boilers up to a 90% 
subsidy, or €16,260, also facilitating the application process (Bruegel). 

• In a letter to the European institutions, Poland warns against the introduction of a carbon price for heating fuels: 
The Polish Minister of Climate and Environment, Anna Moskwa, is sounding the alarm on plans to extend the European 
Emissions Trading Scheme (ETS) to heating and transport fuels. The minister recalls that Europe is going through a 
period of crisis characterized by historic energy prices, with "the very likely consequence that this will lead to increased 
energy poverty" in the European Union.  "We cannot allow this to happen," she warns, "we want our citizens to be 
warm and safe in winter, and this is not an issue on which there can be a compromise during the trilogues. "A warm 
house in winter should not be a commodity, but a citizen's right," she insists (Euractiv). 

 
February 2023 
In December 2022, Poland decided to introduce a €43 per megawatt-hour (MWh) cap for consumers - excluding businesses - 
to better protect them from rising energy prices, according to a law signed by President Andrzej Duda on 21 December 
(Euractiv). 
 
In January 2023, due to the entry into force of the Act on Special Solutions for the Protection of Electricity Consumers and the 
implementation of measures under the solidarity shield, from 1 January 2023, energy prices will be frozen at the level of 2022 
for households whose electricity consumption does not exceed the assumed limits or if the household has the right to use the 
increased limits (Statistics Poland).  
 

 

 

 

 Portugal 

Economic conditions General Construction 

March 2023 
Inflation was 8.65% in January 2023, while GDP was 3.1% 
(INE).  
 

March 2023 
The recently released INE flash estimate confirmed a 6.7% 

increase in GDP in 2022, the highest since 1987, following the 

5.5% increase in 2021, which followed the historic 8.3% 

https://www.bruegel.org/dataset/national-energy-policy-responses-energy-crisis
https://www.euractiv.fr/section/energie/news/la-pologne-soppose-fermement-a-un-prix-du-carbone-sur-le-chauffage/
https://www.euractiv.fr/section/energie/news/prix-du-gaz-la-pologne-introduit-un-plafond-de-43-euros-pour-proteger-les-consommateurs/
https://stat.gov.pl/en/news/information-on-how-electricity-prices-for-households-will-be-included-in-the-consumer-price-index-from-january-2023,112,1.html
https://www.ine.pt/xportal/xmain?xpgid=ine_main&xpid=INE&xlang=en
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April 2023 
Annual inflation was 8.25% (INE).   
 
The economic sentiment indicator rose between January and 
March 2023, slightly in the last month, reversing the 
downward movement that began a year ago. The confidence 
indicators for manufacturing and construction increased 
compared to February, while the indicators for trade and 
services decreased, significantly in the latter case. 
Business owners' expectations for future sales price 
developments fell sharply between November and March in 
manufacturing, reaching the lowest level since October 2020.  
In March, this balance also decreased significantly in the 
trade sector, reaching the lowest level since October 2021, 
while in the construction and public works sector and in the 
services sector, the reductions were moderate (INE).  

decline in 2020. In the construction sector, general indicators 

have also developed favorably in 2022. Domestic cement 

consumption increased by 1.5% year-on-year. In terms of 

licensing by municipal councils, which is an indicator of future 

activity in the building construction segment, and according 

to the information available until the end of November 2022, 

there is a growth in the licensed area of 3.4% in residential 

buildings and 10.3% in non-residential buildings. In the public 

works market, in 2022, public works tenders have been 

opened for an amount of about 3.8 billion euros, which 

translates into a slight reduction of 3% compared to 2021. In 

terms of the total amount of public works contracts, there is 

a reduction of 28.8% in terms of variation over time from one 

year to another (FEPICOP). 

The construction output index increased 0.5 % year-over-year 

in December 2023, down 0.1 %age point from November 

2022. The annual rates of change in construction 

employment and wages are 2.1 % and 5.0 %, respectively (1.9 

% and 3.3 % the previous month). In 2022, construction 

output increased by 2.0% (3.0% in 2021). Employment and 

wages and salaries showed annual rates of change of 2.0% 

and 6.1%, respectively (1.8% and 7.4% the previous 

year)(INE).  

April 2023 

Construction investment rose by 0.8% in 2022. Analysis of Q4 
data shows a recovery in construction investment, compared 
to the previous quarter, with an increase of 3.3%. 
In terms of the total number of building permits and 
rehabilitation works, in 2022 there was a 2% increase in the 
authorized area in residential buildings and 13.9% in non-

https://www.ine.pt/xportal/xmain?xpid=INE&xpgid=ine_main
https://www.ine.pt/xportal/xmain?xpid=INE&xpgid=ine_destaques&DESTAQUESdest_boui=586305134&DESTAQUESmodo=2
http://www.fepicop.pt/
https://www.ine.pt/xportal/xmain?xpid=INE&xpgid=ine_destaques&DESTAQUESdest_boui=581109839&DESTAQUESmodo=2
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residential buildings. In terms of housing authorizations in 
new construction, there was a 5% growth, to 29,924, which is 
the best record since 2008. 
In the public works market, January 2023 was a positive 

month. Indeed, in the first month of 2023, the total volume 

of public works contract tenders represents a significant 

increase of 203% compared to that recorded in January 2022. 

Compared to the total volume of public works contracts 

awarded in January through February 15, this is an increase 

of 141%, in terms of annual change, comparable over time 

(FEPICOP).  

The construction output index rose 2.2 % year-over-year in 

January (3-month moving average, working days, and 

seasonally adjusted), 1.6 %age points higher than in 

December. The year-on-year rates of change in employment 

and wages were 2.5 % and 10.6 %, respectively (2.2 % and 5.8 

% the previous month)(INE).  

In January 2023, new residential construction costs are 

estimated to have increased 11.2 % year-over-year, 0.3 %age 

points (p.p.) higher than the previous month. Materials prices 

and labor costs rose 10.4 % and 12.4 %, respectively (INE). 

 

Raw Materials & Energy Procurement Price 

September 2022  
In 2019, fossil fuels accounted for 76% of Portugal's primary 
energy consumption (43% for oil). Given its limited fossil fuel 
resources, the country relied on imports for 74.2% of its 
energy supply in 2019, one of the highest rates in the OECD, 
which the country aims to reduce to 65% by 2030 (and to less 
than 19% by 2050). Portugal has already reduced its energy 

March 2023 
The Industrial Production Price Index decelerated for the 
seventh consecutive month, reaching a year-on-year rate of 
change of 9.9% in January 2023, after reaching 25.5% in June 
2022. The observed slowdown was due to lower growth in 
prices of Intermediate Goods. Prices in industry recorded a 
growth rate of 11.6% (12.9% the previous month). 

http://www.fepicop.pt/
https://www.ine.pt/xportal/xmain?xpid=INE&xpgid=ine_destaques&DESTAQUESdest_boui=586309903&DESTAQUESmodo=2
https://www.ine.pt/xportal/xmain?xpid=INE&xpgid=ine_destaques&DESTAQUESdest_boui=586308940&DESTAQUESmodo=2
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dependence by developing renewable energy on its territory, 
especially for electricity production, the IEA points out. 
Renewables account for more than half of Portugal's 
electricity generation (54% in 2019, mainly from wind and 
hydro). (Energy Knowledge, July 2021).  
 
In 2020, according to Eurostat, 5% of Portugal's imported 
energy came from Russia (of which 9.6% was natural gas and 
6% oil). This makes Portugal the fourth least dependent on 
Russia for energy among the 27 member states (Portugal 
News, March 2022). 
 

The monthly rate of change in the total index was -0.3% (0.3% 
in January 2022)(INE).  
 
In December 2022, new residential building construction 
costs would have increased 11.5 % year-over-year, 0.1 %age 
point higher than in the previous month. Material prices and 
labor costs rose 15.3 % and 6.1 %, respectively. 
In 2022, the construction costs of new residential buildings 
presented an average rate of 11.9%, 6.2 %age points higher 
than in 2021 (INE).  
 
April 2023 
In 2022, the house price index increased by 12.6%, 3.2 %age 
points (pp) more than the previous year. The annual price 
increase for existing homes (13.9%) was higher than the 
increase for new homes (8.7%)(INE).  
 
The industrial producer price index continued its slowing 
trend and recorded an annual change of 8.8% in February 
after 10.4% in January. The slowdown in prices observed in 
the intermediate goods group was the main factor in this 
development. Excluding the energy group, industrial 
producer prices rose by 10.5% (12.2% in the previous month). 
The monthly rate of change in the total index was 1.2% (2.7% 
in February 2022)(INE).  

Measures adopted by the 
utilities 

September 2022 
In Portugal, there is a mandatory price revision regime for public works contracts. However, this revision does not cover all 
price increases. In addition, there is a time lag between the publication of indices and the execution of the work, which creates 
cash flow problems.  
In the private sector, price revision is not mandatory and most contracts do not provide for it. This is very burdensome for 
companies, who must negotiate a contract amendment based on unforeseen circumstances or opt to terminate the contract.  
 
General Measures:  

https://www.connaissancedesenergies.org/la-situation-energetique-du-portugal-decryptee-par-laie-220218
https://www.theportugalnews.com/fr/nouvelles/2022-03-28/seulement-5-de-lenergie-importee-au-portugal-provient-de-russie/66081
https://www.theportugalnews.com/fr/nouvelles/2022-03-28/seulement-5-de-lenergie-importee-au-portugal-provient-de-russie/66081
https://www.ine.pt/xportal/xmain?xpid=INE&xpgid=ine_destaques&DESTAQUESdest_boui=581118045&DESTAQUESmodo=2
https://www.ine.pt/xportal/xmain?xpid=INE&xpgid=ine_destaques&DESTAQUESdest_boui=581113280&DESTAQUESmodo=2
https://www.ine.pt/xportal/xmain?xpid=INE&xpgid=ine_destaques&DESTAQUESdest_boui=586138840&DESTAQUESmodo=2
https://www.ine.pt/xportal/xmain?xpid=INE&xpgid=ine_destaques&DESTAQUESdest_boui=586310926&DESTAQUESmodo=2
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• Electricity and Gas Rate Shield;  

• Assistance of 10 cents per liter of fuel - limit of 50 liters per month;  

• Extension, until December 31, 2026, of the measure that allows freight and passenger transport companies to deduct 
an amount equivalent to 120% of the expenses incurred for the acquisition, on Portuguese territory, of fuel for 
vehicles; 

• Support for public road passenger transport (cabs and buses) up to 10 cents per liter of fuel, up to 380 liters per 
month for cabs and 2,100 liters per month for buses (Portugal News, 2021) 

 
October 2022 
In October, the government published its 2023 budget with multiple income improvement measures. The Social Assistance 
Index (IAS) was updated by 8%, reaching a value of 478.7 euros. This index is the reference value for the calculation and 
determination of various social benefits, such as family allowances, social inclusion benefit, social insertion income, among 
others, which can impact the lives of 1.6 million beneficiaries. The budgeted cost is 155 million euros. The government has 
also increased the income tax brackets for the benefit of about 4 million people and at a cost of half a billion.  
 
In addition to strengthening household incomes, the state budget includes a package of measures that respond to rising fuel 
and other commodity prices. In total, the impact of measures to mitigate rising prices and interest exceeds €2.6 billion in 
2023. Support for the cost of fuel in agriculture is planned at 40 million, while the reduction of VAT on electricity (to 6%) is 
90 million. The budget also provides for the return of customers currently on the unregulated natural gas market to the 
regulated market. Assuming that all consumers eligible to return to the regulated market actually do so, the cost is estimated 
at 60 million euros. Maintaining the price of public transport passes will cost 66 million. In 2023, the ISP tax (carbon footprint 
tax) is extraordinarily suspended. 
Finance Minister Fernando Medina said Portugal will begin taxing windfall profits from oil and gas companies, in line with the 
recent European Union ruling, and will apply a 28 % tax on profits from crypto-currencies held for less than a year (Bruegel).  
November 2022 
On September 22, 2022, the government released its 2022-2023 Energy Savings Plan, which includes separate reduction 
measures for energy, water efficiency, and mobility, and covers the public, central and local, and private sectors, including 
industry, commerce, and services, as well as citizens. Measures include: limiting the temperature of indoor air-conditioning 
units to 18°C in winter and 25°C in summer; closing the street entrance when the air-conditioning system is on; keeping doors 
and windows closed; promoting local electricity production from renewable energy sources; increasing water use efficiency; 
etc (Bruegel). 
 

https://www.theportugalnews.com/fr/nouvelles/2021-11-12/le-parlement-approuve-des-mesures-visant-a-attenuer-la-hausse-des-prix-du-carburant/63531
https://www.bruegel.org/dataset/national-policies-shield-consumers-rising-energy-prices
https://www.bruegel.org/dataset/national-policies-shield-consumers-rising-energy-prices
https://www.bruegel.org/dataset/national-policies-shield-consumers-rising-energy-prices
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Positioning of the 
Federation 

The Portuguese government has not yet taken specific measures for construction, although construction associations have 
submitted proposals:  

- Price revision clause in public and private contracts; 
- Extension of time and non-application of penalties for contractors who fail to meet deadlines due to delays in delivery 

of materials; 
- Clear guidance to public entities so that they can compensate firms when the price adjustment formula does not 

compensate for the additional cost incurred. 
 

 

 

 

 Czech Republic 

Economic conditions General Construction 

March 2023 
Inflation was 15.7% in January 2023 (Statistics Czech 
Republic).  
 
According to Eurostat data, the Czech Republic, with a 
population of 10.5 million, is the European Union member 
state with the most Ukrainian refugees with temporary 
protection status in proportion to its population. At the 
end of last year, there were more than 3.5 million 
Ukrainian refugees with temporary protection status in 
the territory of the European Union. Half were staying in 
Germany and Poland, about a quarter in each, followed by 
the Czech Republic, which hosted 11 % of the refugees 
(Euractiv).  

April 2023 
In February, consumer prices rose by 0.6 % month-on-
month. The price growth in "transport" was due to the 

March 2023 
 
Year-on-year decline in  
construction output 
, in %, December 2022: -0.2% (Statistics Czech Republic). 
 

https://www.czso.cz/csu/czso/inflace_spotrebitelske_ceny
https://www.czso.cz/csu/czso/inflace_spotrebitelske_ceny
https://www.euractiv.fr/section/migrations/news/la-republique-tcheque-est-le-pays-qui-accueille-le-plus-de-refugies-ukrainiens-proportionnellement-a-sa-population/
https://www.czso.cz/csu/czso/stavebnictvi
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1.3% increase in prices of fuels and lubricants for personal 
transport equipment. On the other hand, prices for 
"housing, water, electricity, gas and other fuels" fell 
compared to January. Natural gas prices fell by 1.6% 
(Czech Republic statistics).  

 
 
April 2023 
Construction output fell 4.3% year-over-year in February. On a 
month-on-month basis, it fell by 3.7%. The planning and 
construction control authorities granted 13.0% fewer building 
permits year-on-year. The approximate value of authorized 
construction increased by 5.3% year-on-year. The number of 
housing units started decreased 4.9% y-o-y. The number of 
completed units increased 17.2% year-over-year. 
 
The average number of registered employees in construction 
decreased by 1.7 % year-on-year. Their average nominal gross 
monthly wage increased by 14.1% y-o-y. 
According to Eurostat, construction output in the EU27 in January 
2023 rose by 1.4%, year-on-year. The building sector increased by 
1.5% and the civil engineering sector by 0.5%. According to a 
preliminary publication schedule, Eurostat will publish February 
2023 data on 19 April 2023 (Czech Republic statistics).  
 

Raw materials Procurement Price / Cost 

https://www.czso.cz/csu/czso/ari/consumer-price-indices-inflation-february-2023
https://www.czso.cz/csu/czso/ari/construction-february-2023
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& 
Energy 

February 2023 
The Czech Republic, which is currently exempt from the EU 
embargo on Russian oil imports, will end its current 
dependence on fossil fuels imported from Russia in 2024, 
said Minister of Trade and Industry Jozef Síkela. 

The Czech Republic, still heavily dependent on Russian oil, 
is exempt from the EU embargo on Russian fossil fuel 
imports, which was approved in May and is due to take 
effect on Monday (Dec. 5), so that EU countries have time 
to adjust and find alternative sources of oil. 
"If we manage to conclude the contracts with Algeria, 
Norway and Qatar, complete the interconnections we 
need, such as the TAL [oil pipeline], as well as other new 
terminals, so that we get a certain mix in terms of energy 
security, I think the problem of fossil fuel supply from 
Russia will be definitely solved in 2024," Síkela told Czech 
TV (Euractiv). 

October 2022 
Electricity prices for consumers (excluding households) according 
to their consumption, in the first half of 2022 (Eurostat).  
 

 
 
April 2023 
Construction prices increased both week-over-week (+0.6%) and 
year-over-year (+10.4%). 
Construction prices, according to one estimate, rose 10.4 %, year-
over-year. 
 
Industrial producer prices fell 0.3% month-on-month. Prices fell 
in "electricity, gas, steam and air conditioning" (-2.1%) and 
"electricity transmission and distribution services" (-2.6%). Prices 
fell significantly in the sectors of "wood and wood products and 
cork" (-5.2%), "basic metals" (-1.9%) and "paper and paper 
products" (-1.6%). The prices of "other non-metallic mineral 
products" (+3.2%), "metal products" (+1.9%) increased.  
According to an estimate, prices of building materials and 
products increased by 0.9% month-on-month (Czech Republic 
statistics).   
 

Measures adopted by the 
utilities 

September 2022 
The Czech government has adopted numerous measures to help Ukrainian citizens already living in the Czech Republic or 
fleeing to the country. These include a plan to prepare for the migration wave and a proposed law to facilitate the reception 

https://www.euractiv.fr/section/energie/news/la-republique-tcheque-ne-dependra-plus-des-combustibles-fossiles-russes-dici-2024/
https://ec.europa.eu/eurostat/cache/infographs/energy_prices/enprices.html?geos=EU27_2020,EA,BE,BG,CZ,DK,DE,EE,IE,EL,ES,FR,HR,IT,CY,LV,LT,LU,HU,MT,NL,AT,PL,PT,RO,SI,SK,FI,SE,IS,LI,NO,ME,MK,AL,RS,TR,BA,XK,MD,UA,GE&product=6000&consumer=N_HOUSEHOLD&consoms=4162902&unit=MWH&taxs=I_TAX,X_TAX,X_VAT&nrg_prc=NETC,NRG_SUP,OTH,TAX_CAP,TAX_ENV,TAX_NUC,TAX_RNW,VAT&currency=EUR&language=EN&detail=0&component=0&order=DESC&dataset=nrg_pc_205&time=2022S1&modalOption=0&chartOption=0&precision=1&modalOpen=0&modal=0&modalLineOption=0
https://www.czso.cz/csu/czso/ari/producer-price-indices-february-2023
https://www.czso.cz/csu/czso/ari/producer-price-indices-february-2023
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of refugees and their integration into Czech society. The Ministry of Finance has examined Russian companies and companies 
with Russian capital with regard to the use of pension funds.  
 
On March 30, the government discussed a comprehensive analysis of specific sanctions beyond the international framework 
that the Czech Republic could impose on the Russian Federation and Russian companies. It focuses primarily on the access of 
Russian- and Belarusian-owned entities to state aid, public procurement, and investment incentives in the Czech Republic, but 
also raises the possibility of a national sanctions list, which would allow for the imposition of sanctions on individuals not on 
the EU sanctions list and possibly expropriation of their property (FIEC, September 2022).  
 
October 2022 
On September 27, 2022, the government approved the new budget bill that allocates CZK 100 billion (€4 billion) to cap the 
price of electricity and gas. For households, prices are capped at CZK 6 (€0.24) per KWh of electricity (equivalent to €200/MWh) 
and CZK 3 (€0.12) for gas, and the changes are expected to be implemented starting with the November installment payments. 
 
On October 6, 2022, the government proposed a one-time 60% tax on energy companies and large banks involved in the 
production, distribution and trading of electricity and gas, as well as in the extraction of fossil fuels, oil processing and 
wholesale of fuels for the years 2023-2025 (Bruegel). 
November 2022 
The government has published a handbook on how to save energy during the coming winter. To encourage households to 
better control their consumption, it is encouraging them to apply for energy management grants. It is also setting temperature 
limits in private and public buildings (for example, the government has reduced the temperature in offices by 1.5 degrees and 
has also decided to lower the minimum temperature in working environments by at least two degrees)(Bruegel).  
 
The government's medium-term approaches are aimed at the renovation of buildings (including insulation of the envelope, 
replacement of windows, installation of modern heating) using funds from the national recovery plan and the environmental 
framework. So far, 40 million euros have been allocated to this program. Heat pumps are partially subsidized by the state. A 
new national energy saving plan provides a higher subsidy for people who insulate their homes and at the same time replace 
the obsolete heating system with a modern one or improve rainwater management. The government has approved an 
amendment that will simplify the authorization procedure for small-scale renewable sources (Bruegel).  
 

Positioning of the 
Federation 

September 2022 
Questionnaire distributed in March 2022 to construction companies, on supply chain disruptions, since the start of the war in 
Ukraine;  

https://www.bruegel.org/dataset/national-policies-shield-consumers-rising-energy-prices
https://www.bruegel.org/dataset/national-energy-policy-responses-energy-crisis
https://www.bruegel.org/dataset/national-energy-policy-responses-energy-crisis
https://www.bruegel.org/dataset/national-energy-policy-responses-energy-crisis
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The Building Contractors Association hosted a roundtable discussion in September 2022 on the raw materials crisis in 
construction, a growing threat to the domestic industry (SPS, September 2022). 
 
Representatives of energy-intensive industries (including construction) have sent an open letter to the Prime Minister of the 
Czech Republic asking him to take urgent action against extreme energy prices and to support Czech industry as much as 
possible in the European Union, through 6 specific measures - including a cap on electricity and gas prices, an incentive to 
reduce household consumption, a support scheme for small and medium-sized enterprises... (SPS, August 2022). 

 

 

 Romania 

Economic conditions General Construction 

March 2023  
In January 2023, monthly inflation was 0.3%. While the GDP 
was in the third quarter of 2022 was 5.2% (Statistics 
Romania).  
 
Romania has taken in 109,871 Ukrainian refugees since the 
war began, out of 8 million refugees (Euronews).  
 
April 2023 
The year-to-date inflation rate (February 2023 vs. December 
2022) is 1.3%. 
The annual inflation rate in February 2023 compared to 
February 2022 is 15.5%. 
The average rate of change in consumer prices over the last 
12 months (March 2022-February 2023) compared to the 
previous 12 months (March 2021-February 2022) is 14.9 % 
(Romania statistics).  
 

March 2023 
In December 2022, construction volume increased 14.2 % 
from November 2022 and decreased 0.3 % on a working-day 
and seasonally adjusted basis. 
In December 2022, the volume of construction work 
increased by 15.1% compared to December 2021 and by 
19.1% in series adjusted for the number of working days and 
seasonality (Statistics Romania). 
 
April 2023 
In February 2023, 2571 residential building permits were 
issued, a 23.7% increase from January 2023, and a 27.4% 
decrease from February 2022. 
In February 2023, 2571 building permits for residential 
buildings were issued (+23.7%). In February 2023, 2571 
building permits for residential buildings were issued 
(+23.7%), for a total floor area of 796996 m² (+42.3%). 69.0% 
of all residential building permits were issued in rural areas. 
In February 2023, the number of building permits issued for 
residential buildings increased from the previous month 

https://www.sps.cz/upozornili-jsme-na-hrozici-problemy-ve-stavebnictvi/
https://www.sps.cz/upozornili-jsme-na-hrozici-problemy-ve-stavebnictvi/
https://www.sps.cz/upozornili-jsme-na-hrozici-problemy-ve-stavebnictvi/
https://insse.ro/cms/en
https://insse.ro/cms/en
https://fr.euronews.com/2023/02/24/guerre-en-ukraine-quels-pays-europeens-accueillent-le-plus-de-refugies
https://insse.ro/cms/sites/default/files/com_presa/com_pdf/ipc02e23.pdf
https://insse.ro/cms/sites/default/files/com_presa/com_pdf/indici_constr12e22.pdf
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(+492 permits). This increase is reflected in the following 
development regions: Northeast (+126 permits), Northwest 
(+103), Southeast (+81), West (+62), Central (+47), South 
Muntenia (+43) and Southwest Oltenia (+31). A decrease was 
recorded in the Bucharest-Ilfov development region (-1 
permit)(Romania statistics).  
 

Raw materials 
& 

Energy 

Procurement Prices / Costs 

November 2022 
The government has reversed its decision to bring forward 
the date of the complete abandonment of coal (initially 
planned for 2032, then 2030 before the latest reversal) by 
proposing to postpone the closure of the Rovinari 3 and 
Turceni 7 coal-fired power plants, which are scheduled to be 
decommissioned by 31 December 2022. 
 
 

October 2022 
Electricity prices for consumers (excluding households) 
according to their consumption in the first half of 2022 
(Eurostat).  

 
 
 
April 2023 
In February 2023, total industrial production prices (domestic 
and foreign market) decreased by 0.3 % compared to January 
2023. 
Industrial production prices for the whole (domestic and 
foreign market) increased by 21.6% in February 2023 
compared to February 2022 (Romania statistics).  

 

Measures adopted by the 
utilities 

September 2022 
1) On April 14, 2022, the government approved an ordinance on price adjustments for government contracts.  

https://insse.ro/cms/sites/default/files/com_presa/com_pdf/autoriz02r23_0.pdf
https://ec.europa.eu/eurostat/cache/infographs/energy_prices/enprices.html?geos=EU27_2020,EA,BE,BG,CZ,DK,DE,EE,IE,EL,ES,FR,HR,IT,CY,LV,LT,LU,HU,MT,NL,AT,PL,PT,RO,SI,SK,FI,SE,IS,LI,NO,ME,MK,AL,RS,TR,BA,XK,MD,UA,GE&product=6000&consumer=N_HOUSEHOLD&consoms=4162902&unit=MWH&taxs=I_TAX,X_TAX,X_VAT&nrg_prc=NETC,NRG_SUP,OTH,TAX_CAP,TAX_ENV,TAX_NUC,TAX_RNW,VAT&currency=EUR&language=EN&detail=0&component=0&order=DESC&dataset=nrg_pc_205&time=2022S1&modalOption=0&chartOption=0&precision=1&modalOpen=0&modal=0&modalLineOption=0
https://insse.ro/cms/sites/default/files/com_presa/com_pdf/ippi02e23.pdf
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 Implementation of price adjustment rules for contracts that do not include a review clause;  
 In case the formulas for revising the contract price are based on a statistical index (total construction cost index 

published by the National Institute of Statistics) whose reference data is the date of the signed contract, the 
reference date of the index is changed by the Emergency Ordinance No. 47, by the date of submission of the bid for 
the tender (provided that the period between the time when the bidder submits the bid and the date when the 
contract is actually signed can take up to 2 years). 

 Advances and profits are not subject to price revision 
 

2) Price ceiling for energy and natural gas for the period 01.02-31.03.2022.  
 
October 2022 
On September 1, the Romanian government announced that it would maintain its energy price cap until the end of August 
2023, with some minor modifications. For a complete and detailed list, please click here. 
 
On September 9, the Commission approved the previously announced scheme to support companies of all sizes and sectors. 
The approved state aid amounts to €4 billion. As regards the limited amounts of aid in the form of direct grants, the aid will 
not exceed €62,000 and €75,000 per company active in the agriculture, fisheries and aquaculture sectors respectively, and 
€500,000 per company active in all other sectors. Aid under the scheme will be granted no later than 31 December 2022. 
 
Bloomberg reports that the country has set up an energy assistance program that compensates energy suppliers 1,300 lei 
(€264) per megawatt hour, but this may not be enough to help utilities during the coming winter (Bruegel).  
 
November 2022 
The government has amended the Energy Efficiency Act to facilitate investment in projects to increase the energy 
performance of buildings with European subsidies as a financial guarantee; and to promote the installation of smart meters; 
improving household access to energy consumption data (Bruegel). 
 

Positioning of the 
Federation 

 

 

 

 

https://www.cms-lawnow.com/ealerts/2022/09/romania-takes-further-steps-in-response-to-the-energy-market-prices
https://www.bruegel.org/dataset/national-policies-shield-consumers-rising-energy-prices
https://www.bruegel.org/dataset/national-energy-policy-responses-energy-crisis
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 Slovakia 

Commercial conditions General Construction 

March 2023 
Harmonized annual inflation rose slightly in January to 
15.1%. 
The average annual inflation rate in January 2023 reached a 
value of 12.7%. This is 9.3 %age points higher than its value 
in January of last year. 
 
In January 2023, the harmonized consumer price indexes 
increased by 2.8% month-on-month in total. The month-on-
month increase in the price level was most affected by the 
increase in prices in the housing, water, electricity, gas and 
other fuels division: the positive contribution of the entire 
division accounted for more than one-third of total month-
on-month inflation (+1.14 %age points)(Statistics Slovakia).  
 
As a reminder, the growth of housing and energy prices 
reached 14.4% in January 2023, due to adjustments in 
regulated prices of network industries. Gas was more 
expensive than in January of the previous year by 11.9%, 
electricity by 2.5%, thermal energy by 22.4%. Prices for 
water supply, sewage disposal, garbage collection and 
housing maintenance and repair also rose by double digits 
(Statistics Slovakia).  
 
April 2023 
In March, consumer confidence in the Slovak economy 
increased month-on-month in all four components of the 
indicator. Optimism prevailed among entrepreneurs only in 
industry, while trade and service entrepreneurs were more 
skeptical. The mood in construction remained unchanged 
from last month. 

March 2023 
Although construction output in 2022 increased by almost €1 
billion, due to inflation, it only recorded an increase of 0.1% in 
constant prices. Both new construction and repair and 
maintenance work maintained approximately the same annual 
performance. 
 
Construction output for the year 2022 reached a volume of 6.4 
billion euros. Its annual nominal value increased by 950 million 
euros, but under the influence of record inflation, the increase 
after conversion into constant prices was only 0.1%. Production 
of new buildings with renewals (up 1.1%) and repairs and 
maintenance (up 0.7%) rose very slightly. Year-on-year 
production, broken down by type of construction, also 
remained at approximately the same level. Both building 
construction and engineering production produced the same 
values as in 2021. 
 
The work done abroad in the summary of the year reached a 
share of 10% of the total output of Slovak construction 
companies, their volume increased by almost 2% year-on-year 
(Statistics Slovakia).  
 
April 2023 
In January 2023, the Slovak construction industry recorded a 
recovery of more than 15%, with production growth being the 
highest in the last five years. This positive result is the result of 
growth in new construction and an increase in engineering 
work, in terms of the type of construction. The overall result was 
slightly mitigated by the decrease in foreign work. 
 

https://slovak.statistics.sk/wps/portal/ext/products/informationmessages/inf_sprava_detail/!ut/p/z1/rZNPl5owFMW_ynThMicPEv64RM8MatVzGIuVbOYEEpSigZGUln76Rly0G3AWwwY43Hdz33s_MMMHzBRviyPXRaX42bwnzH2LvKU_m1kBwGxNYLn6utsu5i92GDt4jxlmmdK1PuGkSht-QlKhQuWIl3oC5qG6XoxbqyRq6itvuwm0jdSluUvHd2WaUpR7qUTUBR9xCRnyiCdcQR0jsG_2dVYInFAiufDEFFHBOaKWEXLfchChluDgCztLp_h7nzeIomi33u8h3NsvsCRWCNs4NuldzMbbudfPw2BBvTWAvw4dWAaL-HUaEQIB6etH7O_1MHAF8LH6kYBs3H4nlfFgvWysi0c-bDToNxcnJqg3KHg1k2wL-QvH6rb-M97926OTOxaxKaBcSBdRmtloanMfeU6eZjZYhGQOXgBePZqVYdO-buabo3Hm-nSDrsKHkmt-ro5P_5HXZaennr1bSfHj_Z0FhtlKaflb48Md2qacQKONPEP9F2Xgra-V-FnqbgDj0ZPu8xlapOUNz-dDnK8egTzc6ef-nvXl4pOuKAq0es43z4SytCN_ZlvEki9_AbixV-I!/dz/d5/L2dBISEvZ0FBIS9nQSEh/
https://slovak.statistics.sk/wps/portal/ext/products/informationmessages/inf_sprava_detail/!ut/p/z1/rZNPd6IwFMW_SmfhMich4V-W6GlRRz2HOjiSTU-AoBk0UMnQMp--ERedDdhF2QCHd2_ue-8HZHAPmeKtPHAtK8VP5j1h7kvkLfzp1AoQmq4IWix_bjfz2RMOYwfuIIMsU7rWR5hUacOPQCggVQF4qSfIPFSXs3FrlQBNfeFtN0FtI3Rp7q5VcMclAhQZocC2cw5SSnKQ4tSyMKcF9f2rfZ3JHCYuzTG3UgHcAqfAzmxT7VEfUCIIpi7xiePB333eIIqi7Wq3Q-EOP6EFsUK0iWOT3oVsvJ2bfhYGc9tbIeSvQgctgnn8TCNCUEB6_Yj9TY8GrgB9TT8SkI3bb4UyHqwvG-ving8bDfrLhYkJ6g0WPJtJtlK8wVhd13-C2889OoVjEWwjUOTCNVvPMKCY-8BzijTDyCIkc-AcweW9WRk28WU9Wx-MM9fHK3QV3Jdc81N1ePiPvC47PvTsXSXyz-srCwyzldLiXcP9DdqmnKBGm_IM9F-Ugbe-VPnfUncDGI-edJvP0CItb3g-X-J8eQ_k4U6_9_esz2efdFJKsHws1o_EZmlH_k03gCU_PgAiJfdV/dz/d5/L2dBISEvZ0FBIS9nQSEh/
https://slovak.statistics.sk/wps/portal/ext/products/informationmessages/inf_sprava_detail/!ut/p/z1/tVHBbsIwDP0ajpHdpm3SY4q0FoaQGGLQXKa0CaMD0gJRN_b1C4grTDvMF9uy_fSeH0hYgbSqb96Va1qrdr4vZfI2YyOeZYFAzCYUR-Pn-bQYPoX5IoZXkCBr6zq3gbKtTmpDjCWNXRO1dQP0RXvce7TeGnLqjqo_D7A_Gbf1WYehjjiNSUSTmkRJiqRK0ppoHekgMWGEgbrAd3WjoVRprdY05YTRyp8EVUJ4zGNiGA9SXoVMKQ3L3_hKP8Y7IRDmxnoMeV0b5qKI2ASRT_IYR6JYvKQzSlHQ28IDnNLzYHd5BAyWfWM-YWEv39nB_I8yC4TxlcIDpd665uNwkML701pnvhys_sOgbr_n9EzGxXc2JflS_ADlaCUp/dz/d5/L2dBISEvZ0FBIS9nQSEh/
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Economic sentiment in Slovakia improved in March 
compared to the previous month. The seasonally adjusted 
economic sentiment indicator (ESI) increased by 3 points 
month-on-month and reached the level of 90.4. The 
favorable development of the indicator was mainly due to 
more optimistic assessments by entrepreneurs in industry 
and among consumers. 
The industry confidence indicator (seasonally adjusted) 
reached -6.3 in March, after rising 8.4 points from February, 
the largest monthly increase in the past year. The favorable 
development of the indicator was influenced by more 
optimistic assessments of all three indicators. They expect 
an increase in industrial production, primarily in other 
manufacturing, repair and installation, and base metal and 
fabricated metal product manufacturing. An improvement 
in the overall level of orders was seen primarily in 
computer, electronic and optical products, machinery and 
equipment n.e.c. manufacturing, and pharmaceutical 
manufacturing. They indicated a decrease in inventories of 
finished goods, especially in the manufacture of transport 
equipment (Slovakia statistics).  
 

In January, the volume of construction work reached 388.4 
million and increased by 15.4% year-on-year, which is the 
highest growth since 2018. After adjusting for seasonal 
variations, construction output3) increased by 3.2% compared 
to December 2022. 
 
The total volume of production carried out by domestic 
companies increased by almost 20% year-on-year, the 
significantly higher year-on-year activity was evident in the two 
main components - in new construction4) by 26.4%, as well as 
in repairs and maintenance by 13.4%. Domestic construction 
output accounted for more than 90% of total construction 
output (Slovakia statistics).  

Raw materials 
&  

Energy 

Procurement Prices / Costs 

December 2022 
The EU oil embargo bans Russian oil imports by sea, but 
Slovakia, as well as Hungary and the Czech Republic, are 
exempt and can continue to buy Russian crude oil until the 
end of 2023 via the Druzhba pipeline. 
The only danger now is damage to infrastructure, Hirman 
said, adding that "if anything threatens us, it is Russia's 
attacks on Ukrainian territory." In addition, power outages 
on Ukrainian territory have already caused several supply 
disruptions in recent weeks. 

March 2023 
Annual growth in producer prices in industry for the domestic 
market remained above 30% even in the first month of 2023. In 
construction, output prices for works slowed their growth rate, 
but materials rose again to 15%. 
Industrial producer prices for the domestic market rose by 
33.6% year-on-year in January 2023 and increased by 8.6% 
month-on-month. As in previous months, the development was 
mainly influenced by the increase in prices in the supply of 
electricity and gas by almost 66% year-on-year. Other important 

https://slovak.statistics.sk/wps/portal/ext/products/informationmessages/inf_sprava_detail/!ut/p/z1/tVHLbsIwEPwajtZuYidOjg5Sk1CERBGF-FI5D5cUcAJYaenX1yCuUPXQveyOdjWa2QEJa5BGDe27sm1n1M7hQoZvc55HSeIJxGRKMZ88L2bZ-MlPlwG8ggRZGdvbDRRdeVIb0hjSGk3U1o7QDd1x79gG05BTf1TDeYTDqbFb16OgVqyKOam1j4T5nJOYO1jGyiuZr8MYywt9X7U1FJozjZxqEoY0IKxWNYm4xwkNeaSxUjVVDFa_6ZVujXdKICwa4zjk9WyciozxKWI0TQPMRbZ8ieeUoqC3gwc8hdPB7-rwOKyGtvmEpbl8ZweLP9rMECZXCQ-cuujaj8NBCpdPZ2zzZWH9HwH1-31Ez2SSfSczkq7EDwc94MA!/dz/d5/L2dBISEvZ0FBIS9nQSEh/
https://slovak.statistics.sk/wps/portal/ext/products/informationmessages/inf_sprava_detail/!ut/p/z1/rZNLk5pAFIX_ymThsqsv_eCxRGsGNWoVYzDSm6kGGiUoMNIxIb8-LS6SDTiLYQMU95w-994PLPAei0pei4PURV3Jk3mPhf0WOgt3OrV8gOmKwmL5dbuZz15IEHG8wwKLtNKNPuK4Tlp5RKpCRZUjWeoJmIf6cjZu10qhtrnIazeBa6t0ae5uligiGUdg8RQxy2PIYxkgj9oqSZibeBa92TdpkeHYtRJCvNRD1OEZYsrLkJsqgiih0gGeg-sS_L3P64dhuF3tdhDsyAssqBXAJopMehuL8Xbu-lngz5mzAnBXAYeFP49evZBS8GmvH7G_62Hg8uFj-pGAYtx-qyrjIfqysS4e-YjRoN9sHJugzmDBq5nktVC_cFTd1n_C23975Dm3KGGA8kzZiLGUII9IFzk8T1ICFqUpx3PAy0ezMmySy3q2PhhnqY836Gq8L6WWp_rw9B95XXp86tm7SYof7-_CN8zWlVa_Nd7foW3LCbTalKeo_1IZeJtLnf0sdTeA8ehJ9_kMLdJyhufzIc6Xj0Ae7vRzf8_mfHZpVxQFWj7n62fKRNLRP9MNEvGXvz3pMoY!/dz/d5/L2dBISEvZ0FBIS9nQSEh/
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In the event of disruptions, oil imports will be channelled to 
the Slovak Slovnaft refinery via Croatia and Hungary. 
However, changing suppliers and switching to a different 
type of crude oil will require time and adaptations in 
processing technology - an argument presented by the non-
embargoed countries during the negotiations (Euractiv). 
In December 2022, 43.7% of Slovakia's energy was 
imported (Statistics Slovakia). 
 
April 2023 
Slovakia has earmarked approximately 122 million euros 
for the development of renewable electricity generation 
as part of its National Recovery Plan. 
The development of renewable energy is the responsibility 
of the Slovak Ministry of Economy, which has already closed 
the first call. Most of the available 39 million euros was 
spent on solar energy, as other renewable power plants, 
such as wind farms, usually require a longer environmental 
assessment procedure. 
With this first tranche of funds, the state supported 90 
companies - mostly industrial companies - but also retail 
chains or companies in the energy sector whose main 
income-generating activity is electricity production 
(Euractiv).  
 

sectors in the structure of Slovak industry also experienced 
dynamic price increases - in the manufacture of transport 
equipment, producer prices rose by 12% year-on-year, and in 
the manufacture of rubber and plastics by almost 20% (Statistics 
Slovakia).  
 

 
 
April 2023 
Industrial producer prices slowed their growth to the level of 
early last year, animal product prices remained at their peak. 
Growth in industrial producer prices for the domestic market 
slowed in the fourth quarter after rising rapidly since the 
beginning of last year, also because of the gradual lowering of 
energy prices. Prices for agricultural products have also been 
gradually declining since last summer, mainly due to a 
considerable drop in agricultural output prices. Construction 
materials prices have fallen to the level of June 2021. 
Industrial producer prices for the domestic market rose 27.9 % 
year on year in February 2023 and 8.6 % month on month. As in 

https://www.euractiv.fr/section/energie/news/rien-ne-change-pour-la-slovaquie-a-lentree-en-vigueur-de-lembargo-petrolier-de-lue/
https://www.stat.si/StatWeb/en/Field/Index/5
https://www.euractiv.fr/section/energie/news/la-slovaquie-investit-massivement-dans-lelectricite-verte/
https://slovak.statistics.sk/wps/portal/ext/products/informationmessages/inf_sprava_detail/!ut/p/z1/rZNNl5owFIb_ynThMicXkvCxRM8MatVzGIuVbOYESJSiwEhqS399Iy7aDTiLYcPXfV_ee-8D5niPeSWuxUHooq7Eydwn3HmL3IU3nVoBwHRFYLH8ut3MZy92GDO8wxzzrNKNPuKkTltxRLJCRaWQKPUEzEV9ORu3ayVR21zEtZvAtZW6NGdbSAccRVGauhJRSynkpVQg38st35de6gh6s2-yIseJpKlwc2DIFixDlJEMmQeABKN-5iriKU_h733eIIqi7Wq3g3Bnv8CCWCFs4tikdzAfb-eun4XBnLorAG8VMlgE8_jVjwiBgPT6Efu7HgaOAD6mHwnIx-23sjIevC8b6-KRDx8N-s3BiQnqDha8mkleC_kLx9Vt_Se8_bdHpphFbApI5dJBlGY28m3hIZepNLPBIiRjeA54-WhWhk37sp6tD8ZZ6OMNuhrvS6HFqT48_Udelx2fevZukuLH-zsPDLN1peVvjfd3aNtyAq025Rnq31QG3uZS5z9L3Q1gPPql-3yGFmm5w_P5EOfLRyAPd_q5v2dzPnukK4oCLZ_V-plQnnbkz3SDePLlL11maYQ!/dz/d5/L2dBISEvZ0FBIS9nQSEh/
https://slovak.statistics.sk/wps/portal/ext/products/informationmessages/inf_sprava_detail/!ut/p/z1/rZNNl5owFIb_ynThMicXkvCxRM8MatVzGIuVbOYESJSiwEhqS399Iy7aDTiLYcPXfV_ee-8D5niPeSWuxUHooq7Eydwn3HmL3IU3nVoBwHRFYLH8ut3MZy92GDO8wxzzrNKNPuKkTltxRLJCRaWQKPUEzEV9ORu3ayVR21zEtZvAtZW6NGdbSAccRVGauhJRSynkpVQg38st35de6gh6s2-yIseJpKlwc2DIFixDlJEMmQeABKN-5iriKU_h733eIIqi7Wq3g3Bnv8CCWCFs4tikdzAfb-eun4XBnLorAG8VMlgE8_jVjwiBgPT6Efu7HgaOAD6mHwnIx-23sjIevC8b6-KRDx8N-s3BiQnqDha8mkleC_kLx9Vt_Se8_bdHpphFbApI5dJBlGY28m3hIZepNLPBIiRjeA54-WhWhk37sp6tD8ZZ6OMNuhrvS6HFqT48_Udelx2fevZukuLH-zsPDLN1peVvjfd3aNtyAq025Rnq31QG3uZS5z9L3Q1gPPql-3yGFmm5w_P5EOfLRyAPd_q5v2dzPnukK4oCLZ_V-plQnnbkz3SDePLlL11maYQ!/dz/d5/L2dBISEvZ0FBIS9nQSEh/
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previous months, the development was influenced mainly by a 
57.7% year-on-year increase in electricity and gas prices. Other 
important sectors in the structure of Slovak industry also 
recorded price increases: producer prices rose by 9.9% y-o-y in 
the manufacture of transport equipment, by 23.2% in the 
manufacture of food and beverages and by 18.3% in the 
manufacture of rubber and plastic products. 
At the same time, the growth rate of producer prices in 
petroleum product manufacturing maintained a downward 
trend, with prices in this manufacturing industry currently up 
13.3% year-on-year. The manufacture of metals and metal 
products is the only industry in which prices have slightly 
decreased by 3.7% year-on-year. 
In total, year-to-date industrial producer prices for the domestic 
market have increased by 13.9% year-on-year. 
Industrial producer prices for the external market rose 10.4% 
year-on-year and fell 0.4% month-on-month. 
In total, for the two months of 2023, industrial producer prices 
for the domestic market increased by 11.9% compared to the 
previous year (Slovakia statistics).  
 

Measures adopted by the 
utilities 

September 2022 

• A price cap has been negotiated with the electricity and gas suppliers, which is active until 2024;  

• A package of household supports has been put in place (tax cuts, increased aid/children)(OECD, June 2022). 

• The government has issued a directive (binding only for public procurement) on taking into account the rising cost of 
materials in construction, including on current contracts. This revises the production cost for the builder and the actual 
purchase cost (Department of Transportation and Construction, August 2022).  

 
October 2022 

• On September 14, the Minister of Labour, Social Affairs and Family, Milan Krajniak, said that the government will soon 
adopt laws that will cap the prices of electricity, gas and heating. 

https://slovak.statistics.sk/wps/portal/ext/products/informationmessages/inf_sprava_detail/!ut/p/z1/tZHNbsIwEISfhuNqncT5OzpITaAIiUYU4kvlJHZJAScQKy19-jqIK1Q9dC_etVejbzzIcYtci6F5F6ZptTjYueDB2yqcRUniMEKShUdm8-d8mU2f3HTt4yty5JU2ndlh0Za92IHU0GgFYm8mxDbt-WjVBi2h785iuEzI0Euzt2fgumXlCB8CQUugfqAgqmUFonbjWtVl7PhylO-qpsYiCOV4TSGmbgVUSgWxUg5IqsrQE4I4Toib33i5fSZ3ihHMpbYa_Lo2TVlGwwUh0SL1yYxl65d45XmEebeFBzqF5QjvcoygQyM_ca3H3zlg_kebGcH5FeGBUxtd83E6cWbzabWRXwa3_xFQdzxG3gXm2XeyhHTDfgBwzrew/dz/d5/L2dBISEvZ0FBIS9nQSEh/
https://www.oecd.org/fr/economie/republique-slovaque-en-un-coup-d-oeil/
https://www.mindop.sk/ministerstvo-1/doprava-3/institut-dopravnej-politiky/indexacne-vzorce
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• On 19 October, the Prime Minister - Eduard Heger - threatened to stop electricity exports to neighbouring countries 
(even if the electricity had already been purchased by foreign companies) if a decision on price caps was not taken at 
the European level (Bruegel).  

 
November 2022 

• The government has launched an awareness campaign to inform citizens about how to save energy (Bruegel).  

• The government has announced a program to subsidize households wishing to install heat pumps and has allocated 
15 million euros for this purpose. 500 million from the EU stimulus package) from September 2022 (Bruegel). 
 

Positioning of the 
Federation 

September 2022 
The Slovak Construction Association cooperated with the Ministry of Transport and Construction on the reform of construction 
prices implemented by the government (indexation formula).  
 
October 2022 
The Association of Trade Unions in Industry and Transport (APZD) has called on the government to immediately and quickly 
implement a plan to help Slovak industrial companies at the end of September. According to the association, the current 
situation on the energy market is so serious today that the Slovak government should urgently present its own plan to help 
the industry and vulnerable groups of the population. 
 
February 2023 
Price increase and shortage: "It affected the national and international markets. It is a huge increase in prices, which was also 
associated with a shortage of certain materials. Even now, we see an increase in the prices of building materials by 20% to 
150% compared to the price level of 2020," Pavol Kováčik, President of the professional organization of builders, told SITA. 
As a result, last year the ZSPS prepared draft methodological guidelines for dealing with the rising cost of construction 
materials in transportation and civil works. 
At present, together with the Ministry of Transport of the Slovak Republic, they are solving the practical issues of 
implementation of the methodological instruction on completed constructions, because since its publication last September 
until today, it has not been applied as widely as expected (ZSPS). 
 

 

 

https://www.bruegel.org/dataset/national-policies-shield-consumers-rising-energy-prices
https://www.mhsr.sk/setrime
https://www.bruegel.org/dataset/national-energy-policy-responses-energy-crisis
https://www.bruegel.org/dataset/national-energy-policy-responses-energy-crisis
https://www.zsps.sk/web/index.php/aktivity-prezidenta-a-zvazu/17953-webnoviny-sk-ceny-materialov-sa-uz-nevratia-na-uroven-spred-krizy-predpoklada-zvaez-stavebnych-podnikatelov
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 Slovenia 

Economic conditions General Construction 

March 2023 
In one year, the prices of goods rose by an average of 10% and 
those of services by 7.8%.  
In one year, electricity prices fell by 9% and mitigated inflation 
by 0.4 %age points. 
Prices in the group "housing, water, electricity, gas and other 
fuels" increased by 9.9% between February 2022 and 
February 2023 (Statistics Slovenia).   
 
April 2023 
Annual inflation was 10.5% between March 2022 and March 
2023.  
Over the course of a year, prices for goods rose by an average 
of 12.4 % and for services by 6.9 %. On the goods side, prices 
for nondurable goods rose 15.7 %, semi-durable goods rose 
6.1 %, and durable goods rose 5.9 %. 
The annual growth rate was the highest (by 2.9 %age points) 
due to higher food prices: meat prices rose by 18.2%, bread 
and cereals by 20.1%, and milk, cheese and eggs by 24.4%. 
The sharp rise in electricity prices (by 49.0%), which is also the 
result of the partial abolition of the measures to mitigate the 
consequences of rising energy costs introduced a year ago, 
added 1.2 p.p. to annual inflation (Slovenia statistics).  
 

March 2023 
The value of construction increased from the previous month 
of January 2023 by 10.6%. It increased by 0.5% for building, 
10.3% for civil engineering, and 12.7% for specialized 
construction activities.  
At the annual level, the value of construction increased by 
74.5%. It increased by 131.9% for buildings, 39.6% for civil 
engineering and 14.9% for specialized construction activities.  
The value of construction in 2022 increased by 33.9% 
compared to the same period last year. It increased by 83.8% 
for buildings, 12.1% for civil engineering and 13.1% for 
specialized construction activities (Statistics Slovenia).  
 
April 2023 
The value of construction put in place higher than the 
previous month ...  
On a monthly basis, the value of construction put in place 
increased by 9.9%. It increased by 27.4% for buildings, 4.6% 
for civil engineering and 1.1% for specialized construction 
activities.  
 
... and more than a quarter more than a year ago, mainly 
due to buildings 
On an annual level, the value of construction put in place 
increased by 26.7%. It increased by 44.8% for buildings, 
16.1% for civil engineering and 14.8% for specialized 
construction activities (Statistics Slovenia). 
 

Raw materials 
& 

Energy 

Procurement Prices / Costs 

March 2023 December 2022 

https://www.stat.si/StatWeb/en/News/Index/10961
https://www.stat.si/StatWeb/en/News/Index/11029
https://www.stat.si/StatWeb/en/News/Index/10867
https://www.stat.si/StatWeb/en/News/Index/10989
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In January 2023, total net electricity generation was 1.214 
GWh. Compared to December, it increased by 2%, and 
compared to January 2022, it decreased by 1%. The 
production of hydro power plants increased by 26%, thermal 
power plants by 36% and nuclear power plant by 2%. 
In parallel with the drop in production at thermal power 
plants, fuel consumption also fell. Total fuel consumption 
decreased by 33% compared to the previous year. 
964 GWh of electricity was imported and 866 GWh was 
exported. Compared to January 2022, imports increased by 
18% and exports by 27% (Statistics Slovenia). 
 

The average natural gas price for domestic consumers in 
Slovenia in the third quarter of 2022 increased by 22% 
compared to the second quarter of 2022 and amounted to 
0.094 EUR/kWh. In the same period, the average natural gas 
price without value added tax for non-residential consumers 
increased by 19%; it amounted to 0.075 EUR/kWh.  
In the third quarter of 2022, the average electricity price for 
domestic consumers increased by 31% compared to the 
previous quarter and was 0.205 EUR/kWh. During this period, 
the average electricity price for non-residential consumers 
increased by 25%; it was 0.204 EUR/kWh (Statistics Slovakia). 
 
April 2023 
Construction costs for new residential buildings have 
increased ...  
In the fourth quarter of 2022, they increased by 4.0% from 
the previous quarter and by 17.2% from the fourth quarter of 
2021. Compared to 2021, they increased by 14.4% in 2022.  
 
... as well as the costs of building materials ... 
Building materials costs increased for the ninth consecutive 
quarter. They were up 1.4 % from the previous quarter. 
Compared to the fourth quarter of 2021, they increased by 
17.8 %. Compared to 2021, they increased 21.7 % in 2022.  
 
... and labor costs  
Labor costs increased 7.1% from the previous quarter. 
Compared to the fourth quarter of 2021, they increased by 
16.6%. Compared to 2021, they increased by 7.3% in 2022 
(Slovenia statistics).  
 

Measures adopted by the 
utilities 

September 2022 

https://www.stat.si/StatWeb/en/News/Index/10960
https://www.stat.si/StatWeb/en/Field/Index/5
https://www.stat.si/StatWeb/en/Field/Index/5
https://www.stat.si/StatWeb/en/News/Index/10987
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The Slovenian government confirmed at the end of January 2022 the introduction of an energy voucher system and other 
measures to mitigate rising energy prices. Prepared by the Ministry of Infrastructure, these measures were in force until April 
2022 and targeted the most vulnerable groups, businesses and farmers, in the form of energy vouchers, reduced grid charges 
for electricity and lower excise duties on heating oil and gasoline (200 million euros)(Treasury, 2022). 
 
October 2022 
The government has introduced support measures for medium and large companies between June 1 and December 31, 2022, 
by co-financing the costs of electric energy and natural gas beyond a double increase in their prices. The amount of assistance 
depends on the change in the company's rate situation in 2021 and 2022. Small and medium-sized companies can receive aid 
of up to 50% of eligible costs and large companies up to 30% of eligible costs. When they prove a loss of business, energy-
intensive companies will be able to claim up to 70 % of eligible costs; the maximum amount of aid is €2 million. The 
government has also earmarked €6 million for favourable liquidity facilities for small and medium-sized enterprises affected 
by the crisis. The total value of the business measures is estimated at €86 million. 
The government has announced that it will pay a new one-off energy allowance of €200 (the amount of the allowance 
increasing with the number of children in a household). The allowance will be paid to individuals or families receiving financial 
assistance or income support in the period between August 1, 2022 and March 31, 2023. The allowance will be received by 
approximately 71,000 individuals and families. The cost of the measure is estimated at €35 million (Bruegel).  
November 2022 
In September 2022, the government approved a law with energy crisis measures that allows it to impose lighting and air 
temperature limitations for heating purposes in public buildings for up to one year after the expiration of the emergency 
declaration. In addition, it introduces rewards for consumers who choose to voluntarily reduce their gas and electricity 
consumption by 15 per cent between October 1, 2022 and March 31, 2023 through pro-rata refunds of the contribution to 
renewable energy sources (Bruegel).  
The Slovenian government has unveiled a bill that would impose a one-time tax on energy companies in 2022 and 2023 to 
subsidize renewable energy and fund measures to reduce electricity demand during peak periods. Under the proposal, any 
revenue above 180 euros per MWh of electricity generated in Slovenia and sold on the wholesale market would go to the 
national budget. 
Electricity companies whose production costs exceed 180 euros per MWh would be exempted, as would electricity produced 
from natural gas and small installations with a peak power of less than 500 kW. 
An exceptional tax would also be imposed on companies that produce and process crude oil and natural gas in Slovenia 
(Slovenia Times).  
 
March 2023 

https://www.tresor.economie.gouv.fr/Articles/2022/02/16/breves-economiques-d-autriche-et-de-slovenie-dec-2021-janv-2022
https://www.bruegel.org/dataset/national-policies-shield-consumers-rising-energy-prices
https://www.bruegel.org/dataset/national-energy-policy-responses-energy-crisis
https://sloveniatimes.com/windfall-tax-on-energy-companies-planned/
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The SPIRIT agency for entrepreneurship, internationalization, FDI and technology has received nearly 2,000 applications for 
energy grants from companies seeking a total of 399.5 million euros. 650 million has been earmarked for this measure. 
According to the legislation in force, companies have access to five types of aid. These differ in terms of the share of co-
financing of eligible costs and the maximum subsidy. They can be obtained for electricity, gas and steam, and cover between 
40% and 80% of eligible costs. 
Companies had until noon on Feb. 28 to submit their applications and can still withdraw them until March 8, SPIRIT said. 
The first payment, for the first quarter of this year, must be completed by the end of the month. Between April and December, 
payments will be made monthly. 
Starting next month, companies will be eligible to receive 80% of one-twelfth of the award per month. The remaining 20% 
will be paid next year, before the end of February 2024. 
The assistance will be provided as part of a package of more than €1 billion adopted by Parliament in December 2022, which 
also includes public subsidy schemes for leave and part-time work (SloveniaTimes).  
 

Positioning of the 
Federation 

 

 

 

 Sweden 

Commercial conditions General Construction 

March 2023 
Annual inflation between January 2022 and January 2023 was 
11.7% in Sweden. While in the fourth half of 2022, the GDP 
decreased by 0.4% (Statistics Sweden).  
 
April 2023 
Sweden's GDP decreased by 1.0% in February, compared to 
the previous month, as shown in the preliminary compilation 
of the GDP indicator. 
"GDP fell by 1.0% in February, which was partly due to lower 
household consumption. Taking into account the higher 
figures from January, the Swedish economy seems to have 

March 2023 
According to preliminary figures for 2022, 54,850 housing 
units were started in new buildings. This represents a 19 % 
decrease from 2021, when construction of 67,645 units was 
initiated. 
Construction of 42,850 units in multi-family buildings has 
been initiated in 2021, which is a 20% decrease from 2021. 
Of these units, 62% are rented, compared to 61% in 2021. 
Construction began on 12,000 one- and two-family units, 
14% fewer than a year earlier. 

https://sloveniatimes.com/companies-seek-e400-million-worth-of-energy-subsidies/
https://www.scb.se/en/
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started 2023 with approximately the same level of activity as 
in the previous five quarters," says Mattias Kain Wyatt, 
economist at Statistics Sweden.  
 

In addition, the conversion of multi-unit buildings resulted in 
approximately 2,400 units in 2022, compared to 3,344 units 
in 2021. 
The 2022 figures on new construction have been adjusted 
upwards by 7%, which corresponds to the average delay in 
reporting from the previous year. The 2022 figures for 
conversions have been adjusted upwards by 23% (Statistics 
Norway).  
 

 
 
 
April 2023 
Construction output decreased 0.7 % in February 2023 
compared with the same month last year. Output in this 
sector decreased by 0.7% in fixed prices. The construction 
sector, which accounts for 8.5% of total private sector value 
added, contributed -0.1 %age points to the change in total 
private sector output (Statistics Sweden).  
 

Raw materials 
& 

Energy 

Procurement Prices / Costs 

February 2023 
On January 12, 2023, the Swedish state-owned mining 
company LKAB declared that it had discovered more than one 

March 2023 
The producer price index decreased 5.2 % in January 2023 
compared to December 2022. Prices decreased 2.3 % in the 

https://www.scb.se/en/finding-statistics/statistics-by-subject-area/national-accounts/ovrigt/national-accounts-other/pong/statistical-news/national-accounts-monthly-gdp-indicator-february-2023/
https://www.scb.se/en/finding-statistics/statistics-by-subject-area/housing-construction-and-building/housing-construction-and-conversion/new-construction-of-residential-buildings/pong/statistical-news/new-construction-of-residential-buildings.-started-dwellings-2022/
https://www.scb.se/en/finding-statistics/statistics-by-subject-area/housing-construction-and-building/housing-construction-and-conversion/new-construction-of-residential-buildings/pong/statistical-news/new-construction-of-residential-buildings.-started-dwellings-2022/
https://www.scb.se/en/finding-statistics/statistics-by-subject-area/business-activities/general-statistics/production-value-index/pong/statistical-news/production-value-index-february-2023/
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million tons of rare earth oxides in the Kiruna region in the 
north of the country. This is the largest deposit of its kind ever 
discovered in Europe. "Thanks to this mine, the electrification, 
self-sufficiency and independence of the EU from Russia and 
China will take shape," said Minister of Energy, Trade and 
Industry Ebba Busch in the statement (Euractiv).  
  

export market and 7.7 % in the domestic market. In the 
import market, prices decreased by 0.6 %. The annual rate 
according to the producer price index was 11.8 % in January 
(18.7 % in December). 
 
The largest negative contribution to the domestic market 
came from the decline in prices for trade and electricity 
transmission services. This was offset by higher prices for 
district heating, food, chemicals and chemical products, 
computer, electronic and optical products, electricity 
distribution services and several other products. 
 
In the export market, the main negative contribution came 
from lower prices for electricity generation. This was offset 
by higher prices for pulp, paper and cardboard, electrical 
equipment, other machinery and equipment, metal 
products, base metals, motor vehicles, trailers and semi-
trailers, and waste collection, treatment and disposal and 
materials recovery services. 
 
The main contribution to the decline in the import market 
came from lower prices for electricity generation. Prices also 
fell for basic chemicals, base metals and metal products, 
natural gas and crude oil. This decline was offset by higher 
prices for electrical equipment, food products, other 
machinery and equipment, and several other product groups 
(Statistics Sweden).  
 

https://www.euractiv.fr/section/plan-te/news/suede-decouverte-du-plus-grand-gisement-de-terres-rares-deurope/
https://www.scb.se/en/finding-statistics/statistics-by-subject-area/prices-and-consumption/producer-and-import-price-index/producer-and-import-price-index/pong/statistical-news/producer-and-import-price-index-january-2023/
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The construction cost index for multi-family buildings 
increased 2.2 % in January 2023 compared with December 
2022. The annual rate of change in the construction cost 
index was 16.3 % in January compared with the 
corresponding month in 2022, compared with 15.6 % in 
December (Statistics Sweden). 

 
 

April 2023 
The producer price index decreased 1.0 % in February 
compared with January 2023. Prices decreased 0.9 % in the 
export market and 1.1 % in the domestic market. In the 
import market, prices decreased by 0.4 %. The annual rate 
according to the producer price index was 9.3% in February 
(11.8% in January). 
 
In brief: 

• Energy-related products contributed 1.4 %age points 
to the decline in the domestic market. 

• The monthly rate for refined petroleum products was 
negative in all markets, falling 5.2% in the domestic 
supply price index and 4.8% in the producer price 
index. 

https://www.scb.se/en/finding-statistics/statistics-by-subject-area/prices-and-consumption/building-price-index-and-construction-cost-index-for-bu/construction-cost-index-for-buildings-cci-input-price-index/pong/statistical-news/construction-cost-index-for-buildings-january-2023/
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• The annual rate for consumer goods in the domestic 
supply price index was 16% in February (compared to 
16.2% in January)(Statistics Sweden).  

 
The construction cost index for multi-family buildings 
increased by 1 % in February 2023 compared with January 
2023. The annual rate of change in the construction cost 
index was 16.5 % in February compared with the 
corresponding month in 2022, up from 16.3 % in January. 
 
In brief: 

• The highest annual rate of change since September 
1974. 

• Interest costs increased 162.5% between February 
2022 and February 2023. 

• Annual variations in electricity costs have remained 
high (Sweden statistics).  

 

Measures adopted by the 
utilities 

September 2022 
The government has proposed to eliminate the energy tax rebate for data centers to encourage them to have more regulated 
and responsible electricity consumption (effective January 1, 2023)(Treasury, September 2022).    
 
October 2022 
On March 21, the government presented a new package of measures to deal with the rising fuel and electricity prices resulting 
from the invasion of Ukraine. The tax on diesel and gasoline will be temporarily reduced from June to October 2022 to the 
lowest level allowed by European regulations (€0.17 per liter). The total cost of this measure is estimated at €360 million. A 
compensatory payment of between €96 and €144 has also been approved for private car owners. The total cost of this 
measure is estimated at €380 million. Additional funds will be distributed for the purchase of electric vehicles (up to €6,700 
in financial aid). The additional cost is estimated at 370 million euros. The compensation program described above has also 
been extended by one month (at an additional cost of 86 million euros). The housing allowance for families with children has 
also been temporarily increased from July to December 2022. The additional child allowance will be equivalent to 25% of the 
preliminary housing allowance and will amount to a maximum of €128 per month. The total cost is estimated at €48 million. 

https://www.scb.se/en/finding-statistics/statistics-by-subject-area/prices-and-consumption/producer-and-import-price-index/producer-and-import-price-index/pong/statistical-news/producer-and-import-price-index-february-2023/
https://www.scb.se/en/finding-statistics/statistics-by-subject-area/prices-and-consumption/building-price-index-and-construction-cost-index-for-bu/construction-cost-index-for-buildings-cci-input-price-index/pong/statistical-news/construction-cost-index-for-buildings-februuary-2023/
https://www.tresor.economie.gouv.fr/Articles/0b6315cf-8a2c-4f2c-9f5d-1bd7ec2417a9/files/cb5c0457-c607-4319-96c1-f08e2b97840f
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On the other hand, the Swedish government has presented proposals with a longer-term vision, and the seat is expected to 
come into force in 2023. They contain a combination of targeted and untargeted measures: A simpler travel allowance 
system, replacing the current system with a tax cut based entirely on distance from home to work (without regard to means 
or travel costs), a frozen greenhouse gas reduction mandate for diesel and gasoline for next year until 2022 levels, and a GDP 
indexation pause on diesel and gasoline prices in 2023.In response to Russia's suspension of gas exports, Sweden has 
announced that it will provide €23.4 billion to struggling Nordic and Baltic utilities in the form of credit guarantees. The 
guarantees will be provided by the Swedish National Debt Office and will mainly go to Swedish companies (Bruegel).  
 

Positioning of the 
Federation 

The Swedish Construction Federation shared an open letter with its members' customers to request agreement for additional 
time and cost control due to inflation and shortages (BYGGFÖRETAGEN, 2022).  
 

 

 

 Norway 

Economic conditions General Construction 

March 2023 
In 2022, the GDP was 3.3% (3.9% in 2021) (Statistics 
Norway). 
Annual inflation between January 2022 and 2023 was 
7% (Statistics Norway).  
 
April 2023 
Between February 2022 and 2023, annual inflation 
was 6.3%. The annual inflation of the group "Housing, 
water, electricity, gas and other fuels" was 4.4% 
(Norway statistics). 

March 2023 

  
Construction output between January 2022 and 2023 increased by 
0.6%, while monthly output between December 2022 and January 2023, 
decreased by 0.4% (Statistics Norway).  
 
April 2023 

https://www.bruegel.org/dataset/national-policies-shield-consumers-rising-energy-prices
https://byggforetagen.se/app/uploads/2022/03/Oppet-brev-220311.pdf
https://www.ssb.no/en/nasjonalregnskap-og-konjunkturer/nasjonalregnskap/statistikk/nasjonalregnskap
https://www.ssb.no/en/nasjonalregnskap-og-konjunkturer/nasjonalregnskap/statistikk/nasjonalregnskap
https://www.ssb.no/en/priser-og-prisindekser/konsumpriser/statistikk/konsumprisindeksen
https://www.ssb.no/en/priser-og-prisindekser/konsumpriser/statistikk/konsumprisindeksen
https://www.ssb.no/en/bygg-bolig-og-eiendom/bygg-og-anlegg/statistikk/produksjonsindeks-for-bygge-og-anleggsvirksomhet
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Construction output between February 2022 and February 2023 
increased by 0.3%, while monthly output between January 2023 and 
February 2023 decreased by 0.2% (Statistics Norway).  
 
Between February 2022 and February 2023, the turnover of "Extraction, 
mining, manufacturing and electricity" increased by 4.7%. The turnover 
of "Electricity, gas and steam" increased by 18.6% in one year (Norway 
statistics).  
 

Raw materials 
& 

Energy 

Procurement Prices / Costs 

November 2022 
A new gas pipeline called "Baltic Pipe", linking Norway 
to Poland via Denmark, is in the final stages of 
construction and should be operating at full capacity 
- 10 billion m3 - from the end of October 2022 
(Bruegel).  
 
 

March 2023 
Between January 2022 and January 2023, prices in the group "housing, 
water, electricity, gas and other fuels" increased by 4.7% (Statistics 
Norway).  
 
Regarding civil engineering activities, between the fourth half of 2021 
and 2022, their production cost increased by 2.9% (Statistics Norway).  
 
In addition, construction labor costs increased by 4.6% between the 
fourth semesters of 2021 and 2022 (Statistics Norway).   
 

Measures adopted by 
the utilities 

September 2022 

• The Norwegian government is reluctant to cap gas prices in particular, as it benefits from the price surge.  

• The government had introduced a temporary scheme to help Norwegians cope with their electricity bills this winter, as 
energy prices recently hit new records. The scheme will allow households to cope with the extraordinary electricity 
prices by deducting a sum from their bills. Households will be eligible for assistance for monthly electricity consumption 
of up to 5,000 kilowatt hours. The scheme is in place until the end of March 2022 and is administered by the transmission 
system operators (TSOs) (Government of Norway, 2021).  

 
October 2022 
At the beginning of September, the government allocated nearly one billion euros more - from the revenues of the state-owned 
electricity grid company Statnett - to its program to protect consumers from rising energy bills. The measure will now cover 90 

https://www.ssb.no/en/bygg-bolig-og-eiendom/bygg-og-anlegg/statistikk/produksjonsindeks-for-bygge-og-anleggsvirksomhet
https://www.ssb.no/en/energi-og-industri/industri-og-bergverksdrift/statistikk/omsetning-i-olje-og-gass-industri-bergverk-og-kraftforsyning
https://www.ssb.no/en/energi-og-industri/industri-og-bergverksdrift/statistikk/omsetning-i-olje-og-gass-industri-bergverk-og-kraftforsyning
https://www.bruegel.org/dataset/national-energy-policy-responses-energy-crisis
https://www.ssb.no/en/priser-og-prisindekser/konsumpriser/statistikk/konsumprisindeksen
https://www.ssb.no/en/priser-og-prisindekser/konsumpriser/statistikk/konsumprisindeksen
https://www.ssb.no/en/priser-og-prisindekser/produsent-og-engrosprisindekser/statistikk/produsentprisindekser-for-tjenester
https://www.ssb.no/en/arbeid-og-lonn/lonn-og-arbeidskraftkostnader/statistikk/arbeidskraftkostnadsindeks
https://www.regjeringen.no/en/aktuelt/government-launches-electricity-support-package-worth-billions/id2891839/
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per cent of the portion of electricity bills above the price of 0.70 kronor per kilowatt hour (€0.067/KWh). The total cost of the 
program, which is to remain in place until at least March 2023, is therefore €3.4 billion. 
 
A few weeks later, Industry Minister Jan Christian Vestre presented a scheme covering companies whose electricity costs exceed 
3 % of revenues in the first half of 2022, amounting to 288 million euros. The subsidy presented by the government will 
compensate 25% of electricity tariffs exceeding a threshold of 0.70 kronor per KWh (Bruegel).  
 
November 2022 
Beginning November 24, 2022, businesses that spend more than 3% of their revenue on electricity can apply for funding. 
Businesses have until December 11 to apply. This assistance consists of:  

1. 25% support for electricity prices above 70 øre/kWh. This support requires the company to carry out an energy mapping. 
2. An additional 20% support for electricity prices above 70/kWh if the company also commits to implement energy 

efficiency measures within two years (BNL).  
 

Positioning of the 
Federation 

September 2022 
On March 24, 2022, BNL allowed two CEOs of member companies (wood industry) to present their challenges and demands to 
the Norwegian Minister of Trade and Industry. They were able to reiterate the need for dialogue between business and 
government, the need to establish business support measures in this period and the need to speed up the flow of goods (BNL, 
2022).  
 
April 2023 
NHO's latest skills barometer shows that the construction industry is missing 10% of the apprenticeship that the industry needs. 
The Norwegian Construction Industry Association believes that education should be driven by the needs of the business 
community, not the wishes of students.  
Last year, NHO firms missed out on approximately 38,200 new employees, including 11,400 new employees with higher 
vocational training, 18,600 new craft employees, and 2,600 apprentices. Of these, 360 represented a persistent apprenticeship 
gap in the construction industry.   
BNL believes that the vocational and educational programs offered by counties must be responsive to the needs of local working 
life. In the association's view, the wishes of students cannot control the sizing of instructional and academic programs.  
Over the past year, more than half of BNL members have tried to recruit professionals without success. NHO's Skills Barometer 
shows that workers with skilled trades (75%), technical vocational school (64%), and technical and engineering skills (60%) are 
particularly lacking (BNL). 
 

https://www.bruegel.org/dataset/national-policies-shield-consumers-rising-energy-prices
https://www.bnl.no/artikler/2022/stromstotteordningen/
https://www.bnl.no/artikler/2022/byggenaringen-med-ukraina-mote-med-naringsministeren/
https://www.bnl.no/artikler/2022/byggenaringen-med-ukraina-mote-med-naringsministeren/
https://www.bnl.no/artikler/2023/10-prosent-larlingemangel/
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 Switzerland 

Commercial conditions General Construction 

March 2023 
Last year, Switzerland's official price watchdog handled 60 % 
more consumer complaints than in 2021, most of which were 
due to prices in the energy sector. 
Some 30% of the 2,368 requests received last year were 
energy-related, Stefan Meierhans said Monday.  
Because of the large number of complaints, Meierhans said 
he adjusted his priorities in early 2022 to focus on heating, 
power and fuels. He also asked gas supply companies to use 
reserves from previous years to mitigate price increases 
(SwissInfo).  
 
April 2023 
The Consumer Price Index increased 0.2% in March 2023 from 
the previous month, reaching 106.0 points (December 2020 = 
100). Inflation was +2.9% compared to the same month a year 
earlier. These are the results of the Federal Statistical Office 
(FSO). 
The 0.2 % increase from the previous month was due to 
several factors, including higher prices for air travel, package 
tours and new cars. Fruit vegetables also saw a price increase, 
as did clothing and shoes, due to the end of seasonal sales. 
On the other hand, prices for additional accommodation fell, 
as did those for heating oil and berries (Statistics Switzerland).  
 

March 2023 
The main construction sector is highly mobilized. As a result, 
employment has remained at a high level throughout the 
year. In 2022, contractors and their employees achieved a 
turnover of CHF 23.3 billion, a nominal increase of 0.7% 
compared with 2021. The increase in the price of building 
materials could only be passed on in part, so the level of 
profit margins remained low. A slight slowdown in the 
construction industry is expected in 2023. 
 
As in 2021, sales have passed the 23 billion franc mark in 
2022. Construction activity now stands at 23.3 billion francs 
(+0.7%). However, with building material prices rising 
significantly in 2022, actual output fell slightly by 2.0% 
compared with the previous year. Profit margins therefore 
remain very low (2-3%) and competition extremely tough. In 
addition, the increase in the price of building materials could 
only be partially passed on to the building owners.  

As in the previous year, new orders exceeded construction 
activity by around half a billion francs. However, the outlook 
for the coming months is not favorable in all sectors. After 
the non-residential construction sector in 2021 made up for 
the backlog in 2020 caused by the coronavirus crisis, its 
orders fell by 12% in 2022. The housing sector also recorded 

https://www.swissinfo.ch/eng/energy-sector-inflation-leads-to-surge-in-consumer-queries/48318318
https://www.bfs.admin.ch/bfs/en/home/news/press-releases.assetdetail.24765016.html
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Supply bottlenecks and the strengthening of COVID-19 
measures are weighing on the international economy in the 
winter of 2021/22. The expert group has revised its growth 
forecast for Switzerland in 2022 downward to 3.0 % (GDP 
adjusted for sporting events). A growth rate of 2.0% is 
expected for 2023 due to the normalization of the economy, 
which means that the Swiss economy is expected to grow at 
above-average rates for another two years after 2021 
(3.3%)(Statistics Switzerland).  
 

fewer orders, in contrast to the public sector (Swiss Society 
of Contractors). 
 

Raw materials 
& 

Energy 

Procurement Prices / Costs 

March 2023 
Swiss wind power plants produced 153 gigawatt hours of 
electricity in 2022, up 5% from the previous year, the Swiss 
Wind Energy Association said. 
Most of it was produced during the winter months, when 
nearly two-thirds of wind power is generated. At the same 
time, solar and hydropower production decreases in the 
winter, making these sources "ideal partners," according to 
the association. 
However, wind power accounts for only a small share of total 
energy production in Switzerland. The proportion of 
electricity generated by new renewable energies (solar, wind, 
biomass and small hydro projects) has risen from 10.3% in 
2020 to 11.5% in 2021, according to official figures published 
in September. 
Swiss wind power was produced by 41 plants across the 
country, with production varying according to wind 
conditions, according to Suisse Eole. 
Switzerland still has relatively few wind power plants 
compared to its neighbors. France, Germany and Austria have 
7,000 between them and "show us the way", says the 
association (SwissInfo). 

March 2023 
In the summer of 2022, prices for energy and various building 
materials peaked. Recently, prices have been on the decline. 
SSE believes that the decline in prices is likely to continue.  
The global economy is slowing down, leading to lower energy 
and commodity prices. The price of crude oil is the barometer 
of the global economy. Despite political factors such as the 
war in Ukraine, the price of oil has fallen by 25% since the 
summer of 2022. The continued slowdown in economic 
activity is expected to drive oil prices down further in the near 
future.  
Political uncertainty has led to sharp fluctuations in gas and 
electricity prices. The price of natural gas has quadrupled and 
the price of electricity has increased tenfold. In the 
meantime, the situation has calmed down. The price of gas is 
expected to rise again somewhat by the end of the winter. 
 
Possible delivery difficulties have driven up the price of steel 
since the beginning of 2021. However, the peak was reached 
last summer. Prices have now returned to their pre-Ukraine 
conflict levels. This decline has continued into the first 
quarter of 2023.  

https://www.bfs.admin.ch/bfs/en/home/news/press-releases.assetdetail.24106645.html
https://baumeister.swiss/fr/activite-de-construction-stable-et-elevee-en-2022-pression-supplementaire-sur-les-marges-basses-2/
https://baumeister.swiss/fr/activite-de-construction-stable-et-elevee-en-2022-pression-supplementaire-sur-les-marges-basses-2/
https://www.swissinfo.ch/eng/wind-power-production-increases-in-switzerland/48322036
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 Building materials, mainly produced on the domestic market, 
such as concrete, cement and bricks, have seen their price 
level maintained for a long time. Due to the Ukrainian conflict 
and more expensive energy imports, production costs have 
also increased domestically. Corresponding tenders for 
energy, electricity or CO2 have already been implemented or 
announced recently Concrete and brick factories have 
recently implemented or announced corresponding price 
increases for energy, electricity or CO2. Depending on the 
energy source used for the production of a building material, 
prices could be revised downwards in the coming weeks.  
Most building materials should be cheaper over the next 
three months. But even for materials for which suppliers 
have announced price increases, construction companies 
should insist on a comprehensible explanation (Swiss 
Contractors' Association). 
 
April 2023 
In February 2023, the producer and import price index fell 0.2 
% from the previous month, reaching 109.0 points 
(December 2020 = 100). In particular, petroleum and natural 
gas as well as petroleum products saw a decline in prices. 
Electricity, on the other hand, has become more expensive. 
Compared to February 2022, the price level of all domestic 
and imported products increased by 2.7 %. These are the 
results of the Federal Statistical Office (FSO). 
 
The increase in the producer price index from the previous 
month was due in part to higher electricity prices. Concrete, 
cement and plaster products, glass and glass products, and 
paper and paperboard also became more expensive. On the 
other hand, prices for petroleum products, pharmaceuticals, 
aluminum products, and meat fell. 

https://baumeister.swiss/fr/les-prix-des-materiaux-devraient-continuer-a-baisser-dici-la-fin-du-trimestre/
https://baumeister.swiss/fr/les-prix-des-materiaux-devraient-continuer-a-baisser-dici-la-fin-du-trimestre/
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The import price index recorded a decrease in prices 
compared to January 2023, especially for petroleum and 
natural gas. Petroleum products, organic chemical products, 
plastics in primary form, flat glass, computers, and 
pharmaceutical preparations also became cheaper. On the 
other hand, price increases were observed for non-ferrous 
metals and products derived from them, as well as flat steel 
products and hollow glass. The same applies to ceramic flags, 
vehicle tires and concrete, cement and plaster products 
(Swiss statistics). 
 

Measures adopted by the 
utilities 

This winter, Switzerland could be faced with electricity and gas shortages. The Federal Council is planning a staggered 
procedure depending on the severity of the situation: calls for savings, restrictions on consumption, quotas or even partial 
cuts in the network. 
 
The government has passed three motions to strengthen the security of the electricity supply:  

 Support massively the construction of installations allowing the transformation and the storage of solar energy in the 
form of synthesis gas;  

 Encourage the widespread development of smart grids;  
 Giving small players the opportunity to participate in the control energy market (Swiss Info, September 2022). 

 
November 2022 
On 23 November 2022, the Federal Council opened the consultation procedure on measures to be taken in the event of an 
electricity shortage. The aim of the consultation is to create legal and planning certainty for companies so that they can 
prepare themselves. An electricity shortage would entail enormous economic costs. Measures such as quotas or load 
shedding should therefore be avoided at all costs (Swiss Economy). 
 
April 2023 
One year after the invasion of Ukraine, the destruction is immense. And although the fighting continues unabated, there is 

already talk of reconstruction. The Swiss government believes that Switzerland has an essential role to play in this regard, 

and not only when the war is over. 

https://www.bfs.admin.ch/bfs/en/home/news/press-releases.assetdetail.24469203.html
https://www.swissinfo.ch/fre/toute-l-actu-en-bref/s%C3%A9curit%C3%A9-de-l-approvisionnement--recherche-difficile-de-solutions/47917654
https://www.economiesuisse.ch/fr/articles/energieticker-f
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At the initiative of Swiss President Ignazio Cassis, the first Ukraine Recovery Conference (URC) was held in July 2022 in Lugano, 

with the participation of 58 international delegations and hundreds of representatives of the business community and the 

private sector. 

The Lugano conference also saw initiatives from civil society, including from Bern University of Applied Sciences (BFH) 
professor Thomas Rohner. Shortly after the invasion of Ukraine on February 24, 2022, he asked himself how his institution 
could help. Thomas Rohner set up a network to realize his project to develop a curriculum for Ukrainian refugees in 
Switzerland, in order to train them for the reconstruction of their country. The topics addressed are directly related to 
Ukraine. These are concrete projects developed in the classroom, such as damage analysis, planning the supply of water and 
electricity, or participating in the reconstruction of destroyed buildings and infrastructure. 
A crucial point had to be settled beforehand: the financing. The training costs 6,500 francs, plus travel and other expenses. 
Refugees can hardly afford this. Thomas Rohner therefore arranged for companies, foundations and private individuals to 
sponsor the training and pay the costs. In addition, a childcare system was organized, since many of the students have children 
(SwissInfo).  

 

Positioning of the 
Federation 

 

 

 

 

 European Commission 

Restrictive measures 
against Russia 

(In connection with the 
invasion of Ukraine) 

IN BRIEF 
Main sanctions taken by the EU against Russia since February 2022: 

• Embargo on most Russian oil products 

• Embargo on Russian coal 

• Exclusion of several Russian banks from the Swift banking system  

• Freezing of the Russian Central Bank's assets outside Russia 

• Closure of European airspace to Russian aviation 

• Closure of EU ports to Russian ships 

• Closure of the Union's roads to Russian carriers 

• Ban on the sale of aircraft and equipment to Russian airlines 

https://www.eda.admin.ch/eda/fr/dfae/dfae/aktuell/dossiers/urc2022-lugano.html
https://www.swissinfo.ch/fre/la-reconstruction-de-l-ukraine-s-%C3%A9tudie-en-suisse/48356346
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• Embargo on Russian gold  

• Russia Today and Sputnik banned from broadcasting in the EU  

• Freezing of assets of Vladimir Putin and Russian oligarchs 
 

MORE DETAILS  

• First Package (February 23, 2022): Sanctions targeting the ability of the Russian state and government to access EU 
financial and capital markets and services. 

 

• Second package (February 25, 2022): Sanctions on the financial sector, affecting Russia's access to the most important 
capital markets, targeting 70% of the Russian banking market, as well as major state-owned enterprises. 

 

• Third package (March 2, 2022): Exclusion of the main Russian banks from the SWIFT system. 
 

• Fourth package (March 15, 2022): A total ban on transactions with certain Russian state-owned enterprises, with the 
exception of state-owned banks, railways, and the shipping registry; a ban on imports of steel products currently 
subject to EU safeguards; and a ban on new investments in the Russian energy sector, with the exception of nuclear 
energy and the transportation of energy products. 

 

• Fifth package (April 8, 2022): The EU decided to ban the import of any type of Russian coal or coal exported from 
Russia, which the European Commission estimates represents a loss of revenue of about €8 billion per year for Russia. 
This measure took effect in August 2022.  
 
The member states also agreed on additional financial measures. They include a total trading ban and asset freeze 
for four Russian banks - Otkritie, Novikombank, Sovkombank and VTB - which are now completely cut off from 
markets after being disconnected from Swift.  
 
The European Union has also decided to ban the import of additional products from Russia, worth 5.5 billion euros 
per year. These include cement, rubber products and wood. 
 
In addition, financial and non-financial support to Russian state-owned or state-controlled entities under EU, Euratom 
and Member State programs will be restricted. The Commission will terminate its participation and suspend all 
ongoing grant agreements with Russian public bodies or related entities under Horizon 2020 and Horizon Europe, 
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Euratom and Erasmus+. No new contracts or agreements with Russian public bodies or related entities will be 
concluded under these programs. 
 

• Sixth package (June 3, 2022): EU decides to ban imports of crude oil and refined petroleum products from Russia, 
with some exceptions; exclusion of three more Russian banks and one Belarusian bank from the SWIFT system; 
suspension of broadcasting activities in the EU of three more Russian state media.  

The EU also adopted sanctions against 65 additional individuals and 18 entities. These include individuals responsible 
for the atrocities in Butcha and Mariupol. 

• Seventh package (July 25, 2022): A new ban on the purchase, import or transfer of gold of Russian origin, including 
jewelry; tightening of export controls on dual-use goods; tightening of the ban on Russian ships entering ports; 
clarifications of existing measures, for example in the areas of public procurement, aviation and the judiciary; 
individual sanctions against 54 additional individuals and 10 entities, including the mayor of Moscow and Sberbank, 
a major financial institution.  
 

• Eighth package (September 29, 2022): New import ban on Russian products from the aeronautical and chemical 
sectors; No European will be allowed to sit on the board of directors of Russian companies under penalty of sanctions; 
Agreement to cap Russian oil prices (Euractiv).  
 

• Ninth Package (December 7, 2022):  
First, the Commission proposes to add nearly 200 individuals and entities to our sanctions list. This includes the Russian armed 
forces, as well as military officers, defense industry companies, members of the State Duma and Federation Council, ministers, 
governors, and political parties. The list includes key individuals responsible for the brutal and deliberate Russian missile 
strikes against civilians, the abduction of Ukrainian children, Ukrainian children taken to Russia, and the theft of Ukrainian 
agricultural products. 

Second, the Commission proposes to introduce sanctions against three more Russian banks, including a total ban on 
transactions against the Russian Regional Development Bank, in order to further paralyze Putin's financial machine. 

https://www.euractiv.fr/section/l-europe-dans-le-monde/news/les-nouvelles-sanctions-contre-la-russie-sattaquent-au-commerce-et-au-prix-du-petrole/
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Third, the Commission also wants to impose new export controls and restrictions, especially on dual-use goods. These include 
essential chemicals, nerve agents, electronic and computer components that could be used in the service of the Russian war 
machine. 

Fourth, the Commission will cut off Russia's access to all kinds of drones and unmanned aerial vehicles. We propose to ban 
the direct export of drones to Russia as well as the export to any third country, such as Iran, that might supply drones to 
Russia (The European Commission).  
 

• Tenth Sanctions Package (February 24, 2023): 
On the first anniversary of Russia's invasion of Ukraine, member states have reached an agreement to try to weaken Moscow. 
The European Union approved on Friday evening, February 24, a new set of sanctions to hit the economy of Russia and Iranian 
companies accused of supporting its invasion of Ukraine, announced the Swedish Presidency on its Twitter account. The 
United States had also strengthened sanctions earlier in the day. 
The 10th package includes new restrictions on EU exports to Russia worth 11 billion euros, and the freezing of assets of three 
Russian banks and numerous entities, including Iranian companies. The list includes 120 names, but it remains confidential 
until its publication in the Official Journal of the EU (Les Echos). 
 

Aid to European countries 
affected by the crisis in 

Ukraine 

On March 23, the European Commission adopted a temporary crisis framework to allow member states to use the flexibility 
offered by state aid rules to support the economy in the context of the Russian invasion of Ukraine. 
 
Three types of assistance are provided:  

1) Limited amount of aid - The total amount of aid must not exceed EUR 400,000 per company at any time. Aid may be 
given in the form of direct grants, tax benefits and payments or in other forms such as repayable advances, 
guarantees, loans and equity. 

2) Liquidity support in the form of public guarantees and subsidized loans - The total amount of loans per beneficiary 
for which a guarantee is granted if it does not exceed 15% of the company's average annual global turnover (last 3 
financial years); if it does not exceed 50% of the energy costs of the last 12 months; upon appropriate justification 
that the Member State will provide to the Commission for its evaluation.  

3) Assistance to offset high energy prices. 

The temporary crisis framework will be in place until 31 December 2022, with a possible extension (European Commission, 
March 2022).   
 

https://ec.europa.eu/commission/presscorner/detail/fr/statement_22_7568
https://www.lesechos.fr/monde/enjeux-internationaux/invasion-de-lukraine-un-monde-a-chavire-1909643
https://www.lesechos.fr/monde/europe/leconomie-russe-tient-encore-le-choc-face-aux-sanctions-1908188
https://www.lesechos.fr/monde/enjeux-internationaux/washington-annonce-de-nouvelles-sanctions-considerables-contre-la-russie-1909590
https://www.lesechos.fr/monde/enjeux-internationaux/washington-annonce-de-nouvelles-sanctions-considerables-contre-la-russie-1909590
https://www.lesechos.fr/monde/europe/lunion-europeenne-approuve-un-nouveau-train-de-sanctions-contre-la-russie-1909958
https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/FR/TXT/?uri=uriserv:OJ.CI.2022.131.01.0001.01.FRA
https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/FR/TXT/?uri=uriserv:OJ.CI.2022.131.01.0001.01.FRA
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April 2023 
Summary of the funds allocated, as a %age of GDP, by European countries to protect households and businesses from the 
energy crisis (September 2021 - January 2023)(Bruegel).  
 

 
Energy supply March 2022  

The Commission presented on 23 March ideas for collective action at European level to address the root causes of the existing 
problem in the gas market and ensure security of supply at reasonable prices for the next winter season and beyond. 

• A legislative proposal introducing an obligation that sets the minimum level of gas storage for the next winter at 80% 
to ensure security of energy supply, to be increased to 90% in subsequent years.  

https://www.bruegel.org/dataset/national-policies-shield-consumers-rising-energy-prices
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• A document describing the options for market intervention at the European and national levels, and assessing the 
advantages and disadvantages of each option. 

Partnerships with third countries to collectively purchase gas and hydrogen have also been considered by the Commission, 
which is ready to create a task force on joint gas purchases at EU level. By pooling demand, the task force would facilitate and 
strengthen the EU's international approaches to suppliers to ensure cheap imports for the coming winter.  
 
September 2022  
The Commission has presented 9 measures to fight against the rise in energy prices. Among these measures:  

• Capping the revenues of nuclear and renewable energy producers: Wind, solar, biomass, hydroelectric... sell their 
electricity at a price higher than their production costs (the price of electricity being indexed to the price of gas, which 
has risen sharply since the war in Ukraine). The European Commission therefore proposes to capture the revenues 
of these companies to redistribute them to vulnerable households and businesses; 

• Gas price cap;  

• Reduction of 15% of member states' consumption between August 2022 and August 2023 (reduction of 
consumption at peak hours) (Vie Publique, September 2022).  

The remainder of the proposed measures will be discussed in late September 2022, with the hope of finding a consensus.  
 
 
November 2022 
The European Commission has unveiled a formal proposal to establish what could soon be the first ever European cap on gas 
prices. This extraordinary measure will serve as a safety cap and will only be triggered in the event of high volatility and 
rampant speculation in the gas markets. This cap is based on two conditions:  

• If FTT prices reach or exceed €275 per megawatt hour for at least two weeks. 

• If FTT prices are €58 above the liquefied natural gas (LNG) market benchmark for at least 10 consecutive trading days 
(EuroNews, November 2022).  

 
The Europeans finally agreed on Friday 02 December on the threshold beyond which purchases of Russian oil transported by 
sea will be impossible. It is set at 60 dollars a barrel, a little less than its current price of 65 dollars. If the price were to fall 
below 60 dollars, a limit set at 5% below the market price would apply. In concrete terms, shipowners, insurers and reinsurers 
will be prohibited from covering black gold cargoes once this purchase price is exceeded. And as 90% of Russian oil 
transported by sea is insured by groups based in G7 and EU countries, this price cap should also be imposed at the global 
level, including China and India (Le Figaro). 

https://www.vie-publique.fr/en-bref/286214-crise-energetique-vers-des-mesures-durgence-au-sein-de-lue
https://www.euronews.com/my-europe/2022/11/22/energy-crisis-brussels-unveils-first-ever-eu-cap-on-gas-prices-but-only-as-a-last-resort
https://www.lefigaro.fr/conjoncture/sanctions-europeennes-bruxelles-propose-aux-27-de-plafonner-le-prix-du-petrole-russe-20220928
https://www.lefigaro.fr/international/au-fait-c-est-quoi-le-g7-20190819
https://www.lefigaro.fr/conjoncture/accord-de-l-ue-sur-un-plafonnement-des-prix-du-petrole-russe-a-60-dollars-par-baril-20221202
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December 2022 
On December 9, 2022, the Commission, together with industry players, research institutes, associations and other 
stakeholders, launched the European Solar PV Industry Alliance. 
The alliance will help mitigate supply risks by ensuring diversification of supply through more diversified imports and larger-
scale manufacturing of innovative and sustainable PV panels in the EU. In a joint statement, the Commission and the alliance 
signatories identified immediate priorities for 2023. 
 
It will focus its efforts on the following: 
- Securing investment opportunities in European solar PV; 
- to promote a favourable environment for the European solar photovoltaic energy sector; 
- diversify supply and build supply chain resilience. 
 
The new alliance has endorsed the goal of achieving 30 GW of European generation capacity by 2025, across the entire value 
chain. Achieving this goal would generate a new GDP of €60 billion per year in Europe and create more than 400,000 new 
jobs (European Commission). 
 
More information available on the Commission's actions to tackle the energy crisis in Europe: EU action to tackle the 
energy crisis (europa.eu).  
 
Gas imports from Russia (Europe 27 + UK), from December 2022 (Bruegel) : 
 

https://ec.europa.eu/commission/presscorner/detail/en/ip_22_7617
https://commission.europa.eu/strategy-and-policy/priorities-2019-2024/european-green-deal/eu-action-address-energy-crisis_en
https://commission.europa.eu/strategy-and-policy/priorities-2019-2024/european-green-deal/eu-action-address-energy-crisis_en
https://www.bruegel.org/dataset/european-natural-gas-imports
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European energy ministers decided on Monday 19 December to ban gas purchases above 180 euros per megawatt hour. This 
consensus was reached after several weeks of negotiations, and it will spare countries reluctant to intervene in the markets 
(All Europe).  
 
March 2023 
The figure shows monthly EU27 LNG imports by region of origin since January 2020. While in the summer of 2021, natural 
gas imported from Russia via pipelines started to decrease, Russian LNG volumes reaching European LNG terminals have, to 
date, not been affected (Bruegel).  

https://www.bruegel.org/dataset/european-natural-gas-imports
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Legislation Proposed revision of the state aid framework against the backdrop of the war in Ukraine and the energy crisis - The 
European Commission is considering extending the period of application of these temporary rules until 31 December 2023 

http://liens.contexte.email/ls/click?upn=Uu76c2CAjeE5CpIorSYfsJNkLGDwr7F9TnCEVLnUkT4akyympK46JMKr0saS1Um-2FvzPgUOYFQ0BD5LQneN2-2F-2FyOi4oan4nP7fUycnOH0fWqsXklCx7d7Fn-2BtVQYHKYy9rN2bCfHjtHe9wUwmvk3shnUiavAvkszOzkzXHoqJ7DwIq2Y7Rp4ZaPvPgYP0gwzTm4ZdXAGQzkwemH5pKE3W5fqIUxdo1zRdrAIV0LAOhvB8ZNSWLRfZrD8u-2FKNUftlOg8nXLOMYYyzYfeGtzr0DmIMALNcKXyUw0m34c-2Bs9POB0a81nNynJOB6fO6nU1br2Wy5drL1JquznUs-2BxFFVG07OAHXFMdy6lKfsiuPDMR7h3M104BOgdm5c8LZMjFwPskICL_wAR5stkLBnZ6k0we6h0m60pj-2BNsrTRiODJA-2BVAh4RUWOoc-2BksY8BH4KeiM0oYhyAcKEnpYC1sxzAbTiOXQIT5p1aqH-2FSP0tg-2B5i7bwnT5OYVNycoJ-2BT4CyHq-2FAtPYHmtFfKrP8ovHnRPQickFTkkzHUGt1XFKCY3-2BWSATvzsbdDlhAaPVoDwasSpldpqDTViOjIwTjQtspns3-2B2UgJIknvJ1SpSaxXRR5xw5BK2KsIKKAlKNT91TFq051jXxKo3knBlXSW9s5dVhUYEriFE-2BBxTjH-2FSts9o31jpbKCRKkK02RCE5hQDLbr2h7hKmovqihLsUdTCZWwqKSv89A1ofLHzMjdOwZGSlXqUovE6K7yg8JdpMwBTJGSA8xY8HmS4M9lFoe9g5NqJCFkKPAiY2gezlHBP1asmRhZ56ZtOmCSKSCYFxrb0ozIA719GUyKkDCUt9tRpRNE9NJRbxM6WBqWnew6Ez48I27E5YAmZcIqNkgYwpuc7Vpfcq8kYv-2FtWNvQxSAmAusjCsmu3NgJELc5tH27kNHvlldCmYxkvZ-2BWjFxXLFHRGRNmQWPp0dB8oK
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(instead of 31 December 2022, until now). The ceilings for aid authorized to support companies in the face of rising gas and 
electricity prices have not been changed, but are now calculated over a calendar year and no longer "at a given moment". 
Thus, an industrialist will be able to receive up to 2 million euros per year, or even up to 50 million for certain energy-intensive 
companies. Heating and cooling bills are also now taken into account in the calculation of the additional cost of energy supply 
for companies. In addition, a chapter has been added to allow aid to encourage the reduction of electricity consumption 
(Background).  
 
Formal adoption of the regulation on super-profits and electricity demand reduction - The written validation procedure for 
this emergency regulation adopted by the energy ministers of the 27 Member States on 30 September was completed on 6 
October. "All delegations voted in favor, except for the Slovak and Polish delegations, which voted against," says the note 
from the Council Secretariat. 
 
December 2022 
The European Commission is expected to publish in the next few days a consultation document for Member States on the 
reform of the electricity market. How to bring electricity prices back to more reasonable levels? With European industry 
alarmed at the effect of soaring prices on its competitiveness and a new fever pitch looming for next winter - against a 
backdrop of tensions over gas and electricity supplies - the European Commission's promised electricity market reform 
project will officially be put on the table. More information soon (Les Echos).  
 
February 2023 
Electricity market reform: the EU begins discussions 
In response to soaring energy prices, the European Commission is preparing an overhaul of its electricity market so that all 
consumers can benefit from renewable energy at reasonable prices. 
Unlike the emergency measures that were rushed through last year, the electricity market reform will take longer because it 
requires much longer deliberations between member states and the European Parliament. 
The European Commission has planned to present its market reform proposal in March 2023, but this will be preceded by a 
public consultation. The bloc's member states are also working on the reform and will begin discussions in an energy working 
group led by the Swedish Presidency of the EU Council (Euractiv).  

The public consultation is open from 23 January 2023 until 13 February 2023 : Electricity Market - Reform of the organisation 
of the electricity market in the EU (europa.eu) 

April 2023 

http://liens.contexte.email/ls/click?upn=Uu76c2CAjeE5CpIorSYfsKe-2BHgBOsXxRIcn3sUaB-2F7YscjqUBkzigMLcoJ5WWj-2FOEAt9y61kLxx3DnuDJ7Nv5gSkDz2ZIxWZ6SKaBht5x8VMdmGFRJOY-2B-2FHlztQ105-2BhXrzk3xp6E5NhfHL8jCd3Lw-3D-3D9WCp_wAR5stkLBnZ6k0we6h0m60pj-2BNsrTRiODJA-2BVAh4RUWOoc-2BksY8BH4KeiM0oYhyAcKEnpYC1sxzAbTiOXQIT5p1aqH-2FSP0tg-2B5i7bwnT5OYVNycoJ-2BT4CyHq-2FAtPYHmtFfKrP8ovHnRPQickFTkkzHUGt1XFKCY3-2BWSATvzsbdDlhAaPVoDwasSpldpqDTViOjIwTjQtspns3-2B2UgJIknvJ1SpSaxXRR5xw5BK2KsIKKAlKNT91TFq051jXxKo3knBlXSW9s5dVhUYEriFE-2BBxTjH-2FSts9o31jpbKCRKkK02RCE5hQDLbr2h7hKmovqihLsUdTCZWwqKSv89A1ofLHzMjdOwZGSlXqUovE6K7yibVTF6BA74xW1C92nqyo7GU6Thon1nKsoR1X9ROyB7-2BjrLcueM3WyffhIvN5Y0CaGZcSl62V1BVunVTV2U2meLil-2Fmp4U4oaz3k0YOKVu9KIfTJdHoi4p5CtQchIsFeql7q1dQhL3nKA8Mg73x6ueknYqYyqVmnSADpnPAfJr5X-2FSSw1bK3bdgnafkNv9VZLxRGnbYRcLn4qxJVRIHitHm
https://www.contexte.com/
http://liens.contexte.email/ls/click?upn=Uu76c2CAjeE5CpIorSYfsCiTX2VvdQfDv-2B1d-2FTD-2BATyQySuNzpSIl1tfqN3eX6e-2FBpiEhHtC1ygck4TPvXB4d9iHjxLDomN3bN6OKbCJI8PLdybyjKC8jZdtqmdDJ-2B7EgmUg_wAR5stkLBnZ6k0we6h0m60pj-2BNsrTRiODJA-2BVAh4RUWOoc-2BksY8BH4KeiM0oYhyAMvrvZlRfWSFNLfnnaXLeuMoGA1cFpCj-2F3o15r0e-2BcA4zJpdhV-2Bf8OR8X9OkqsMnNEdEr1RcVDIUyaHkUJSZ2GBWH3umUZph9HUpcWuyGFC-2Blt2KWjNwzt-2Bnuf51-2F21uwCL-2FbNfiRgZb1L5jmVImkJxEAeImC6V9Io0sR59fL0bo-2B7c-2BjWHf8CgP-2BQP6elI-2F-2BzIm1cHm9KbnnPtug9e5dvPbl74XQ46NZhnHctxMo-2F5OyqWnqUkPtX0EUh5Kcqv4wyKp8E2uwDTnRTWc97ADyfVEnO0MAjH1dG4k9xhcpjMg3Zp-2Bnjp1VA2xeG55rCIpefKccezeWTqOaHkMuj4YP2TkBdR3-2FUhjtgvVdrZ0Zni0pdG3UMhWXA-2FszyM-2FlQsQnbJBqQfL1bLzp-2FNfpD3ll0WfdVz58CHQ2rJHReQh6VFOPSGDlttCBExKAHHejvPhGzKUgeVmXxM1R22sui-2BS-2F3A-3D-3D
http://liens.contexte.email/ls/click?upn=Uu76c2CAjeE5CpIorSYfsJNkLGDwr7F9TnCEVLnUkT6JgoUkP7xqUJyCklmW6w2PYq641rJctfoQ2ghlWDRR-2B5STWaBm7WwbvTmOL3XVDcelICK68SVlV00BRbDfP2CZcmbJNam9KvK9o0KYfDZe8PIjRJq6OvTlme60SJXILNA1XU4wQVOc03iZiXESWoAaqhnfYuizgsCdirBEfRaezu9ifBDQoJW14YwRXe1OoS2yCp4Mrz0rwzuq36V8NhadM1aFbH12KznjR2FPW6Y7Iaahi0UFiQ-2FI3K-2FKaAJ7TZYISkWNMJByfRWSTtPRDM0SBvKUD6VCfMiB2T8guNs-2B4-2BTJe4DdwVTyJ3a6PDWhp6lt6E84XzSuOcVhwTjWfywQrAiM_wAR5stkLBnZ6k0we6h0m60pj-2BNsrTRiODJA-2BVAh4RUWOoc-2BksY8BH4KeiM0oYhyAMvrvZlRfWSFNLfnnaXLeuMoGA1cFpCj-2F3o15r0e-2BcA4zJpdhV-2Bf8OR8X9OkqsMnNEdEr1RcVDIUyaHkUJSZ2GBWH3umUZph9HUpcWuyGFC-2Blt2KWjNwzt-2Bnuf51-2F21uwCL-2FbNfiRgZb1L5jmVImkJxEAeImC6V9Io0sR59fL0bo-2B7c-2BjWHf8CgP-2BQP6elI-2F-2BzIm1cHm9KbnnPtug9e5dvPbl74XQ46NZhnHctxMo-2F5OyqWnqUkPtX0EUh5Kcqv4wzPjXgLT1Jqw60Jsfuom0qCtL2f718GtqDvj4FgvApHbVPinNTx1ptsEpK3-2FWK1UdAA2Rgs740uAl-2BAjY4iu0mSTDPwYfQnCt06ZvsjUgvVMA6xHL3UJFh-2BLS9ihkIlgIy0K9PUwCJJ8SoU9DpmXwrZ2M-2Bw-2BsM7wutFX2kC-2FhdA7vvChOFs3ZvS8AjO5kroyMGLysk537lCv2SFy2AQlZdg-3D-3D
http://liens.contexte.email/ls/click?upn=Uu76c2CAjeE5CpIorSYfsHHO5xnKYe1lbWEyA0s26Yly52F0b-2FVu-2BHDVQA5F4-2FUfi4yiqgQfWHvmHiywCylMGUae5KzsN3SwIrxy5Q15-2BEw-3D829y_wAR5stkLBnZ6k0we6h0m60pj-2BNsrTRiODJA-2BVAh4RUWOoc-2BksY8BH4KeiM0oYhyAMvrvZlRfWSFNLfnnaXLeuMoGA1cFpCj-2F3o15r0e-2BcA4zJpdhV-2Bf8OR8X9OkqsMnNEdEr1RcVDIUyaHkUJSZ2GBWH3umUZph9HUpcWuyGFC-2Blt2KWjNwzt-2Bnuf51-2F21uwCL-2FbNfiRgZb1L5jmVImkJxEAeImC6V9Io0sR59fL0bo-2B7c-2BjWHf8CgP-2BQP6elI-2F-2BzIm1cHm9KbnnPtug9e5dvPbl74XQ46NZhnHctxMo-2F5OyqWnqUkPtX0EUh5Kcqv4wM0065Vox1aSx61-2BJ4nIXph-2F3TTo1MarXBlw6bZHIQJEJ2QgH5lEzEJ19TYkRaWV-2BhDUGu9jpopOQK7dF2WVh-2BuTJLAHN77OKEMEKZxZj5uFGfijhRr-2F-2BrAAqPZpQGDBgT-2B1RaHYkiZIE9-2Fwpr0Zm6y83xRMjftZM0eUNKXqhl06v6ljs3Ut0ky2G9jltsQc15k2gvNazd5GolWqb-2BMe-2FBg-3D-3D
https://www.lesechos.fr/industrie-services/energie-environnement/la-france-engage-le-bras-de-fer-sur-la-reforme-du-marche-europeen-de-lelectricite-1889413
https://www.euractiv.fr/section/energie/news/reforme-du-marche-de-lelectricite-lue-entame-les-discussions-mais-le-temps-presse/?utm_source=piano&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=28344&pnespid=t6FuGX9ZLacC1fWRpy_vGJiK4RC_CZ16dPqxzvd3twxmbgY2w1A2jse2mjhYGBSyV0uUmJedAQ
https://ec.europa.eu/info/law/better-regulation/have-your-say/initiatives/13668-Marche-de-lelectricite-Reforme-de-lorganisation-du-marche-de-lelectricite-dans-lUE_fr
https://ec.europa.eu/info/law/better-regulation/have-your-say/initiatives/13668-Marche-de-lelectricite-Reforme-de-lorganisation-du-marche-de-lelectricite-dans-lUE_fr
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The foreign ministers of the EU-27 approved on Monday 20 March an action plan to supply Kiev with shells and to replenish 

the strategic stocks of member states, which have been badly affected since the beginning of the Russian invasion of Ukraine. 

In detail, one billion euros will be used to enable member states to replenish their ammunition stocks by May 31. Since the 

beginning of the conflict, several of them have taken shells to supply Kiev and will therefore be reimbursed up to 1,000 to 

1,300 euros per head. The second billion is intended to finance joint purchases of 155 mm ammunition delivered directly to 

the Ukrainians. The stated objective is to reduce the delivery time for these strategic weapons to 6-8 months. These amounts 

will be financed by the European Peace Facility, an instrument of the European defence policy set up in 2021. The third 

component is intended to increase the production capacity of several arms companies across the continent (All Europe).  

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

https://www.touteleurope.eu/l-ue-dans-le-monde/guerre-en-ukraine-l-union-europeenne-debloque-deux-milliards-d-euros-pour-l-achat-de-munitions/
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NON-EU COUNTRY 
 General Facts & Measures General Facts & Measures: Construction 

Türkiye April 2023 
The inflation was of 50,51% in March 2023, which slowed 
compared to the previous month (55,18%)(statistics Türkiye).  

April 2023 
Total turnover increased by 68.1% on annual basis,including 
industry, construction, trade, and services sectors. 
In particular, industry increased by 44.9%, construction 
increased by 136.5%, trade increased by 76.0% and services 
increased by 86.1% on annual basis in February 2023.  
Total turnover index (2015=100) including industry, 
construction, trade, and services sectors decreased by 5.1% 
on monthly basis in February 2023. 
In particular, construction increased by 5.1%, industry 
decreased by 5.0%, trade decreased by 7.3% and services 
decreased by 1.5% on monthly basis in February 2023 
(statistics Türkiye).  

 

 Raw materials & Energy: Sourcing Raw materials & Energy: Costs 

Turkiye  April 2023 
In February 2023, construction cost index (CCI) increased by 
2.08% compared with previous month and increased by 
72.37% compared with the same month2022. Material index 
increased by 3.43% and labour index decreased by 1.20% 
compared with the previous month. Also, material index 
increased by 62.52% and labour index increased by 103.99% 
compared with2022. Building construction cost index 
increased by 2.43% compared with previous month and 
increased by 73.73% compared with the same month of2022. 
Material index increased by 4.02% and labour index 
decreased by 1.32% compared with the previous month. 
Material index increased by 63.88% and labour index 
increased by 104.10% compared with the previous year. 

https://data.tuik.gov.tr/Bulten/Index?p=Turnover-Indices-February-2023-49576
https://data.tuik.gov.tr/Bulten/Index?p=Turnover-Indices-February-2023-49576
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Construction cost index for civil engineering increased by 
0.94% compared with previous month and increased by 
67.94% compared with the same month of2022. Material 
indexes increase by 1.54% and labour index decreased by 
0.74% compared with the previous month. Also material 
index increased by 58.24% and labour index increased by 
103.59% compared with the previous year (statistics Türkiye).  
 

 Public Authorities measures 

Turkiye April 2023 
The Monetary Policy Committee has decided to keep the policy rate (one-week repo auction rate) constant at 8.5%. 
Although recently released data point to a stronger economic activity than anticipated, recession concerns in developed 
economies as a result of geopolitical risks and interest rate hikes continue, and conditions threatening financial stability have 
emerged. While the negative consequences of supply constraints in some sectors, particularly basic food, have been 
alleviated by the strategic solutions facilitated by Türkiye, the high level in producer and consumer inflation continues on an 
international scale. The effects of high global inflation on inflation expectations and international financial markets are closely 
monitored. While the divergence in monetary policy steps and communications of central banks in advanced economies 
continue due to their diverse economic outlook, coordinated steps are taken that prioritize financial stability through swap 
agreements and new liquidity facilities. Financial markets have been adjusting their expectations that the central banks would 
end the rate hike cycles in the near term. 
Before the disaster of the century, leading indicators have been pointing to a stronger domestic demand compared to foreign 
demand as well as an increase in the growth trend in the first quarter of 2023. The impact of the earthquake on production, 
consumption, employment and expectations is being extensively evaluated. While the earthquake is expected to affect 
economic activity in the near term, it is anticipated that it will not have a permanent impact on performance of the Turkish 
economy in the medium term. While share of sustainable components of economic growth remains high, the stronger-than-
expected contribution of tourism revenues to the current account balance continues throughout the year. On the other hand, 
domestic consumption demand, high level of energy prices and the weak economic activity in main trade partners keep the 
risks on current account balance alive. Sustainable current account balance is important for price stability. The rate of credit 
growth and allocation of funds for real economic activity purposes are closely monitored. As announced in the 2023 
Monetary Policy and Strategy document, the Committee will continue to decisively use the tools supporting the effectiveness 
of the monetary transmission mechanism and the entire policy toolset, particularly funding channels, will be aligned with 
targets. The Committee will prioritize the creation of supportive financial conditions to minimize the effects of the disaster 
and support the necessary recovery. 

https://data.tuik.gov.tr/Bulten/Index?p=Construction-Cost-Index-February-2023-49492
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While level and underlying trend of inflation have been improved with the support of the implemented integrated policy 
approach, the effect of earthquake-driven supply-demand imbalances on inflation is closely monitored. It has become even 
more important to keep financial conditions supportive to preserve the growth momentum in industrial production and the 
positive trend in employment after the earthquake. Accordingly, the Committee has decided to keep the policy rate 
unchanged. The Committee assessed that the current monetary policy stance is adequate to support the necessary recovery 
in the aftermath of the earthquake by maintaining price stability and financial stability. The effects of the earthquake in the 
first half of 2023 will be closely monitored. 
The CBRT will continue to use all available instruments decisively until strong indicators point to a permanent fall in inflation 
and the medium-term 5% target is achieved in pursuit of the primary objective of price stability (TCMB).  
  

 

 

 

 

NORTH AMERICA 
 General Facts & Measures Facts & Measures for Construction 

Canada March 2023 
The IMF forecasts that Canada’s GDP will be of 1.5% 
in 2023, and the annual inflation is forecasted to be 
of 4.2% (IMF).  
 
April 2023 
The annual inflation in March 2023 was of 4,3% 
(Bank of Canada).  
 
Results from the first-quarter 2023 Business 
Outlook Survey and the Business Leaders’ Pulse 
surveys from January through March 2023 show a 
subdued sales outlook and plans for modest growth 

April 2023 
The Canadian construction industry is expected to contract by 0.9% in 2023, due to 
inflationary pressure, higher energy prices, supply chain disruptions, a skilled labor 
shortage, increasing construction costs and a decline in investor confidence. According to 
Statistics Canada, the total value of investment in residential buildings fell by 5.1% year on 
year (YoY) in 2022, with single dwelling construction falling by 6.4% and multiple dwelling 
construction falling by 3.5%. With these constraints and challenges continuing, the industry 
is expected to recover marginally in 2023, growing by 0.9%, aided by transportation and 
energy infrastructure projects, in addition to investment allocated by Federal and Regional 
governments in the 2023 Budget. Earlier in 2022, the province of Ontario unveiled its 30-
year transit plan to develop a transportation network with an initial budget of CAD84.7 
billion ($65.7 billion) by 2030. 
Over the forecast period, the industry’s output will also be supported by the development 
of infrastructure projects in the industrial, residential, and commercial sectors. Imperial, a 

https://tcmb.gov.tr/wps/wcm/connect/en/tcmb+en/main+menu/announcements/press+releases/2023/ano2023-12
https://www.imf.org/en/Countries/CAN
https://www.bankofcanada.ca/rates/indicators/key-variables/key-inflation-indicators-and-the-target-range/
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in capital expenditures. The labour market remains 
tight, but pressures have eased from high levels. 

• Businesses anticipate that their sales will 
grow but at a slower pace. For many firms, 
this slowdown will follow a period of 
exceptional strength over the past year. 
Businesses also link their expectations of 
weaker sales growth to interest rate 
increases, high inflation, and concern 
about a recession. Some firms, mostly 
those whose sales depend on housing 
activity and household consumption, 
expect outright sales declines, but the 
share of these firms is smaller than in the 
previous survey. 

• Generally, businesses plan to invest more 
in the next 12 months. However, positive 
investment intentions have decreased in 
each quarter since early 2022, reflecting 
the impact of higher interest rates and 
recession worries. 

• Firms continue to view the labour market 
as tight, though labour shortages and wage 
growth pressures have eased. Demand for 
labour has softened over the past several 
quarters but continues to be robust—more 
than half of firms still plan to increase their 
workforce over the next 12 months. 

• Firms’ inflation expectations have 
moderated, but most businesses still think 
inflation will stay well above 2% until at 
least 2025. 

Canadian manufacturing company, announced in January 2023 that it approved an 
investment of CAD720 million ($558.6 million) for the construction of Canada’s largest 
renewable diesel facility, which is expected to be completed by the end of 2025. 
Furthermore, the Federal Government is on track to deliver more than CAD72 billion ($55.9 
billion) in financial support through the National Housing Strategy by 2027-28, and CAD13.2 
billion ($10.2 billion) allocated to the construction of housing projects for women and 
children fleeing family violence, seniors, and Indigenous peoples in 2022 (GlobalData).  
 

https://www.globaldata.com/store/report/canada-construction-market-analysis/#:~:text=The%20Canada%20construction%20market%20size,transport%2C%20and%20energy%20infrastructure%20projects.
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• Businesses anticipate that their input and 
output price increases over the next year 
will remain larger and more frequent than 
usual. However, as supply and demand 
continue to normalize, firms expect the size 
and pace of output price increases to 
moderate from those over the past 12 
months. This suggests that firms are 
gradually shifting closer to their normal 
price-setting practices (Bank of Canada).  

 

United
-States 

January 2023 
In 2023, the GDP is projected to grow by 1% while 
the annual average inflation is supposed to be 
around 3.5% (IMF, 2022).  

 

April 2023 
Total Construction spending during February 2023 was estimated at a seasonally adjusted 
annual rate of $1,844.1 billion, 0.1% (±0.7 %) below the revised January estimate of 
$1,845.4 billion. The February figure is 5.2% (±1.2%) above the February 2022 estimate of 
$1,753.1 billion. During the first two months of this year, construction spending amounted 
to $260.8 billion, 5.9% (±1.2%) above the $246.1 billion for the same period in 2022.  
Private Construction Spending on private construction was at a seasonally adjusted annual 
rate of $1,453.2 billion, virtually unchanged from (±0.5%) the revised January estimate of 
$1,453.6 billion. Residential construction was at a seasonally adjusted annual rate of 
$852.1 billion in February, 0.6 % (±1.3%) below the revised January estimate of $857.0 
billion. Nonresidential construction was at a seasonally adjusted annual rate of $601.0 
billion in February, 0.7% (±0.5%) above the revised January estimate of $596.7 billion.  
Public Construction in February, the estimated seasonally adjusted annual rate of public 
construction spending was $391.0 billion, 0.2 % (±1.3%) below the revised January 
estimate of $391.8 billion. Educational construction was at a seasonally adjusted annual 
rate of $84.6 billion, 0.9 % (±2.0%) below the revised January estimate of $85.4 billion. 
Highway construction was at a seasonally adjusted annual rate of $120.6 billion, 0.3% 
(±4.1%) above the revised January estimate of $120.3 billion (United States Census 
Bureau).  
 

Mexico April 2023 April 2023 

https://www.bankofcanada.ca/2023/04/business-outlook-survey-first-quarter-of-2023/
https://www.imf.org/en/Countries/USA
https://www.census.gov/construction/c30/pdf/release.pdf
https://www.census.gov/construction/c30/pdf/release.pdf
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In March 2023, the annual inflation was of 6,85% 
in Mexico (slowing compared to February)(INEGI).   
 
In March 2023, the total National Producer Price 
Index (PPI), including oil, increased 0.20 % at a 
monthly rate and 1.81 % at an annual rate. In the 
same month of 2022, it grew 1.72 % at a monthly 
rate and 10.17 % at an annual rate. 
By groups of economic activities, at a monthly 
rate, prices of primary activities increased 0.50 % 
and those of tertiary activities, 0.91 %. Secondary 
activities prices fell 0.19 %. 
The Index of Goods and Services of Intermediate 
Use, including oil, decreased 0.38 % at a monthly 
rate and 1.20 % at an annual rate. 
In the reference month, the Index of Final Goods 
and Services, including oil, rose 0.42 % at a 
monthly rate and 3.03 % at an annual rate (INEGI).  
 

Construction Industry volume index, December 2022 – February 2023 (Banxico).  

 

 Raw materials and energy sourcing Raw materials and energy costs 

Canada March 2023 
December 2022 closed a year that saw numerous 
external challenges which influenced Canada's 
energy sector. Canadian energy producers finished 
the year by posting an increase in the production of 
primary energy, up 5.1% to 2.0 million terajoules in 
December. Compared with December 2021, 
four of the six energy subsectors reported higher 
production, notably natural gas (+5.9%) and crude 
oil (+4.3%). 
Production of secondary energy products 
increased 4.9% in December 2022, which was 

April 2023 
Elevated borrowing costs continue contributing to the decline in new house prices. 

In February, new home prices fell the most in St. Catharines–Niagara (-1.3%), Victoria (-

0.9%) and Gatineau (-0.9%), with builders noting deteriorating market conditions as the 

reasons for the declines. 

High mortgage rates continued slowing housing demand, with the Canada Mortgage and 
Housing Corporation reporting 44.1% more unsold, newly constructed single-family homes 
in Canada in February 2023 compared with February 2022. Similar conditions were seen in 
the resale housing market, with the number of national sales decreasing 40.0% year over 
year in February 2023, as reported by the Canadian Real Estate Association. 
In February, prices were also down in Toronto (-0.3%) and Vancouver (-0.1%), the two 
largest housing markets in Canada, and thus largely contributing to the decline of the 
national index. 

https://en.www.inegi.org.mx/temas/inpc/
https://en.www.inegi.org.mx/app/saladeprensa/noticia.html?id=8079
https://www.banxico.org.mx/SieInternet/consultarDirectorioInternetAction.do?accion=consultarCuadro&idCuadro=CR209&locale=en
https://www03.cmhc-schl.gc.ca/hmip-pimh/#TableMapChart/1/1/Canada
https://www03.cmhc-schl.gc.ca/hmip-pimh/#TableMapChart/1/1/Canada
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largely attributable to the refined petroleum 
products sector (+5.3%). 
An in-depth review of 2022 is available in the 
section titled "Energy year in review 2022" at the 
end of this release. 
 
Production of crude oil and equivalent products 
increased 4.2% to 24.5 million cubic metres in 
December. This was the sixth consecutive monthly 
year-over-year increase, as international demand 
for energy products remained strong. 
 
The overall increase in December was driven by 
higher oil sands extraction, up 3.4% to 15.9 million 
cubic metres. Crude bitumen production rose 5.4% 
to 9.8 million cubic metres, while synthetic crude 
oil production edged up 0.2% to 6.1 million cubic 
metres. Production remained strong despite a 
week of extreme cold weather in Western Canada, 
which caused temporary disruptions to some 
operations. 
According to the Raw Materials Price Index, the 
price of crude oil and bitumen was up 16.4% from 
December 2021, the smallest year-over-year rise 
since energy prices started to increase sharply that 
year. In December 2022, the Organization of 
Petroleum Exporting Countries decided to continue 
with crude oil production cuts, citing falling 
demand for oil and a possible recession in key 
economies. 
 
Exports of crude oil and equivalent products were 
down 6.1% to 18.4 million cubic metres in 

Prices for new homes increased in Trois-Rivières (+0.2%) and Winnipeg (+0.1%) in February. 
 
New house prices decline at the national level: Canada's most expensive housing markets 
see muted annual price changes. 
Nationally, new house prices increased 1.4% on a year-over-year basis, which is significantly 
lower than the annual change of 10.9% recorded in February 2022, when the Bank of 
Canada policy interest rate was still at its all-time low of 0.25%, compared with the current 
rate of 4.5%. As well, lumber prices, which put upward pressure on construction costs one 
year ago, fell 52.5% year-over-year in February 2023. 
According to the Canadian Home Builders' Association, builder confidence declined over the 
previous year, with its single-family Housing Market Index declining 58.7 points in the 
fourth quarter of 2022 (26.2) compared with the fourth quarter of 2021 (84.9). The report 
links the decline to the uncertainty in the housing market, amid high interest rates. 
In Canada's most expensive markets, which include the Greater Golden Horseshoe 
(Oshawa, Toronto, Hamilton, St. Catharines–Niagara, Kitchener–Cambridge–Waterloo and 
Guelph), Vancouver and Victoria, new home price changes were muted year over year, 
ranging from -1.1% to +0.3%. 
In contrast, comparatively less expensive housing markets in Canada, particularly Calgary 
(+6.8%), Windsor (+4.9%) and Ottawa (+4.5%), posted the largest annual price increases 
among the cities surveyed. These increases have also moderated compared with 
February 2022, when annual growth stood at 18.7% in Calgary, 20.7% in Windsor and 20.2% 
in Ottawa (statistics Canada).  
 

https://www150.statcan.gc.ca/t1/tbl1/en/tv.action?pid=1810026801
https://www150.statcan.gc.ca/t1/tbl1/en/tv.action?pid=1810026601
https://www.chba.ca/HMI
https://www150.statcan.gc.ca/n1/daily-quotidien/230322/dq230322c-eng.htm?indid=3605-1&indgeo=0
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December. Exports to the United States by pipeline 
decreased 7.5% following a disruption to flows on 
the Keystone pipeline, after a leak was discovered 
in Kansas on December 7. Total electricity 
generation in Canada rose 2.3% year over year 
to 61.9 million megawatt-hours (MWh) in 
December. Increases in generation from 
hydroelectric (+4.4%), combustible (+3.8%) and 
wind (+2.0%) sources compensated for an 11.1% 
drop in nuclear generation. 
Ongoing refurbishment at units of Ontario's 
Darlington Nuclear Generating Station, as well as 
unplanned maintenance at the Point Lepreau 
Nuclear Generating Station in New Brunswick, 
reduced generation in December. 
Ontario's use of combustibles rose 25.1% in 
December to compensate for reduced nuclear 
generation levels. In contrast, a 7.9% drop in 
Saskatchewan's combustible generation partially 
offset the overall increase. In 2022, Saskatchewan 
began purchasing electricity from Manitoba to 
reduce its dependence on combustibles. 
 
Exports of electricity to the United States 
climbed 6.2% year over year in December 
to 5.2 million MWh. The increase in exports was 
largely driven by Manitoba's ongoing recovery from 
the effects that the 2020 and 2021 drought had on 
the province's hydroelectric generation (Canada 
Statistics).  
 

https://www150.statcan.gc.ca/n1/daily-quotidien/230308/dq230308d-eng.htm
https://www150.statcan.gc.ca/n1/daily-quotidien/230308/dq230308d-eng.htm
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United
-States 

March 2023 
Global liquid fuels production: the EIA forecasts 
of oil production in Russia included a steep 
decline in the coming months resulting from 
the EU’s ban on seaborne petroleum products 
from Russia that began February 5. Russia 
recently announced a crude oil production cut 
of 0.5 million barrels/day for March, and the 
EIA expects declines to be more than that, with 
Russia’s production falling by 0.7 million 
barrels/day in March. Despite the declines in 
March, recent petroleum exports from Russia 
have outpaced expectations, and we have 
revised our oil production forecast for Russia 
upwards by 0.4 million barrels/day in 2023. 
Overall, we expect global oil and liquid fuels 
production will average 101.5 million 
barrels/day in 2023, up 1.6 million barrels/day 
from 2022 (EIA). 
 

March 2023 

 
 
Natural gas consumption: EIA expects U.S natural gas consumption to average 99.1 billion 
cubic feet per day (Bcf/d) in the first quarter of 2023 (1Q23), down 5% from Q1 2022. The 
decline in consumption is the result of very mild temperatures that have reduced demand 
for space heating. The largest decline is in residential and commercial consumption, which 
we expect will be 11% less in 1Q23 than in 1Q22. 

https://www.consilium.europa.eu/en/press/press-releases/2022/06/03/russia-s-aggression-against-ukraine-eu-adopts-sixth-package-of-sanctions/
https://www.consilium.europa.eu/en/press/press-releases/2022/06/03/russia-s-aggression-against-ukraine-eu-adopts-sixth-package-of-sanctions/
https://www.eia.gov/outlooks/steo/
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Natural gas inventories and price: As a result of less natural gas consumption than 
expected, EIA forecasts that the United States will close the withdrawal season at the end 
of March with more than 1.9 trillion cubic feet of natural gas in storage, 23% more than the 
five-year average and 27% more than forecasted in the January STEO. The Henry Hub 
natural gas spot price in our forecast averages about $3 per million British thermal units 
(MMBtu) in 2023, down by more than 50% from last year. EIA had expected almost 
$5/MMBtu in the January STEO forecast. 
 
Electric power prices: EIA forecasts indicates that wholesale electricity prices fall in 2023. 
The decline in price reflects the forecast drop in natural gas prices from 2022 to 2023. 
Natural gas is the most-used fuel for power generation in the United States. In addition, 
increasing electricity generation from renewable sources contributes to lower power prices. 
 
Global Liquid fuels consumption: EIA expects global liquid fuels consumption to increase 
by 1.5 million barrels per day (b/d) in 2023 from 2022 and by an additional 1.8 million b/d 
in 2024. China is the main driver of growth in 2023 as the country shifts away from its zero-
COVID policy, a shift that will increase travel. Growth in 2024 is more evenly distributed 
among countries as global GDP growth accelerates from 2.0% in 2023 to 3.2% in 2024. 
 
U.S. gasoline consumption: EIA raised its forecast for U.S. gasoline consumption in 2023 
and 2024 by about 2% compared with last month’s outlook. Data revisions from the Federal 
Highway Administration resulted in a lower estimate of 2022 vehicle miles traveled (VMT). 
EIA now estimate VMT fell in 2022 compared with 2021. For the same period, EIA also 
reduced its estimate of vehicle fuel efficiency. The reduction in the vehicle efficiency 
estimates more than offset the lower VMT. These changes to historical data carried through 
to the forecast and resulted in EIA raising its forecast for gasoline consumption (EIA).  
 

Mexico Trade and economic ties are weak with Ukraine 
and Russia. However, the country could be 
impacted through its importations from the USA. 
As the United States have increased their exports 
towards Europe, the supplies towards Mexico are 
fewer and more expensive (OECD, 2022). 

December 2022 
Prices of construction materials increased by 18.5% on average in a year as of May 2022. 
Between April and May 2022, asphalt’s price went up by 6.8%, rebar rose 3.4% while wire 
and wire rod increased 2.5%. INEGI reported that the prices of 44 out of the 49 construction 
materials included in its analysis increased between the end of April and the end of May 
2022 (Reforma, 2022).   

https://www.fhwa.dot.gov/policyinformation/travel_monitoring/tvt.cfm
https://www.fhwa.dot.gov/policyinformation/travel_monitoring/tvt.cfm
https://www.eia.gov/outlooks/steo/
https://www.oecd.org/economy/mexico-economic-snapshot/
https://www.reforma.com/aplicacioneslibre/preacceso/articulo/default.aspx?__rval=1&urlredirect=https://www.reforma.com/aplicaciones/articulo/default.aspx?id=2419056&referer=--7d616165662f3a3a78706d7c767a7b70626671747c796c3b767a783a--
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 Public Authorities measures 

Canada April 2023 
Canada’s policy interest rate, December 2021 – April 2023.  

 
 

United
-States 

April 2023 
Facing the worst banking crisis since 2008 and the highest inflation rate in a generation, the Federal Reserve chose to keep fighting price rises 
and announced another hike in interest rates. 
The US central bank announced ending March that its benchmark interest rate would rise another quarter of a %age point to a range of 4.75% 
to 5% – its ninth consecutive rate rise and the highest rate since 2007. A year ago, interest rates were close to zero (The Guardian).  

Mexico January 2023 
The Bank of Mexico raised its interest policy rate to 10.5% in December 2022 (Banco de Mexico).  
 

 

 

 

 

https://www.theguardian.com/business/federal-reserve
https://www.theguardian.com/business/2023/mar/22/interest-rate-rise-us-federal-reserve-banking-turmoil
https://www.banxico.org.mx/SieInternet/consultarDirectorioInternetAction.do?sector=18&accion=consultarCuadro&idCuadro=CF101&locale=es
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MIDDLE EAST & AFRICA 
 General Facts & Measures Facts & Measures for Construction 

Saudi Arabia April 2023 
In March 2023, the Consumer Price Index (CPI) increased by 2.7%, 
compared to March 2022, lower than the previous inflation rate 
of 3.0% in February 2023. The main driver of CPI inflation in 
March was the higher prices of housing, water, electricity, gas, 
and other fuels by 7.4%, and food and beverages by 2.3% 
(statistics Saudi Arabia).  
 
In February 2023, the Industrial Production Index (IPI) increased 
by 6.0% compared to February 2022. The IPI continued to show 
positive growth rates due to the high production in mining & 
quarrying, manufacturing activity and electricity & gas supplies 
(statistics Saudi Arabia).  
 

April 2023 

Saudi Arabia’s sovereign wealth fund has invested a total of $1.3 
billion in four local construction companies, as part of the fund’s 
capital increase initiatives.  
The Public Investment Fund (PIF) has acquired stakes in Nesma & 
Partners Contracting Co., El Seif Engineering Contracting 
Co., AlBawani Holding Co., and Almabani General Contractors Co., 
according to a press release.  
These new transactions are part of PIF’s strategy to support and 
enable key strategic sectors in Saudi Arabia, in line with the goals 
outlined in Vision 2030, the Fund said in a statement.  
It further noted that these investments will enable the construction 
services sectors to scale up capacity, expand capabilities, stimulate 
growth, drive the adoption of advanced technologies and improve 
local supply chains for current and future projects in the Kingdom.  
PIF’s investments are also expected to help these companies expand 
their operations and businesses beyond Saudi Arabia.  
“These partnerships demonstrate PIF’s commitment to unlocking the 
capabilities of key strategic sectors in Saudi Arabia, including 
the construction & building components and services sector, which 
has been identified as one of 13 strategic sectors locally,” said Yazeed 
A Al-Humied, deputy governor and head of MENA Investments at PIF.  
PIF said its investment in four national champions will support local 
capacity expansion across the sector and stimulate private sector 
participation and investment to meet current and future demand, in 
line with Vision 2030. 
Abdulaziz Al Turki, chairman of Nesma & Partners Contracting Co. said 
that this partnership will "strengthen our position as one of the leading 
construction companies in Saudi Arabia, and will empower us to 
contribute towards achieving the Vision 2030 objectives."   

https://www.stats.gov.sa/sites/default/files/CPI%20Mar%202023%20-EN.pdf
https://www.stats.gov.sa/sites/default/files/IPI%20February%202023%20En.pdf
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On his part, Khaled El Seif, chairman of El Seif Engineering Contracting 
Co., said: "The investment will support the growth and development 
of the sector and will contribute to scaling up capacity and private 
sector local content, enabling us to deliver world-leading projects in 
the country as we strive to become the leading player in the sectors in 
which we operate."  
Earlier in January, data released by the Sovereign Wealth Fund 
Institute suggested that the PIF has maintained the sixth spot in the 
list of top sovereign wealth funds in the world with assets worth 
$607.42 billion.  
The PIF is leading the economic diversification journey in Saudi Arabia 
through strategic international and national investments.  
Currently, the PIF owns 71 companies in 10 different sectors and has 
created more than 500,000 direct and indirect jobs.  
In November 2022, PIF Governor Yasir Al-Rumayyan said that the fund 
is planning to create even more employment opportunities.  
“We want to create 1.8 million jobs, and these are quality jobs. It is not 
only the figures we are looking at, but the quality of these figures, the 
quality of these jobs,” said Al-Rumayyan.  
Al-Rumayyan also noted that the PIF has a detailed strategy to 
increase the fund’s assets to reach between $2 to $3 trillion by the end 
of this decade.  
“We have a complete plan from now till 2030, on how to reach a 
trillion and reach between $2 to $3 trillion, and Crown Prince 
Mohammed bin Salman is determined to reach it,” he said (Arab 
News).  
 

Egypt March 2023 
Egypt’s GDP is projected to be 4.4% in 2023, while the annual 
inflation will be of 12% (IMF). 

April 2023 
In their Egypt Infrastructure report, Fitch Solutions predicted that the 
Egyptian construction industry will increase by 6.8% year on year, 
followed by average annual growth of 7.4% between 2024 and 2027. 
"We expect the conditions currently sustaining robust regional 
outperformance in Egypt's construction market - strong economic 

https://www.arabnews.com/node/2250961/business-economy
https://www.arabnews.com/node/2250961/business-economy
https://www.imf.org/en/Countries/SAU
https://www.imf.org/en/Countries/SAU
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growth, ongoing political and macro-economic stability, and a young 
and growing population - to remain in place over the coming years," 
the Egypt Infrastructure report said. 
The Fitch report also forecasted that in the medium-term run, Egypt’s 
privatization drive will increase the scope for private sector 
participation in the country’s infrastructure sector and support 
construction growth. 
 

Israel April 2023 
The inflation increased by 0.4% in March 2023 compared to 
February 2023. It was 103.2 points compared to 102.8 points in 
the previous month (base: average 2022 = 100.0 points)(statistics 
Israel).  

March 2023 
According to the publisher, construction industry in Israel is expected 
to grow by 3.9% to reach ILS 116,417 million in 2023. 
Despite near-term challenges in certain construction sectors, medium 
to long term growth story in Israel remains intact. The construction 
industry in Israel is expected to grow steadily over the next four 
quarters. The growth momentum is expected to continue over the 
forecast period, of 3.3% during 2023-2027. The construction output in 
the country is expected to reach ILS 132,570.4 million by 2027 
(Research&Markets).  
 

 Raw materials and energy sourcing Raw materials and energy costs 

Saudi Arabia December 2022 
Two elements are pushing prices up in Saudi Arabia:  

- The kingdom’s dependence on imported building 
materials, particularly from China and Europe. While 
the government has recognized the need to increase 
their production locally, this is likely to take some time 
thus the construction industry is likely to remain reliant 
on imported materials, at least in the short-term. 

- The high demand because of the construction and 
building boom in the region (Construction Week, Saudi 
Arabia, November 2022). 

 
 

March 2023 
Saudi Arabia’s state-controlled oil giant Aramco on Sunday reported a 
record net income of $161.1 billion for 2022 — the largest annual 
profit ever achieved by an oil and gas company. 
Aramco said net income increased 46.5% over the year, from $110 
billion in 2021. Free cash flow also reached a record $148.5 billion in 
2022, compared with $107.5 billion in 2021.  
“This is probably the highest net income ever recorded in the 
corporate world,” Aramco CEO Amin Nasser said on a Sunday earnings 
call.  
The results are nearly triple the profit that oil major 
ExxonMobil posted for 2022, bolstered by soaring oil and gas prices 
through last year, along with higher sale volumes and improved 

https://www.cbs.gov.il/en/mediarelease/Madad/Pages/2023/Consumer-Price-Index-March-2023.aspx
https://www.cbs.gov.il/en/mediarelease/Madad/Pages/2023/Consumer-Price-Index-March-2023.aspx
https://www.researchandmarkets.com/reports/4747861/israel-construction-industry-databook-series?utm_source=CI&utm_medium=PressRelease&utm_code=3qprvw&utm_campaign=1823060+-+Israel+Construction+Industry+Databook+Series+Q1+2023+Update%3a+Steady+Growth+of+3.3%25+Annually+Expected+Through+2027&utm_exec=como322prd
https://www.constructionweeksaudi.com/analysis/construction-price-inflation
https://www.constructionweeksaudi.com/analysis/construction-price-inflation
https://www.cnbc.com/2023/01/31/exxon-smashes-western-oil-majors-earnings-record-with-56-billion-profit-for-2022.html
https://www.cnbc.com/2023/01/31/exxon-smashes-western-oil-majors-earnings-record-with-56-billion-profit-for-2022.html
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margins for refined products. Oil and gas prices surged at the start of 
2022, with western sanctions on Russia for its invasion of Ukraine 
steadily tightening access to Moscow’s supplies, particularly seaborne 
crude, and oil products. 
Oil prices have since pulled back more than 25% year-on-year, with 
hot inflation and rising interest rates overshadowing a more bullish 
demand outlook from China. Brent and WTI prices fell 6% last week 
alone. Brent last traded at around $80 dollars per barrel (CNBC).  

Egypt January 2023 
For information: Egypt’s energy mix consumption in 2021 
(WorldData, 2022).  

 

 
 

April 2023 
Producer Prices in Egypt increased to 309.50 points in February from 
301.30 points in January of 2023 (Trading Economics).  

 

 
 

 

Israel December 2022 
The impact of the war on Israel is limited to indirect effects of 
global prices increase in energy and food commodities. Direct 
trade with Russia and Ukraine only accounts for 1% of Israel’s 
trade balance. Israel is also largely self-sufficient in natural gas, 
40% of its total energy supply (OECD, 2022). 
 

April 2023 
This month, fuel prices decreased by 0.6%. In the last 20 months, fuel 
prices have increased by 6.2%. The price index of mining and 
quarrying for local destinations decreased by 6.2% in March 2023 and 
reached the level of 2.222 points compared to 6.222 points in the 
previous month (statistics Israel).  
 

https://www.cnbc.com/2023/03/12/saudi-oil-giant-aramco-posts-record-161point1-billion-profit-for-2022.html
https://ourworldindata.org/energy/country/egypt#what-sources-does-the-country-get-its-energy-from
https://tradingeconomics.com/egypt/producer-prices
https://www.oecd.org/economy/israel-economic-snapshot/
https://www.cbs.gov.il/he/mediarelease/madad/doclib/2023/117/10_23_117b.pdf
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 Public Authorities measures 

Saudi Arabia March 2023 
The Saudi Central Bank raised its repo rate to 5,25% (Saudi Central Bank).  
 

Egypt January 2023 
The Central Bank of Egypt raised its key overnight deposit rate to 16.25% in December 2022, well above market expectations since the 
start of the bank’s tightening cycle in March. The central bank noted that major monetary authorities expect inflation to ease next year 
and that commodity prices have dropped more than their previous forecasts believed. Still, policymakers underscored that many upside 
risks on global commodity price levels persist and that growth in the Egyptian economy has already pointed to a solid recovery, paving 
the need for tighter monetary policy. In the meantime, the central bank also raised its overnight lending rate to 17.25% (Central Bank of 
Egypt, 2022).  
 

Israel March 2023 
A call by the Association of Contractors, Chambers of Commerce, the Manufacturers' Association, and the High-Tech Association to the 

political system to show courage and sit down for negotiations until the crisis is resolved. 

Raul Srougo, president of the Association of Contractors and Land Builders, said, "The country is torn and ripped apart, the Israeli economy 
has entered a bad economic spiral due to the uncertainty that could intensify as this situation continues. Today, the greatest danger to 
the business sector in general, and to the construction and infrastructure industry, is a slowdown in business production, a halt in 
investments and the inability of business owners to plan their operations in advance. Currently, there is an absolute fixation and automatic 
preference in the economy to defer activity, investment, and purchases. The price of each day of deferral is enormous and we will all pay 
it. Our industry alone accounts for a huge share of the activity of the entire economy. On behalf of all those who are active in the 
construction and infrastructure industry in Israel, I tell you that the top officials of the political system immediately came back and made 
agreements. You do not have the privilege of letting us all wait any longer, you must speak out and reach an agreed plan before it is too 
late” (IBA).  
 

 

 

 

 

https://sama.gov.sa/en-US/Pages/default.aspx
https://www.cbe.org.eg/en/Pages/default.aspx
https://www.cbe.org.eg/en/Pages/default.aspx
https://www.acb.org.il/new/%d7%a7%d7%a8%d7%99%d7%90%d7%94-%d7%a9%d7%9c-%d7%94%d7%aa%d7%90%d7%97%d7%93%d7%95%d7%aa-%d7%94%d7%a7%d7%91%d7%9c%d7%a0%d7%99%d7%9d-%d7%9c%d7%a9%d7%9b%d7%95%d7%aa-%d7%94%d7%9e%d7%a1%d7%97%d7%a8-%d7%94/
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SOUTH & LATIN AMERICA 
 General Facts & Measures Facts & Measures for Construction 

Overview April 2023 
The Latin America and the Caribbean (LAC) region has proved to be relatively resilient in the face of increased debt stress, stubborn 
inflation, and uncertainty arising from the Russian invasion of Ukraine. Income and employment have largely recovered from the pandemic, 
poverty has receded, and markets remain guardedly optimistic about the near future. However, global uncertainty is rising, including a recent 
wave of bank failures in the US and Europe. Strengthening resilience, both on the health and macroeconomic fronts, will be paramount. 
Progress remains pending in both vaccination coverage and health system preparedness, while the institutionality of macroeconomic policy 
in some countries is being questioned (World Bank).  
 

Argentina April 2023 
The overall level of the Wholesale Domestic Price Index (WPI) registered an 
increase of 5.1% in March 2023 over the previous month. This variation is 
the result of a 4.9% increase in domestic products and a 6.9% increase in 
imported products (statistics Argentina).  
 

April 2023 
In February 2023, the synthetic indicator of construction 
activity (ISAC) shows a drop of 6.3% with respect to the same 
month of 2022. The accumulated of the first two months of 
2023 of the original series index shows a drop of 1.9% with 
respect to the same period of 2022. In February 2023, the 
seasonally adjusted series index shows a negative variation of 
2.7% with respect to the previous month and the trend-cycle 
series index shows a negative variation of 0.3% for the same 
comparison (statistics Argentina). 

Brazil April 2023 
In February 2023, industry prices changed -0.30% from January. The 
cumulative index in the year reached -0.01%, lowest figure in a month a 
February since the start of the time series, in 2014. The cumulative index in 
12 months was 1.38%. Eleven of the 24 activities of industry surveyed 
recorded negative changes in price against the immediately previous month.  
The four biggest changes were: wearing apparel (4.91%); mining and 
quarrying industry (3.00%); other chemicals (-2.43%); and beverages 
(1.79%). The main contribution came from other chemicals, the main 
highlight in the composition of the aggregate result. The activity was 
responsible for -0.21 percentage points (p.p) of influence on the change in 
general industry (-0.30%). Also in this respect, other activities that also stood 

 

https://www.worldbank.org/en/topic/development/publication/world-bank-regional-economic-updates?intcid=ecr_hp_sidekick3_en_ext
https://www.indec.gob.ar/indec/web/Nivel3-Tema-3-5
https://www.indec.gob.ar/indec/web/Nivel3-Tema-3-3
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out were petroleum refining and biofuels (with -0.20 p.p. of influence, food 
products (0.18 p.p) and mining and quarrying industries (0.14 p.p)(IBGE). 
  

Colombia April 2023 April 2023 
In the fourth quarter of 2022 (October-December), GDP at 
constant prices increased 2.9% compared to the same quarter 
of 2021. When analyzing the result of the value added by large 
branches of activity, a decrease in the value added of 
construction of1.9% in its annual variation is observed, which 
is mainly explained by the reduction in the value added of civil 
works (-12.8%), the decrease in value added of specialized 
activities (1.1%) and the increase recorded in the value added 
of buildings (4.0%) recorded in the value added of buildings 
(statistics Colombia). 
 

 Raw materials and energy sourcing Raw materials and energy costs 

Argentina   April 2023 
The general level of the Construction Cost Index (CCI) in Greater 
Buenos Aires for March 2023 recorded an increase of 4.5% with 
respect to the previous month. This result is the result of a 5.5% 
increase in the Materials, a 3.5% increase in the Labor and a 
3.8% increase in the General Expenses (statistics Argentina). 
 

Brazil April 2023 
In the seasonally adjusted series, the national industrial output changed -
0.2% in February 2023 over January. It was the third negative figure in a row, 
accumulating a drop of 0.6% in this period. 

February 2023 / January 2023 -0.2% 

February 2023 / February 2022 -2.4% 

Cumulative in the year -1.1% 

April 2023 
The National Index of Civil Construction (Sinapi) changed by 
0.20% in March, 0.12 percentage points above the February 
rate (0.08%). The cumulative index in the last twelve months 
was 9.06%, below the 9.92% registered in the previous twelve 
months. The March 2022 index was 0.99%. 
The national cost of construction, per square meter increased 
in March to R$ 1,689.13, of which R$ 1,002.60 related to 
materials and R$ 686.53 to labor force. In February it had 
closed at R$ 1,685.74. 

https://agenciadenoticias.ibge.gov.br/en/agencia-press-room/2185-news-agency/releases-en/36554-producer-price-index-ipp-changes-by-0-30-in-february
https://www.dane.gov.co/index.php/en/statistics-by-topic-1/construction/indicadores-economicos-alrededor-de-la-construccion
https://www.indec.gob.ar/indec/web/Nivel3-Tema-3-5
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Cumulative in 12 months -0.2% 

Quarterly moving average -0.2% 

In the seasonally unadjusted series, it retreated 2.4% against February 2022. 
As a result, the cumulative index in the year hit -1.1% and the cumulative 
indicator over the last 12 months hit -0.2%. 
Two out of four major economic categories and nine out of 25 sectors 
surveyed reduced their production. Among the activities, the most 
important negative influences came from food products (-1.1%), chemicals 
(-1.8%) and pharmaceuticals (-4.5%), the first one registering the second 
consecutive month of retreat in the output, a period in which it accumulated 
a reduction of 3.8%; the second one stepping up the drops recorded in 
December 2022 (-0.7%) and in January 2023 (-1.5%); and the last one 
accumulating a loss of 16.9% in 2023. Other relevant negative contributions 
came from electrical machines, appliances, and material (-3.5%) and 
fabricated metal products (-1.4%). 
Among 16 activities that rose their output, mining, and quarrying industries 
(4.6%) exerted the major impact in February 2023 and stepped up the 
expansion of 3.4% reported last January, when it interrupted two 
consecutive months of drop in the production, a period in which it 
accumulated a reduction of 8.0%. It is worth highlighting the advances in 
beverages (3.6%), coke, petroleum products and biofuels (0.5%), printing 
and reproduction of recorded media (11.2%), miscellaneous manufacturing 
(4.0%), basic metals (0.8%) and computer, electronic and optical products 
(2.0%)(IBGE).  
 

In March, the share of materials changed by 0.07%, decreasing 
by 0.03 percentage points in relation to February (0.10%). This 
rate follows the stability trend observed in indices since 
October last year. Considering the March 2022 index (0.48%), 
there was a decrease of 0.41 percentage points. 
The workforce increased by 0.40%, with a rise of 0.36 
percentage points in relation to February (0.04%). Compared to 
March 2022 (1.75%), there was a decrease of 1.35 percentage 
points. 
The first quarter of 2023 closed at: 0.14% (materials) and 1.25% 
(labor force). The cumulative indices in twelve months were 
8.13% (materials) and 10.42% (labor force), respectively 
(IBGE). 

 Public Authorities measures 

Costa Rica March 2023 
Adherence to the fiscal rule is assumed to keep public spending in check, making it possible to meet the government’s fiscal targets over the 
projection horizon. Central government net lending is projected to fall to 4% in 2022, 2.6% in 2023 and 2.2% in 2024. Under these 
assumptions, public debt will peak at around 70% in 2022 before starting to decline. Monetary policy tightening is assumed to continue until 
the end of 2022 with the policy rate reaching 9%. Monetary policy is assumed to start easing in late 2023 with the inflation rate nearing the 

https://agenciadenoticias.ibge.gov.br/en/agencia-press-room/2185-news-agency/releases-en/36712-industrial-production-changes-0-2-in-february
https://agenciadenoticias.ibge.gov.br/en/agencia-press-room/2185-news-agency/releases-en/36656-in-march-the-national-index-of-civil-construction-was-0-20
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upper bound of the 2-4% inflation tolerance band. The policy rate is expected to be cut by 50 basis points in 2023Q4 and 2024Q1, and by 25 
basis points in each of the following three quarters, reaching 7.25% by 2024Q4 (OECD).  
 

Guatemala January 2023 
Guatemala Central Bank decided on a 3.75% interest rate in November 2022 (1.75% in April 2022)(Central Bank of Guatemala). 
 

 

 

 

ASIA 
 General Facts & Measures Facts & Measures for Construction 

Overview April 2023 

Growth in developing Asia is forecast at 4.8% this year and in 2024, up from 4.2% last year. The People's Republic of China's (PRC) 
recovery and healthy domestic demand in India will be the region’s main growth supports this year and next. 
Inflation is forecast to moderate this year and next, from 4.4% in 2022 to 4.2% in 2023 and 3.3% in 2024, gradually moving closer to pre-
pandemic averages. 
An array of immediate and emerging challenges could still hold back the region’s recovery. Policy makers should stay vigilant in the post-
pandemic environment of higher inflation, interest rates, and debt. Governments must continue supporting multilateralism and lean 
against the risks of global fracturing (ADB).  
 
Asian Development Outlook, ADB, April 2023 

https://issuu.com/oecd.publishing/docs/costa-rica-oecd-economic-outlook-projection-note-n
https://www.banguat.gob.gt/es/page/tasa-de-interes-lider-de-politica-monetaria
https://www.adb.org/publications/asian-development-outlook-april-2023
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China April 2023 
The annual GDP for the first quarter of 2023 is of 4,5% in the RPC 
(statistics China).  
 
In March 2023, the national Consumer Price Index (CPI) increased 

by 0.7 % year-on-year. Among them, the urban increased by 0.7 % 

and the rural increased by 0.6 %; food prices increased by 2.4 %, 

while nonfood prices increased by 0.3 %; consumer goods prices 

increased by 0.5 % and service prices increased by 0.8 %. From 

January to March, on average, the national consumer price 

increased by 1.3 % over the same period last year. 

In March, the national consumer price decreased by 0.3 % month-
on-month. Among them, the price in urban areas decreased by 0.3 
% and the price in rural areas decreased by 0.3 %; food prices 
decreased by 1.4 %, while nonfood prices were flat; consumer 
goods prices decreased by 0.5 % and service prices increased by 
0.1 % (statistics China).  

April 2023 
In March, the added value of industries above designated size 
increased by 3.9 % year-on-year (the growth rates of added value 
are the actual growth rates after deducting price factors). On a 
month-on-month basis, in March, the added value of industries 
above designated size increased by 0.12 % over the previous month. 
From January to March, the added value of industries above 
designated size increased by 3.0 % year-on-year. 
In terms of three categories, in March, the added value of the 

mining industry increased by 0.9 % year-on-year, the manufacturing 

industry increased by 4.2 %, and the production and supply of 

electricity, heat power, gas and water increased by 5.2 %. 

In terms of economic types, in March, the added value of state-
holding enterprises increased by 4.4 % year-on-year; share-holding 
enterprises increased by 4.4 %, and enterprises funded by foreign 
investors and investors from Hong Kong, Macao and Taiwan 
increased by 1.4 %; and private enterprises increased by 2.0 %. 

http://www.stats.gov.cn/english/PressRelease/202304/t20230419_1938796.html
http://www.stats.gov.cn/english/PressRelease/202304/t20230413_1938599.html
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From the perspective of industries, in March, the added value of 26 
of the 41 major industries kept year-on-year growth. Among them, 
the mining and washing of coal increased by 0.7 %, the petroleum 
and natural gas exploitation industry increased by 2.2 %, the 
processing of food from agricultural and sideline products 
decreased by 4.9 %, the manufacture of wines, beverages and 
refined tea decreased by 1.0 %, the textile industry decreased by 
3.1 %, the manufacture of raw chemical materials and chemical 
products increased by 7.1 %, the manufacture of non-metallic 
mineral products increased by 3.8 %, the smelting and pressing of 
ferrous metals increased by 6.0 %, and the smelting and pressing of 
non-ferrous metals increased by 7.0 %, the manufacture of general-
purpose machinery increased by 4.6 %, the manufacture of special-
purpose machinery increased by 7.3 %, the manufacture of 
automobiles increased by 13.5 %, the manufacture of railway, ship, 
aerospace and other transport equipment increased by 8.6 %, the 
manufacture of electrical machinery and apparatus increased by 
16.9 %, the manufacture of computers, communication equipment 
and other electronic equipment increased by 1.2 %, and the 
production and supply of electricity and heat power increased by 
5.3 %. 
 In terms of products, in March, the output of 347 of 620 products 
increased year-on-year. 127.25 million tons of steel, a year-on-year 
increase of 8.1 %; 205.80 million tons of cement, up 10.4 %; there 
were 6.28 million tons of ten kinds of  non-ferrous metals, up 6.9 %; 
ethylene was 2.61 million tons, up 3.6 %; there were 2.608 million 
motor vehicles, up 11.2 %, including 668,000 new energy vehicles, 
up 33.3 %; the power generation was 717.3 billion kwh, a year-on-
year increase of 5.1 %; the crude oil processing capacity was 63.29 
million tons, a year-on-year increase of 8.8 %. 
In March, the product sales rate of industrial enterprises was 94.1 
%, a year-on-year decrease of 0.6 %age point; industrial enterprises 
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realized an export delivery value of 1,259.6 billion yuan, a year-
on-year nominal decrease of 5.4 % (statistics of China).  
 

India  March 2023 
India is pumping up its infrastructure spending, a move the 
government says will create much-needed jobs.  
At the annual budget announcement in February, the finance 
ministry said it will be pumping up capital expenditure by 33% to 10 
trillion rupees ($120.96 billion), as India is set to be the world’s 
fastest growing economy. 
However, economists who spoke to CNBC aren’t so optimistic. They 
say the number of jobs that can be created from a surge in 
infrastructure investments may be fewer than the government 
expects. 
Employment in India is divided into different sectors: organized and 
unorganized.  
Businesses in the organized sector are often licensed by the 
government and pay taxes. Employees are usually full-time staff 
and have a consistent monthly salary. Companies in the 
unorganized sector are usually not registered with the government 
and employees work ad hoc hours with irregular salaries. 
When people in India are “too poor not to work,” they’ll result in 
doing “residual work” with very low incomes such as driving 
rickshaws, carrying luggage, or even selling vegetables on the 
street, Kumar said. 
According to Kumar, the organized sector only makes up 6% of 
India’s workforce. On the other hand, 94% of jobs are in the 
unorganized sector — with half the jobs in agriculture. 
As India’s infrastructure sector becomes more reliant on technology 
and automation, the upcoming boom in projects will create jobs for 
the organized sector, Kumar said. A lack of investments in the 
unorganized sector hence leaves many stuck with unstable jobs 
without a fixed income (CNBC). 

http://www.stats.gov.cn/english/PressRelease/202304/t20230420_1938879.html
https://www.cnbc.com/2023/02/01/india-budget-to-raise-capex-as-jobs-infrastructure-take-priority.html
https://www.cnbc.com/2023/02/01/india-budget-to-raise-capex-as-jobs-infrastructure-take-priority.html
https://www.weforum.org/agenda/2022/12/top-economy-stories-december-22/
https://www.weforum.org/agenda/2022/12/top-economy-stories-december-22/
https://www.cnbc.com/2023/03/01/indias-infrastructure-boost-isnt-going-to-solve-its-job-problem-economists.html?&qsearchterm=India
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Japan March 2023 
The IMF revised down its GDP forecast for Japan, with a 1,6% GDP 
for 2023, and a 1,6% annual inflation (IMF).  
 

March 2023 
According to the publisher, construction industry in Japan is 
expected to grow by 4.6% to reach JPY 35,516 billion in 2023. 
Despite near-term challenges in certain construction sectors, 
medium to long term growth story in Japan remains intact. The 
construction industry in Japan is expected to grow steadily over the 
next four quarters. The growth momentum is expected to continue 
over the forecast period, of 3.8% during 2023-2027. The 
construction output in the country is expected to reach JPY 41,240.9 
billion by 2027 (Research and Markets). 
 

South Korea March 2023 
The IMF reviewed its forecasts for 2023: Korea’s GDP is expected 
to be of 2% while the annual inflation will be of 3.8% (IMF).  
 

 

 Raw materials and energy sourcing Raw materials and energy costs 

China  April 2023 
Among the producer price of industrial products, the price of means 
of production decreased by 3.4 %, affecting the overall level of 
producer price of industrial products decreased by about 2.65 % age 
points. Among them, the price of the mining industry decreased by 
4.7 %, the price of the raw material industry decreased by 4.2 %, 
and the price of the processing industry decreased by 2.8 %. The 
price of means of living increased by 0.9 %, affecting the overall 
level of producer price of industrial products increased by about 
0.20 %age point. Among them, the prices of food and clothing both 
increased by 2.0 %, general commodity prices increased by 0.5 %, 
and durable consumer goods prices decreased by 0.2 % (statistics 
of China).  
 

India March 2023 April 2023 
The annual rate of inflation based on all India Wholesale Price 

https://www.imf.org/en/Countries/JPN
https://www.researchandmarkets.com/reports/4747859/japan-construction-industry-databook-series?utm_source=BW&utm_medium=PressRelease&utm_code=fkvcm5&utm_campaign=1786792+-+Japan+Construction+Industry+Report+2022%3a+Market+is+Expected+to+Grow+by+5.0%25+to+Reach+Approx+%24245+Billion+in+2022+-+Foreign+Workers+are+Expected+to+Become+a+Crucial+Driving+Force+for+Growth&utm_exec=chdo54prd
https://www.imf.org/en/Countries/KOR
http://www.stats.gov.cn/english/PressRelease/202304/t20230413_1938598.html
http://www.stats.gov.cn/english/PressRelease/202304/t20230413_1938598.html
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Coal - Coal production increased by 13.4% in January 2023 over 
January 2022.  
 
Crude Oil - Crude Oil production declined by 1.1% in January 2023 
over January 2022. Its cumulative index declined by 1.3% during 
April to January, 2022-23 over the corresponding period of 
previous year.  
 
Natural Gas - Natural Gas production increased by 5.3% in January 
2023 over January 2022.  
 
Petroleum Refinery Products - Petroleum Refinery production 
increased by 4.5% in January 2023 over January 2022. Its 
cumulative index increased by 5.4 per cent during April to January, 
2022-23 over the corresponding period of previous year.  
 
Steel - Steel production increased by 6.2% in January 2023 over 
January 2022.  
 
Cement - Cement production increased by 4.6% in January 2023 
over January 2022.  
 
Electricity - Electricity generation increased by 12.0% in January 
2023 over January 2022 (Office of the Economic Advisor).  
 
 

India will secure oil from anywhere if the terms are beneficial, 

India’s energy minister told CNBC. India is the third largest oil 

consumer in the world, and according to Hardeep Singh Puri, 

accounts for 30% of global consumption”. Today we feel confident 

that we’ll be able to use our market to source from wherever we 

must, from wherever we get beneficial terms,” the minister told 

Index (WPI) number is 1.34% (Provisional) for the month of March, 
2023 (over March, 2022) against 3.85% recorded in February, 
2023. Decline in the rate of inflation in March, 2023 is primarily 
contributed by fall in prices of basic metals, food products, textiles, 
non-food articles, minerals, rubber & plastic products, crude 
petroleum & natural gas and paper and paper products.  

- Fuel & Power (Weight 13.15%): The index for this major 
group declined by 1.26% to 156.8 (provisional) in March, 
2023 from 158.8 (provisional) for the month of February, 
2023. Prices of Coal (0.07%) increased in March, 2023 as 
compared to February, 2023. Prices of Mineral Oils and 
Electricity declined by 0.24% and 4.95% respectively in 
March, 2023 as compared to February 2023. 

- Primary Articles (Weight 22.62%): The index for this 
major group increased by 1.16% to 175.0 (provisional) in 
March, 2023 from 173.0 (provisional) for the month of 
February, 2023. Prices of Minerals (8.16%), Crude 
Petroleum & Natural Gas (4.61%) and Food Articles 
(1.13%) increased in March, 2023 as compared to 
February, 2023. Prices of Non-food Articles declined by 
2.05% in March, 2023 as compared to February, 2023 
(Office of the Economic Advisor).  

https://eaindustry.nic.in/eight_core_infra/Eight_Infra.pdf
http://energyatlas.iea.org/#!/tellmap/-1920537974/1
http://energyatlas.iea.org/#!/tellmap/-1920537974/1
https://eaindustry.nic.in/pdf_files/cmonthly.pdf
https://eaindustry.nic.in/pdf_files/cmonthly.pdf
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CNBC’s Tanvir Gill on “Squawk Box Europe,” as part of India’s 

energy week. India has been buying Russian oil at a steep 

discount since global powers-imposed sanctions on the Kremlin in 

a bid to cut down its ability to raise funds for its war against 

Ukraine. India’s oil imports jumped to a five-month record in 

December 2022 as the country actively ramped up its purchases of 

Russian crude, according to Reuters. The report also said that 

some 70% of January cargoes of Russian oil are going to India, and 

that the South Asian country is the top buyer of Moscow’s Ural 

grade oil for several months now. “We didn’t allow the geopolitical 

turbulence or the pandemic or anything else to come in the way of 

our ability to supply to our consumer,” Puri added (CNBC).   

Japan   March 2023 
The industry ministry plans to reduce increases in household 

electricity bills given the recent decline in fuel import prices, people 

familiar with the matter have said. Seven utilities have applied for 

the ministry's approval to hike regulated household electricity rates 

by 28% to 45%, citing surging fuel costs on the back of Russia's 

invasion of Ukraine and the yen's sharp depreciation. 

Tohoku Electric Power, Hokuriku Electric Power, Chugoku Electric 
Power, Shikoku Electric Power, and Okinawa Electric Power hope to 
raise rates from April and Tokyo Electric Power Company Holdings 
Inc. and Hokkaido Electric Power in June. 
But strict screening of their applications would push back the hikes. 
The firms calculated rate increase margins based on the average 
fuel costs three months prior to their applications. Specifically, 
Tohoku, Hokuriku, Chugoku, Shikoku and Okinawa took into 
account the average costs for July-September last year, while Tepco 
used August-October average costs and Hokkaido for September-
November. 

https://www.cnbc.com/2022/03/28/russia-india-india-buys-cheap-russian-oil-china-could-be-next.html
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/03/28/russia-india-india-buys-cheap-russian-oil-china-could-be-next.html
https://urldefense.com/v3/__https:/www.reuters.com/business/energy/january-oil-loadings-russias-baltic-ports-set-jump-50-vs-dec-2023-01-23/__;!!PIZeeW5wscynRQ!uj0X200p98BdQ3Ag7IRvG5F5C6iLC4g2xPBsaDgF8vUc03efbdhIhO5yJfo6T5RlXqTwr7VsmeOIryqEQe3ozUYp$
https://www.cnbc.com/2023/02/07/india-will-buy-oil-supply-from-anywhere-as-long-as-there-are-benefits.html?&qsearchterm=India
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However, an expert panel with the Electricity and Gas Market 
Surveillance Commission found it would be more appropriate to use 
the average costs for the three months through January this year 
(2023). 
After recalculations using the November-January average, the 
initially figured hikes became smaller at all utilities. 
The proposed hikes based on peak fuel prices have drawn strong 
backlash from the public (The Japan Times).  
 

South Korea December 2022  
The direct impact of Russia and Ukraine’s war is minimal on South 
Korea (not having direct ties with them). However, South Korea 
suffers from the worldwide inflation, especially on the semi-
conductors’ products (OECD, 2022).  
 

January 2023 
South Korea will raise electricity prices for the first quarter of 2023 
by 13.1 won per kilowatt-hour, a 9.5% increase that is the highest 
in four decades. The Korea Electric Power Corp (KEPCO) is expected 
to post a deficit of more than 30 trillion won ($23.73 billion) in 
2022, after a 6 trillion won deficit in 2021, due to a rise in global 
energy prices that had not been reflected in domestic prices 
(Reuters, 2022).  
 

 Public Authorities measures 

China April 2023 
The People's Bank of China (PBoC) left its key lending rates steady for the eighth straight month at April fixing, as the economic recovery 

has returned on track after the withdrawal of most anti-COVID measures last December. The one-year loan prime rate (LPR), which the 

medium-term lending facility uses for corporate and household loans, was kept unchanged at 3.65%; while the five-year rate, a reference 

for mortgages, was maintained at 4.3%. The move came after the central bank held its medium-term policy rate at 2.75% earlier in the 

week. The board continued to bolster liquidity support as it rolled over maturing medium-term policy loans with higher cash offerings 

for the fifth month in April (Trading Economics). 

India April 2023 
India’s central bank held its benchmark interest rate, or its policy repurchase rate, at 6.50%, defying expectations for the Reserve Bank 
of India to hike 25 basis points. The Indian rupee weakened 0.15% shortly after the announcement (CNBC).  
 

Japan March 2023 

https://www.japantimes.co.jp/news/2023/03/04/business/japan-household-electricity-rate-hikes/
https://www.oecd.org/economy/korea-economic-snapshot/
https://www.reuters.com/business/energy/south-korea-raise-electricity-prices-q1-2023-by-record-amount-2022-12-30/
https://tradingeconomics.com/china/interest-rate
https://rbi.org.in/home.aspx
https://www.cnbc.com/2023/04/06/asia-markets-mixed-amid-softer-economic-reports-from-us.html?&qsearchterm=INDIA
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The Bank of Japan (BoJ) maintained its short-term interest rate at -0.1% and that for 10-year bond yields around 0% during its January 

meeting by a unanimous vote. The central bank also kept its 0.5% cap for bond buying, defying market speculation, and signaling that 

policymakers aren't seeking a looser grip on bond yields after the unexpected tweak of the yield curve control range in December. 

Meanwhile, in a quarterly outlook report, the board cut its 2022 GDP growth forecast slightly to 1.9% from 2.0%, citing slowdowns in 

overseas economies and high commodity prices. For 2023, the bank slashed its GDP outlook to 1.7% from 1.9%. The inflation remained 

unchanged, standing around 3% in 2022 and projected 1.6% in 2023. The BoJ reiterated it would take extra easing measures if needed 

while expecting short-and long-term policy interest rates to stay at their present or lower levels (Trading Economics).  

South Korea March 2023 
South Korea's central bank said the lagged effects of its aggressive streak of monetary tightening would have a bigger negative impact 
on economic growth this year than in 2022. 
The Bank of Korea (BOK) estimated that its 300 basis points of rate increases in the current tightening cycle would drag down the 
country's economic growth rate by 1.4 %age points in 2023, compared with 0.9 %age points last year. 
They are expected to lower consumer inflation by 1.3 %age points this year, versus 0.4 %age points a year before, according to the 
central bank's quarterly monetary policy report (Reuters).  
 

 

 

 

OCEANIA 
 General Facts & Measures Facts & Measures for Construction 

Australia April 2023  
In seasonally adjusted terms, the January 2023 monthly business 
turnover indicator showed: 

• Falls in seven of the 13 published industries.  

• The largest fall was in electricity, gas, water, and waste 
services (-10.1%). 

• The largest rise was in other services (4.5%). 

• Through the year, rises were seen in all 13 published 
industries (Australian Bureau of Statistics).  

April 2023 

The Construction industry recorded the largest %age increase in 
business turnover in February, rising 4.6 %, according to monthly 
figures released today by the Australian Bureau of Statistics (ABS). 
Robert Ewing, ABS head of business indicators, said: “After a fall in 
January of 3.3 %, turnover for non-residential builders and 
engineering firms drove the February rise, as the industry works 
through a large pipeline of infrastructure projects. 

https://tradingeconomics.com/japan/interest-rate#:~:text=Japan%20Interest%20Rate%20The%20Bank%20of%20Japan%20%28BoJ%29,during%20its%20January%20meeting%20by%20a%20unanimous%20vote.
https://www.reuters.com/markets/asia/bank-korea-expects-monetary-tightening-weigh-more-heavily-growth-this-year-2023-03-09/
https://www.abs.gov.au/statistics/economy/business-indicators/monthly-business-turnover-indicator/jan-2023
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“The industry is up 15.4 % on the same time last year, reaching its 
highest level since January 2010 when the turnover indicator series 
began. The cost of construction has been rising due to increasing 
input material prices and high labour demand.” 
Administrative and support services recorded the second largest 
monthly rise in turnover (+2.4 %), followed by Transport, postal and 
warehousing (+2.1 %). 
Mining saw the largest fall in turnover (-3.7 %), aligning with 
a decline in iron ore exports and a drop in global lithium prices. This 
was followed by Manufacturing, which fell 2.9 %, with weakness 
seen across metal and chemical manufacturers. 
All 13 selected industries recorded year-on-year increases, led by 
Accommodation and food services and Administration and support 
services (both +21.7 %), followed by Manufacturing (+15.7 
%)(Australian Bureau of Statistics). 
 
 

New Zealand March 2023 
The IFM forecasts a GDP of 1.9% in 2023, and an annual inflation 
of 3.9% (IMF).  
 
April 2023 
The consumers price index increased 6.7% in the 12 months to 
March 2023, according to figures released by Stats NZ today. 
The 6.7% increase follows a 7.2% increase in the 12 months to 
December 2022 (New Zealand statistics).  
 
The GDP fell by 0.6% in the December 2022 quarter, following a 
1.7% rise in the September 2022 quarter, according to quarterly 
figures released by Stats NZ (New Zealand Statistics). 

 

March 2023 
The volume of building activity fell 1.6% in the December 2022 
quarter, compared with the September 2022 quarter, Stats NZ said. 
The volume of residential building work fell 2.6%, while non-
residential building work rose 0.4%, over the same period. 
“Residential building activity eased in the December 2022 quarter, 
leading to the first fall in the total volume of building work since the 
COVID-19-impacted September 2021 quarter,” construction 
statistics manager Michael Heslop said.  
The value of building work put in place was $34 billion in the year 
ended December 2022. This is up 20% compared with the year 
ended December 2021. 
The building types that contributed most to this increase were: 

• offices, administration, and public transport buildings at 
$1.7 billion (up 46%) 

• storage buildings at $1.6 billion (up 40%) 

https://www.abs.gov.au/statistics/economy/international-trade/international-trade-goods-and-services-australia/feb-2023
https://www.abs.gov.au/media-centre/media-releases/construction-turnover-recovers-february
https://www.imf.org/en/Countries/NZL
https://www.stats.govt.nz/news/annual-inflation-6-7-percent/
https://www.stats.govt.nz/news/gdp-decreases-0-6-percent-in-the-december-2022-quarter/
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• factories and industrial buildings at $1.6 billion (up 33%). 
In the past 12 months residential construction costs increased 13% 
and non-residential costs increased 10% (New Zealand Statistics). 
 

 Raw materials and energy sourcing Raw materials and energy costs 

Australia December 2022 
Australia had already banned the import of petroleum, oil, coal, 
and gasoline, as well as alumina and bauxite, in July. Since 
October 2022, Australia has banned the import of Russian gold 
and is having trouble in importing fertilizers due to its 
dependence on Ukraine and Russia. Shipping costs have also 
increased not only because of the war but also because of the 
disruptions related to covid, which are still being felt (Journal of 
Québec, March 2022).  
 

April 2023 
Electricity prices are available on CEIC’s website, per region: 
Australia | Electricity Prices | CEIC (ceicdata.com). 
 

New Zealand Energy mix  

 

March 2023 
A slowdown in prices is expected from the Ministry of the Business, 
Innovation and Employment (MBIE)(cf. Tables below)(MBIE).   
 

https://www.stats.govt.nz/news/building-activity-eases-in-december-2022-quarter/
https://www.ceicdata.com/en/australia/electricity-prices
https://www.mbie.govt.nz/building-and-energy/energy-and-natural-resources/energy-statistics-and-modelling/energy-statistics/weekly-fuel-price-monitoring/
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 Public Authorities measures 

Australia April 2023 
The Australian Government has partnered with states and territories to deliver the Energy Price Relief Plan to address the impacts of 
price increases due to global energy pressures on families, small businesses, and manufacturers. 
The Energy Price Relief Plan will: 

• Take action to limit gas prices: Tackling high gas prices by the Commonwealth introducing a 12-month emergency gas price cap, 
to be set at $12 per gigajoule on new wholesale gas sales by east coast producers subject to consultation. 

• Take action to limit coal prices: The NSW and Queensland Governments are acting by effectively setting ceilings for the price of 
coal used for electricity generation to $125 a ton, with the Commonwealth to contribute to costs. 

• Provide targeted energy bill relief for households and business: The Australian Government will partner with states and territories 
to deliver targeted and temporary relief on power bills to eligible Australian households and small businesses that are customers 
of electricity retailers. The Commonwealth will establish an Energy Bill Relief Fund with up to $1.5 billion to deliver relief directly 
to electricity bills. Commonwealth support will be contingent on the relevant state or territory matching funding on a dollar-for-
dollar basis. 

• Invest in cleaner, cheaper, more reliable energy for the future (Australian Bureau of Statistics).  
 

New Zealand March 2023 
On 22 February 2023, the Reserve Bank of New Zealand increased the interest rate from 4.25% to 4.75%. The next update will be on 
April 5th (RBNZ).  

https://www.energy.gov.au/news-media/news/measures-mitigate-global-energy-price-crisis
https://www.rbnz.govt.nz/monetary-policy/about-monetary-policy/the-official-cash-rate
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FIDIC 
The Guidance Memorandum March 2023 

FIDIC has published a new guidance document to assist the users of its construction contracts when dealing with the effects 
of inflation and shortages of labor and goods following the global pandemic and the war in Ukraine. View the guidance 
below.  
The guidance memorandum: FIDIC contracts guidance, on the effects of inflation and unavailability of goods and labor 
following the global Covid-19 pandemic and the war in Ukraine, contains an outline of the provisions in FIDIC’s various general 
conditions of contract which can be relevant to help users deal with a number of scenarios which may arise when dealing 
with the above issues (FIDIC).  
 
 FIDIC policy and membership position pieces 

 

 

 

 

MULTI-LATERAL DEVELOPMENT BANKS 
EUROPEAN BANK FOR 
CONSTRUCTION AND 

DEVELOPMENT 
 

March 2023 – EBRD’s role in Ukraine as of January 2023  

https://www.fidic.org/node/40343
https://www.fidic.org/sites/default/files/Guidance%20Memo%20-%20War%20memorandum_170323_final.pdf
https://www.ebrd.com/what-we-do/war-on-ukraine
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General Construction 

April 2023 
Global economic activity is experiencing a broad-based and sharper-
than-expected slowdown, with inflation higher than seen in several 
decades. The cost-of-living crisis, tightening financial conditions in 
most regions, Russia’s invasion of Ukraine, and the lingering COVID-
19 pandemic all weigh heavily on the outlook. Global growth is 
forecast to slow from 6.0 % in 2021 to 3.2 % in 2022 and 2.7 % in 
2023. This is the weakest growth profile since 2001 except for the 
global financial crisis and the acute phase of the COVID-19 pandemic 
(IMF).  

 April 2023 

The short-term outlook for the global construction industry is 

clouded by high levels of uncertainty. With a looming economic 

recession in major markets due to soaring energy prices and high 

interest rates, prospects for growth will be muted in 2023. Tighter 

monetary policy and lower household purchasing power will weigh 

on demand for new buildings. Aggressive policy tightening by 

central banks in 2022 has lifted borrowing rates and thereby 

reduced the demand for building construction work. However, a 

large backlog of work will help to mitigate somewhat the impact on 

construction work done during 2023. Infrastructure investment will 

drive growth in construction activity. Governments worldwide 

continue to champion major infrastructure projects to boost their 

economy’s productive potential and drive the post-Covid economic 

recovery. This will see civil engineering be the fastest-growing 

sector in the construction market. Construction materials supply-

side constraints will ease but not dissipate in 2023. In advanced 

markets, labour shortage has become a serious issue. Tight labour 

markets and lack of a skilled workforce increase wage costs for 

builders in many advanced markets. In Europe this could become a 

structural problem in the mid-term future. Construction costs will 

rebase at a higher level. A correction in the mismatch between 

supply and demand will ease the pressures driving construction 

cost growth. However, we do not expect construction costs to fall 

back to pre-Covid levels. Work towards a more sustainable future 

will remain steady. The global push towards a less carbon-

intensive future will continue in 2023 and beyond, with further 

https://www.imf.org/en/Publications/WEO
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investment in renewable energy generation and other green 

infrastructure.  

 The construction industry is a major user of natural resources. From 

energy usage to emissions, it has a huge impact on the 

environment. According to the International Energy Agency (IEA), 

the buildings and construction sector accounts for a whopping 36% 

of worldwide energy use and 40% of CO2 emissions globally. Heavy 

plants used in construction still lean heavily on fossil fuels. 

Fabrication and shipping of construction materials have a massive 

impact on carbon emissions. Global cement manufacturing 

currently accounts for 8% of CO2 emissions annually, for example, 

with a rising rates due to ongoing urbanization around the world. 

Amid widespread concern about climate change and the need to 

cut down emissions, there is increasing pressure on construction 

firms to reduce their environmental impact. Planning, building 

materials and construction processes must all change 

comprehensively. Supply chains must be rethought, and an 

understanding of the materials required for a life-cycle approach 

will become crucial. Revisions to building regulations are already 

changing the boundaries for the minimum requirements expected 

in construction today. This can be challenging, as the example of 

the Netherlands shows, where construction has been impacted by 

the need for nitrogen reduction and tighter rules introduced 

regarding per- and polyfluoroalkyl substances (PFAS) in the soil. 

This has resulted in building project delays and postponement of 

building permits during the past few years. Some benefits already 

visible Public construction is currently a strong driver towards more 

sustainability. National Highways in the UK, for instance, has 

committed itself to reduce construction-related emissions by 50% 

until 2030. As this report shows, public initiatives in advanced 

markets related to sustainability help to sustain the industry during 
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a rather subdued market environment. There are many examples 

of this trend. The civil engineering segment in Belgium is supported 

by public investment in clean energy projects, while the Inflation 

Reduction Act boosts spending in energy-efficient and sustainable 

building activities in the United States. The Next Generation EU 

fund supports large investments in projects with a sustainability 

aspect, benefiting the Italian and Spanish construction sectors. A 

widespread phenomenon is increasing demand for 

renovation/upgrades to improve energy efficiency, and to comply 

with tighter environmental standards. The residential renovation 

work segment focused on energetic renovation (heating, 

ventilation, isolation and renewable energy) benefits from fiscal 

support/tax deductions e.g. in Belgium, France and Italy (Atradius).  

 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

file://///fntp.fr/fntp/doc$/canton_a/Download/Industry+Trends+Construction+2023.pdf
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For any question, please contact: 
 

Fanny DASTUGUE  
f.dastugue@cica.net 

 
Andine CANTON 

a.canton@cica.net 
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